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GUS TIAIJ

The Party of Marxism-Leninism

Hindsight can be a point of advantage. It can be a tool for ex-
tending and deepening one's foresight. Reflections on history can
also add scope and depth to one's understanding of the present.

Past events cannot be changed, but from the vantage point gained
through additional experiences, their signiffcance and meaning does
change. When placed under the laser beam of hindsight, only those
factors, movements, forces and ideas that affected and influenced
the course of history come into sharper focus. The rest of life's ex-

periences disintcgrate into memory as fads and fancies, into life's
rejects.

Under the laser beam of history of 50 years of the Communist
Party stands out sharp and clear. The Communist Party is one of
the movements whose ideas and actions have materially affected
and infl.uenced the course of events in the U.S.A. It is a speciffc part
of history because it has infuenced history.

Clearly, it is not a fad or a fancy, and life has not reiected it.
Therefore, a study of its history can add greatly to one's under-
standing of the present, and it is a necessary foundation for a clear
vision of things to come.

No one has yet written a deffnitive history of the Communist
Party, U.S.A. This is a wealaress. Communists have been too busy
making this history while reactionary and liberal historians have
been busy distorting, falsifying and burying it. Only the outline of
the Party's history was written by William Z. Foster in his History
of the Corunw.nist Party of the United States (International Publish-
ers, New York, 1956)

On the walls of a San Francisco Post Office, the great people's
artist, Anton Refregier, depicted the history of California in a pano-
rama of sweeping murals. For many years one of the murals was
hidden from the public by a cloth covering it. This particular mural
depicts a piece of history the authorities wanted the people to
forget. It is history that influenced the course of events in a way not
to their liking. It is a mural of the San Francisco general strike
of 19M.

It is neces,sary to write a history of the Communist Part/, and this
vge cannot do in one issue of Political Affairs. But we can begin
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to paint murals of 'words, depicting some of the important contribu-
tions of the Communist Party during its 50 years of leadership and
struggle.

The Communist Party takes part in movements and struggles with
millions of other Americans, and this also makes history. But what
is necessary is to turn the spotlight on its unique role and contri-
butions.

The Importance of Marxism-Leninisrn

The Communist Party is a working-class party. Its contributions
are working-class contributions. This is the basis of its unique role.

The Communist Party is a party of Marxism-Leninism. It is the
main fountainhead for the introduction and the development of this
science in our land. There are no other Marxist-Leninist parties in
the U.S.A. This role of the Communist Party has added a new
quality to all phases of American life. It has greatly influenced the
course of events.

It has given the working class a scientiffc basis of struggle. It has

given the class struggle a direction-a revolutionary direction. It
has helped to instill in the workers a consciousness of the class

nature of capitalist exploitation, a consciousness of the class nature
and class solution of the problems of individual workers. This has
rnfuenced the character of the class struggle. The Communist Party
has nurtured and planted the seeds of socialism among American
workers. The signiffcance of this contribution will grow as the
struggles of the working class move toward the historic point of
a revolutionary transition from capitalism to socialism. The iniection
of these ideas has in an important measure infuenced the course
of events.

Marxism-Leninism adds an important, unique ingredient to the
total stream of intellectual life. To the historian it gives a science
of history-an ability to see the relationships between causes and
effects, to see in their interrelationship the influence of economic
Iaws and the processes of political, cultural and intellectual activities
as makers of history. It gives him the ability to see the relationship
of individuals and classes as makers of history.

It lifts the study of economics from the narrow conffnes of sta-
tistics and abstract speculations. It rescues philosophy from the hope-
less and degrading task of running interference for a dying econornic
and social system. It liberates thought from the dry rot resulting
from confinement and separation from life, from narrow depart-
mentalization. For culture, and art, Marxism provides a more mean-
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ingful purpose, meaning that adds to its esthetic and emotional
qualities.

Marxism adds a deep sense of dedication to one's fellow human
beings in all ftelds of endeavor, whether intellectual or physical.
lntellectual activity in the service of a dying way of life, itself warps
snd dies. Marxisrn rescues it from its destruction. Marxism reiects
the concept of thought as the the activity of a "neutral" observer.
It opens the way by which philosophers, economists, historians and
cultural workers can escape from the conffnes of being merely ob-
servers and become active ffghters for progress-ffghters to change
that which they may observe.

Marxism-Leninism has to some extent broken through the bar-
riers constructed to isolate it and make it ineffective. This ideological
"Maginot Line" consists of terror, imprisonment, obstructionism of
every form, denial of employrnent, ridicule and ostracism. It takes
the form of a conspiracy of total silence.

When the fortiffcations began to show cracks, the ideological
custodians of the reactionary establishment introduced the study
of anti-Commurrism as a substitute for the study of Communism. In
the 50's, they still taught that "dialectical materialism is more than
a delusion-it is a sin." But more and more they have had to give
up this open farce. It began to backffre. Too many were discovering
ihe real Marxism. Such primitive vulgarization brought only dis-
credit to the would-be discreditors of Marxism.

Marxism Can No Longer Bo lgnored

The attack goes on, but they cannot now ignore Marxism or con-
tinue to use the primitive methods; hence they have shifted to more
r:ophisticated methods. From the posture of rejection and frontal
attack they have moved to that of "properly interpreting Marx,"
or to saying: "Marx was right in the.past, but life has bypassed his
ideas." Thus while the conspiracy of silence has been broken, and
the vulgarizations do not go unchallenged, the struggle goes on.

There is an unprecedented demand for basic Marxist-Leninist
literature. It has becorne an accepted area of inquiry in many col-
leges. This is no small achievement. Obiective developments, of
course, are an important factor in this shift. But the credit for the
effective use of these factors must go to the Communist Party. If the
Communist Party U.S.A. had no other credits, this invaluable con-
tribution would itself be reason enough to uncover the murals de-
picting the 50 years of service to the working class and our people.
But there is much more.
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The ivory tou,er is is not the vehicle for Marxism-Leninism, which

is the science of revolution. It has broken through the ideological

barriers because it has become a factor in the mass struggles, in the

class struggle raging in our land. It influences and increasingly guides

these struggles. This is its greatest contribution. Becaue it is im-

possible to ieparate the Communist Party in action from Marxism-
"Leninism, thii is also the Communist Party's most signiffcant con-

tribution.
Years before the appearance of Marxism-Leninism and the Com-

munist Party, there were rebels and heroic rebellions. But they were

each doing their own thing. There were theories and there were

actions and movements, but they were not related' Marxism-Leninism
introduced a new quality to the struggles for progress. It exposed

the class roots of capitalism; it turned the spotlight of rebellion to
the elass nature of capitalist exploitation. It pointed to the need for
developing a class consciousness, a class approach to struggle. The

history of the Communist Party is a history of developing a class

approach, a ciass understanding of the struggle for progress.

Before Marxism-Leninism there were struggles aimed at reform-
ing the existing society and there were rebellions against the "sys-

tem" but the two remained in difierent orbits, very often antagonistic
to each other, often cancelling one another out. Marxism-Leninism
explains and urrites the forces propelling movements of reform and

thos'e of revolution. It does not reject struggles for reforms, but in-
jects a revolutionary context into them. Thus the struggle for re-

forms becomes the path towards revolution' There is no other path.
To reject the struggle for reforms is to give up the struggle for a

revolutionary transition to socialism.
Marxism-Leninism also rejects empty rhetoric about revolution

and violence, rhetoric that has no relationship to leading masses in
battle against the evil effects of capitalism. It rejects it because it
remains empty talk. Thus, the history of the Communist Party is

a history of sh'uggle against reformism-the ideological dissipater

of a revolutionary movement-and of the struggle against concepts of
anarchism and other forms of petty-bourgeois radicalism which
short-circuit the revolutionary process into meaningless discharges of
sparks of revolutionary energy. The introduction of and the ffght
for concepts of mass struggle has greatly influenced the course of
all struggles in our countrY.

IJnity of Theory and. Practice

The Communist Party in its very essence represents the unity of
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revolutionary theory and revolutionary practice. Marxism-Leninism
has influenced and is influencing the patterns of thought and moving
them toward a-ction. This comes from its very nature-to observe in
order to change what is being observed. To observe, to uncover the
Iaws of capitalist develop,ment, with the objective of being a factor
in discarding it. To observe and dissect racism and chauvinism, not
merely in order to condemn it, but to be more efiective as a factor
in uprooting and destroying it. To study and observe imperialism as

an extension of capitalist enslavement, to understand its inherently
aggressive and war-like nature in order to be a more powerful force
in destrofng it.

The understarding of the laws of capitalist development is a pow-
erful factor in the struggle against capitalism. It gives the working
class the ability to sltrchronize its actions with objective processes.
It provides the revolutionary movement with guidelines on how to
take advantage of weaknesses in the ranks of the class enemy. It is
a necessary foundation for solving such tactical questions as timing,
disposition of forces, nature of alliances, etc. It is an absoluto neces-
sity for a mass approach to struggles. Only by the use of this science
is it possible for the advanced detachment of the working-class
movement to determine when the obiective processes and the sub-
jective factors are yeady for a new stage of struggle. Tactics and
timing are, therefore, closely related to this scientiffc ongoing as-

sessment of objective reality.
The Communist Party is a force combining thought and aetion.

It is because it is the party of Marxism-Leninism that it has main-
tained an advanced position in all struggles-an advanced position
that is closely related to the ob1'ective reality of each movement.

Communists have been the front-line ffghters for the organization
of trade unions. Communists have made class history in the struggle
against the reactionary class-collaborationist policies of the reform-
ist trade union leadership. Starting with William Z. Foster and his
leadership in organizing the steel workers in l-919, the Communists
have contributed leadership and drive to organizing the mass pro-
duction industries, to the emergence of the CIO and now to the
upsurge of the rank-and-ffle movements. The Communist Party in-
itiated and led the struggles that won the present social security
legislation including unemployment insurance.

Of all the political parties, the Communist Party is the pioneer
in the struggle against the special system of discrimination and
segregation practiced against 25 million black Americans. We are the
pioneers in the struggle against racism and chauvinism.
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Communists were in the leadership of and supplied the main

body of the shock troops in the struggle against fascism. The Com-

munists were the main body of volunteers in the struggle against
lascism in Spain.

The Communists have at all times been in the front ranks of the
forces ffghting to stem the attacks of the ultra-Right. Because Marxism
views the struggle for democracy as both a necessary ffght for re-

form and a paih that can lead to socialism, Communists are staunch
defenders of democratic rights.

The Communist Party, U.S.A. has been and is the most consistent
opponent of U.S. imperialism. This unshakable stand is based both
on our uncompromising position against capitalism and on our ffrm
position of working-class internationalism.

These are only some of the contributions of which history must
take note. We take note of them not to boast about them or publicly
to record them" We note them rather as an inducement to encourage
the study of Marxism-Leninism, because the 50 years of the Com-
rnunist Party is 50 years of the application and development of
Marxism-Leninism on the American secne.

We note them to encourage others to study our history; to stimu-
late others to paint the murals, both in words and colors, that will
depict and draw the lessons of the 50 years of working-class leader-
ship and struggles.

We note them so they can be the basis of ever greater achieve-
ment, of ever more effective leadership.

The U.S. today is the most powerful imperialist country in the
world's history. Its ruling class is the sworn enemy of freedom
everywhere. Our Party, therefore, holds it to be its special duty
to extend full solidarity and support to the victims of U.S. irn-
perialism, particularly to our brothers in Latin America, Africa
and Asia. Their struggle is our struggle; their victory a victory
for all mankind. . . .

From Preamble to Constitution of the CPUSA

WIIJ.IAM WEINSTONE

Formative Perind of tPIlSA
The Communist Party was born in Chicago on September 1, 1919.

This is the commonly accepted date, although actually two Com-
munist Parties came into being around that date-the Communist
Labor Party on August 81 and the Communist Party on September 1.

The formation of the two parties marks the beginning of the Com-
munist Party in the United States. The Communist Party arose
in two sections due to a split that occurred at t-he National Left-
Wing Conference held several months before, not over principles
but over tactics to be applied in regard to the Socialist Party Con-
vention which was scheduled to be held at the end of August. The
reasons for this I will discuss later.

A split in the Socialist Party developed in 1918-19 as a culmination
of the historic struggle between working-class revolutionary socialism
and petty-bourgeois opportunism which was carried on in the Socialist
parties of the United States and other countries over a long time,
and was sharpened to an extreme degree by the First World War
and by the Bolshevik and other proletarian revolutions which fol-
lowed.

William Z. Foster'i History of the Communist Party of the United.
States (International Publishers, New York, 1952) gives a good and
accurate account of the split in the Socialist Party and the formation
and development of the Communist Party in this period. It is not
necessiuy nor possible to detail them here. Since, however, the book
is out of print, it may be useful to summarize at least the highlfhts
of the period in which the writer participated as a founding member
of the Party.

Opportunist Leadership of Socialist Party

The Left wing in the Socialist Party and later the Communist
Party arose because the Socialist Party was dominated by an op-
portunist leadership-a combination of Right and center opportunists
who were incapable of meeting the needs of a world in crisis and
revolutionary change demanding, therefore, a new type of party-
a party of revolutionary socialism. ]ames Weinstein and other writers
refer to the Hillquit group in the leadership as a center group and
give the impression that it acted as a sort of arbitrator between the
Right and Left. Actually, "centrism" of the Hillquit type in the U.S.,
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and that of Kautsky and like elements in Europe, as Lenin wrote,
were a concealed type of opportunism working with the extreme
Right wing and using sophistry, maneuvers and Marxian phrases to
cover up the treachery of the open opportunists and suPPorters of the
imperialist war. Hillquit was a master at such deception.

The war and the proletarian revolution in Russia, followed by
revolutions on the continent, had a great impact on the workers
in the U.S. Their ftghting spirit rose, and though it did not reach
the tumultous heights of Europe, it was expressed in a vast strike
movement. This included the militant three-month strike of 365,000
steel workers, led by William Z. Foster, the general strike in Seattle,
the strike of copper miners in Butte, Montana, the 500,000 coal miners,
and others. There was wide support for the Russian Revolution and
strong opposition to the action of Wilson in sending American troops
to Russia to heip the counter-revolution. Discontent was high among
the workers who were deeply disillusioned with the war. Soviet
Russia had fully exposed the way's imperialist character.

The major immediate issue which led to a split within the Socialist
Party was the acute discontent among the rank and ffle at the way
the opportunist leadership had met the issue of the war. The Socialist
Party leadership from the outset of the war in August, 1914, had op-
posed it but chiefly on paciffst grounds. It exonerated the treacherous
Socialist Party leaders of Europe who had betrayed the anti-war
resolutions of the Second International and supported their imperi-
alist governments. The Left wing of the SP, while not at ffrst
clearly differentiating itself from the official paciffst policy of the
Party, began to sharpen up its anti-war stand. It increasingly de-
manded a strong working-class opposition. This grew, after the emerg-
ency convention of the Socialist Party, which was held in St. Louis in
April, 1917, shortly after America's entrance into the war.

There was also growing resentment among the Left elements in
the Party at the compromising manner in which the Right-centrist
leadership handled the Bolshevik Revolution and the matter of af-
ffliation to the Communist International. Moreover, it was discon-
tented with the lack of a militant program of action by the Hillquit
leadership which would enable the Party to act as a vanguard in
the tremendous struggles which were taking place at the time in
the eountry.

Right-Left Sph.t Ooer War and October Reaolution

]ames Weinstein, in his recent book Decline of the Socialist party,
1912-1925 (Monthly Review Press, New York, 1g67), takes issue wiih
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the view of the Communists, and also of non-Communists, that dif-
ferences between Right and Left existed over the war and the
Bolshevik Revolution and were factors in the split. He cites the
fact that Left'and center had joined forces in adopting the anti-war
resolution at the emergency SP convention.

It is kue, writes Foster, that Right and Left had united in a
compromise resolution which produced great enthusiasm, "even the
Left being more or less taken in by Hillquit's anti-war demagogy."
The Left made a serious mistake in not insisting on the inclusion
of a condemnation of the treachery of the Social Democratic parties
in Europe for supporting their governments in the imperialist war,
and revealing that this social chauvinism was the result of the whole
line of opportunism followed by these parties for years.

However, there was soon disillusionment among the Lefts, writes
Foster, because "many of the party leaders who had voted for the
[St. Louis anti-war] resolution either failed to back it up in practice,
or came out in support of the war." This also applied to a number of
prominent trade union leaders who, while remaining in the party,
without censure or rebuke by the SP leadership, supported the
Gompers war line. It applied to Meyer London, Socialist congress-
man from New York, who voted for the war appropriations in vio-
lation of the antiwar resolution. It applied to the New York socialist
aldermen who supported the Third Liberty Loan in April, 1918,
violating the Party's decision prohibiting such action. Far from unity,
Foster states, there were sharp divergencies and growing friction be-
tween Right and Left on the war issue.

Likewise, it is true, that at ffrst the SP leaders adopted tongue-in-
cheek worded endorsements for the Bolshevik Revolution. Senti-
ment for the revolution was high in sP and working-class ranks. But
in reality these leaders were hostile to the policies of the Bolsheviks,
questioned the correctness of a proletarian revolution in Russia
and at the ffrst favorable moment showed their true position. They
seized on the action of the Bolsheviks in arresting the Menshevik
Social Democrats who joined the counter-revolution against the
Soviet government, demanding their release. They soon came out
against the dictatorship of the proletariat which the Bolsheviks es-
tablished to saleguard the revolution and advance to socialism.

H illquif s Oyportunist Role

Weinstein, in the above mentioned book, cites without disapproval
a speech_at the ILGWU Convention in 1g2B in which Hillquit re_
marked that "to the sober observer of world politics, the develop_
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ment of the British Labor Party since the last election, is a more
thorough-going revolution than the Bolshevik coup dietat in 19L7.
The latter was a dazzling historic adventure, while the former [the
Labor Party McDonald victory] is a great historic event" (p. za9).
Remarkable insight into the historic signiffcance of the Bolshevik
Revolution, on one hand, and labo reformism on the otherl

At a later time, Hillquit denounced the establishment of the
Soviet government "as the greatest disaster and calamity that ever
befell the socialist movement."

On the question of affiliation to the Third International, the Hill-
quit leadership manouvered. It ftrst tried to restore the Second Inter-
national by electing delegates to the proposed Stockholm Conference
in 1917 (which never assembled) and then supported the Berne
Conference of the parties of the Second International in September,
1918, which was a failure. The Hillquit Ieadership proposed af-
ffliation to the Third International under pressure of the Left Social-
ists who remained in the Party after the initial split. Hiltquit took
exception to a number of provisions in the 2L conditions of admis-
sion, and wher, the Communist fnternational rejected his reserva.
tions, dropped the matter of affiliation entirely.

Opportunism in the world socialist movement, wrote Lenin, in his
famous articles in 1914-1917 on the collapse of the Second Inter-
national, 'is no chance oecurrence, sin, slip, or treachery on the part
of individuals, but a social product of an entire period of history."
(Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. %7.) The main feature of opportun-
ism is collaboration with the capitalist class, instead of pursuing a
policy of class struggle against the capitalist exploiters and oppres-
sors. "Opportunism means sacrificing the fundamental interests of
the masses to the temporary interests of an insigniffcant minority or,
in other words, an alliance between a section of the workers and
the bourgeoise directed against the mass of the proletariat." (lbid.,
p. 2a2.) It developed in the relatively "peacefuf' period of 1871-
1914, peaceful in the sense of no revolutions and no great wars, but
not in the sense of no class conflicts.

During this period, wrote Lenin, the Socialist parties built unions,
made propaganda for socialism, conducted electoral activities and
grew in size and influence. These were important achievements which
Lenin and the Communists recognized at the time of the formation
of the Communist International. But in the course of this period, the
Socialist parties were joined by many petty-bourgeois elements. Also,
there developed a stratum of trade union officials and of privileged
workers who liked the idea of class collaboration. They became a
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bourgeois-minded stratum, receiving "crumbs from the table of their
national capitalists and isolated themselves from the sufiering, misery
and revolutionary temper of the impoverished and ruined masses."
(Ibid., p. 243.)

The Left wing carried on an intense campaign against the oppor-
tunism in the Socialist Party, seeking to change its policies and
leadership. It took part in the referendum for a new national executive
committee and swept the elections, winning 12 out of 15 seats and
4 out of 5 international delegates. The Hillquit leadership, deter-
mined to stay in power at all costs, refused to seat the newly elected
committee, invalidated the elections and began a purge, expelling Left-
led state organizations and language federations representing the
overwhelming majority of the membership. By that arbitrary and
bureaucratic expulsion the Right wing split the Socialist Party.

Tha Left-Wing Mobilizes lts Forces

soon thereafter the Left wing called the National Left-wing con-
ference on- June 21, 1919 in New York, which was attended"by ga
delegates from 20 cities representing the bulk of the -embership.
Although the Left wing split over tactics, it was united in its indidt-
ment of the socialist_ Party leadership and in the political policies
which later formed the basis for the programs of 6oth corimunist
Parties.

The Left-Wing Manifesto which was adopted by the Conference
condemned the whole political line of the sp leadership-root and
branch. Foster wrote: "It_ accused Hillquit and Company of basing
the_Party progr-am upon the petty bourgeoisie and st<ilea aristocracy
of labor; of failing to support industrial unionism and the workeri,
economic, struggles; of Gompersism [the class collaboration policies
of S_amuel Gompers, then head of the AFL]; of carrying on opportunist
parliamentary policy; of sabotaging the struggle against the war; of
opposing the Russian Revolution; of accepting a Wilsonian peace; of
supporting the decayed Second International; and of generally caruy-
ing on u p*cy of reform which led not to socialism, but to the per-
petuation of capitalism." (History of the CPUSA, p. 1G6. )

There was a serious omission in the Left-Wing Manifesto with
rggard to the Negro question. It failed to indict the segregation
of Negro members in many Socialist Party branches in the South
and the blatant chauvinism of many leaders, as well as the failure
of the SP to take up a mass struggle against the severe oppression
of the Negroes, particularly against the lynching campaign raging
in the South.
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The Left-Wing Manifesto, not only made a thorough criticism of

the opportunism of the SP leadership, but analyzed the,basic issues

at stake and outlined a policy of militant struggle in both the indus-

trial and political ffelds. "It proposed basing the party and its program

upon the proletariat; full iupport of industrial unionism, relentless

wlar agains-t Gompersism; t"uo1rtiorary parliamentarism; support of

the Rissian Revolution; affiliation to the Communist International;

and a program aimed at the abolition of the capitalist-. system and

the estibliihment of the dictatorship of the proletariat." (Ibi'd', pp'
166-167. )

The Left-Wing Manifesto and the Communist programs -were 
a

long stride towird a Marxist-Leninist_position. In its analysis of

imp"erialism, the war, social democracy, the state, the nature of oppor-

turiism, the need for mass action as the decisive means to ffght capi-

talism, etc., the Left wing surpassed the former Left wing oppositions'

The Fi.ght to Establish a Reoohrtionary Party

The aim of the Left wing and the Communists in the USA in
fighting for a revolutionary party-a party of a new type-was basic-

afly the same as that animating the revolutionary socialists throughout
the world which joined togethLr to form the Communist International
in March, 1919.

Palmiro Togliatti wrote in 1959, on the occasion of the 40th anni-

versary of the Communist International, that

. . . the guiding principle underlying the founding 
-of 

the C-omin-

tern and it"s activ'Ities hai its rorr"L iri the scientiffc-ally established
truth that capitalism has reached the last stage _of its dev_eloprnent,

and that the-historical period in which we are living is the period
of collapse of imperialiim and the revolutionary triumph of social-
ism. Hence the imperative need for a resolute, uncompromising
fight to end opportunism in the working-class movement, to break
completely wi[6 the old parties of the Second International and to
creale revolutionary partGs, equipped with Marxist-Leninist theory
and capable of aciirrt as a vanguard of the working class to lead
the struggle for socialism. . . . Hence, in conformity with Marxist
principles, there arises the need for a strategy uld tactrns in_keep-
ing with the general character of the historical period and with
paiticular situations. (Wodd Marxist Reoieu, November, 1959.)

Such was the perspective and Program arising from the new world
situation and the historical period into which society had entered-
the new era opened up by the proletarian revolution in which the
working class takes the center of the stage, an era which marks the
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beginning of the transition from capitalism to socialism. It was around

this outlook that the ffght between Right and Left in the U.S., be-

tween revolutionary to"iulis* and opportunism, between Right-wing

social democracy and Communism took place.

The Right wing of the SP did not want and was unable to change

in the direction Jf revolutionary mass struggle. It preferred to con-

tinue along the line of its banlrupt reformist policies which in time

reduced the Socialist Party to a sterile sect.

At the same time there were serious weaknesses and mistakes of

the communists at the stage of the formation of the Party _and in
the immediate years that followed. They were of a sectarian-doctrin-

aire character, which the Communists fully criticized and which Foster

substantially analyzes in his book.

Sectarian Errors in Forma.tioe Tears

Sectarianism was expressed in the Left-Wing Manifesto and in the

programs of the two parties in a dual-union line-that is, opposing,
in principle, work in the AFL and advocating the arbitrary setting up
of competing unions. It was also expressed in the rejection of partial
political demands and in the reduction of parliamentary action to
merely agitating for socialism and for revolutionary formulas. The

need of the woiking class for allies in the struggle for socialism was

not recognized.
Furth&more, the Communist Labor Party did not mention the

Negro question while the Communist Party gave, word for word,

the Deleon formula that "the racial oppression of the Negro is
simply the expression of his economic bondage and oppression, each

inteniifying tf,e other. This complicates the Negro problem but does

not alter its proletarian character."
As Foster wrote, the political basis of the "Leftism" was a wrong

estimate of the general political situation in the u.s. "Much of Europe

then was in a levolutionary situation. Moreover, the revolution in

Germany, had it not been betrayed by the social Democrats, could

have spiead widely, thereby directly afiecting the United 
_States. 

It
was tGrefore quite correct for the American Communist Parties to

have a general iocialist perspective. Their mistake was in conceiving

this in air altogether too immediate sense and in a mechanical fashion'

They failed tJmake a clear distinction between a Europe devastated

by ihe war and the scene of active revolutionary struggle, and a cap-

italist America enriched by the war and by no means ready for so-

cialism. This faulty analysis contributed directly to th9 young com-

munist parties' underestimation and neglect of the daily struggles of
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the workers for partial demands." (lbid,, pp. 178-174.)
The Party had not yet learned that, as Frederick Engels wroter

"Marxism is not a dogma, it is a guide to action." This mechanical,
doctrinaire approach of applying general N{arxist principles of social
development without regard to the speciffc history and traditions of a
country, and to the conditions and relationship of forces at the time,
were to impede the Party's progress at various times later in its his-
tory.

It was sectarian rigidity and doctrinairism on the part of the leader-
ship generally which accounted for the weaknesses of the outlook and
program of both parties. It was an inheritance from the old Left
Wing. Foster, in his review of Theodore Draper's book, Roots of
American Comnatnism, which appeared in the May, 1957 Political
Affairs, efiectively exposed the book s claim to being an authentic
history of the Communist Party. While containing useful informa-
tion, it is hardly an objective treatment of the Party. Foster revealed
it as 'just one more bourgeois attempt to demean and distort the
history of the CPUSA. . The author strives to prove that the
CPUSA is an artiffcially created Russian political instrument without
any basic connections with the American working class and its strug-
gles for economic and political betterment."

Foster refutes this on the basis of the Party's hard ffght for the
interests of the American workers, and for democratic rights in this
period. He writes "that while the fedgling Communist Party in the
U.S., as in other countries, was profoundly infuenced by the com-
bined effects of the Russian Revolution and the newly organized Com-
munist International, especially it represented the historic Left wing
of the Socialist movement in this country, reaching back for many de-
cades and reacting to the conditions, struggles and aspirations of the
American working class."

The Communists expressed the aspirations of the old Left for a
class struggle policy but also reflected the latter's sectarianism.

It was sectarianism, tendencies to exaggerate difierences, and
doctrinairism on the part of a number of the Party leaders and some
of the language federations, which accounted for the split in the Left
wing. It was a mistake not to attend the Socialist Party Convention
as many had proposed, even though the group, which later formed
the Communist Labor Party, was summarily thrown out of the Con-
vention by the police on the call of the SP leadership. It was important
to attend, if oniy to expose the bureaucracy of the leadership and to
clarify the program of the Left wing fully before the Socialist move-
ment of the country and the delegates at the SP convention, many of
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whom hesitated between the Right and Left. It was an even worse
error not to effect unity of the two parties, although negotiations took
place between them.

The Communist parties proceeded to organize their ranks, enrolling
the Left-wing forces of the Socialist Party. They were joined also by
forces from other organizations in the general process of realignment
of revolutionary elements. Among them were some Socialist Labor
Party leaders, a number of Negro leaders attached to Socialist journals
and revolutionary organizations, young Socialist leaders, prominent
women Socialists, and others.

Reaction Unleoshes Palmer Raiils

Fearful of the revolutionary wave in Europe, the militant struggles
in the United States, and the danger of a revolutionary party founded
on Marxism-Leninism, capitalist reaction unleashed a furious ofiensive
against radicalism in general and the foreign-born and communists
in particular. The notorious Palmer raids occurred, in which thousands
were rounded up and arrested, including members and leaders of both
parties,* as well as the I.W.W.

The communists fought courageously in court for their principres
and for democratic-rights of free speech and assembly. Thei went on
with their work of organization despite their virtual illegality. But
the terror greatly_reduced the membership of the parties. NJw strength
came from the adhere,ce of a group of former IWw members, heaJed

ll-Pig Bill Ha1.wood, general secretary of the IWW, who ioined in
1920' A considerable number of experienced trade unionists who had
formed a Left trade union opposition in the AFL, headed by wifliam
Z. Foster, joined in 1921.

within the cP and the cLP the need for unity became shong. It
was an absolute neces_sity in the face of the government persecution

iid th." widespread discontent and labor struggles in tf,e country.
Also, there was a growing realization of the ,r""""a to overcome the
severe isolation caused by the persecution. Members and leaders
raised the importance of finding ways and means of reaching the
broad masses of the people.

-,C:I.Ruthenberg, 
general secretary of the Cp, wrote in the April

25, 1920 issue of the Communist that to be a party of action, the 
-Cp

must participate "in the everyday struggles of the workers and by such
participation inject its principles and give a wider meaning, thus de-
veloping the communist movement." It was ideologically an-important

:o, 
" a"t"iJa'?.tJ"1rt"t.
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step away from the narrow sectarianism of the year before. Ruthen-
berg and other leaders of the CF not only favored this outlook but,
together with Alfred Wagen}necht, general secretary of the CLP,
and others, undertook negotiations which led to the unity of the two
parties and the formation of the United Communist Party in 1920.
However, this was not accomplished without opposition in the ranks
of the CP, chiefly from a section of the language federations which
carried out a secession and continued with the name of the Com-
munist Party. They falsely charged the CLP with beinq centrists.

.1920 Conoentian of United Cornnwnist party

The convention of the united communist party took a big step
forwad in rejecting-the line of dual unionism and also in strenltheri-
i".g Prfy_t-oucture by, making the autonomous language federitions,
which had been virtually independent parties within-the-party, subject
to the general supervision and control of the Central Committee.

Full unity of all communist groups was ffnally achieved a year later
in May, 1921. In these efforts at unity, the communist Internationar,
which saw 

_no 
important difierences between the communist groups

and pressed for a line of mass activities, helped at every stage.

^ 
A decisive weapon for overcoming sectarianism and putting the

communists in the united states and other countries mor-e ffrmiy on
the, road to becoming real Marxist vanguard parties, was the views
of Lenin, and particularly his work "Left-Win{ Communism-an ln-
fantile Disorder. Published in Russia in ]une, 1920, it reached our
counhy,in English translation a little later in the year. It made a
powerful impact upon the Communist leaders and members, enthus-
ing and arousing them. It helped enormously to make the break with
"Left" sectarianism and to recognize the need for closest contact with
the masses in the Party's work.

Soon after, the United Communist Party resolutely took the path
of breaking its isolation and taking up broad ,rr"r, *ork. It establiihed
the Workers Party on December 21, 1g21, as a "legal" means of
.carrying on wider public agitation and activity and thus reaching
broader sections of the masses. This was done through an alliance witf,
the Workers Council group and many language groups which were
not part of the Communist Party. Its membership was about 12,000 in
1921 and rose to about 16,000 in 1928 with the improvement in con-
ditions of legality and the dissolution of the underground communist
Party. The "underground" CP was not dissolved at this stage. That
was to come later.

Here mention must be made of a factional struggle which broke
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out in the "underground CP," which continued to exist for a time after
the formation of the Workers Party. The central issue was the ques-
tion of the need and possibility of enlarging democratic rights and
Iegality of the Communists by cutting down the activities of the ,n-
derground party, since the Workers Party was efiectively assuming
the functions of the Communist Party in its mass agitation and activ-
ities.

On one side was a maiority group led by L. E. Katterffeld, Icnown
as- the "goose caucus," and on the other side the Ruthenberg group,
who were termed the "liquidators" by their factional opponenti. fhe
goose caucus was opposed to any weakening of the "underground."
The Ruthenberg group was for restricting its activities and eventually
Iiquidating it as unnecessary. At the time of the struggle, for which
a special convention was called in Bridgeman, Michigan, in mid-
August, Ruthenberg was general secretary of the Workers Party.

The vote on the question at the convention was evenly divided.
When its deliberations were almost at a close, it was raided by the
FBI. Seventeen delegates were arrested including Ruthenberg. Forty
more were later jailed, including Foster. Ruthenberg and Foster were
tried under the Michigan criminal syndicalist law, Ruthenberg being
convicted and Foster released because of a divided iury. He was not
retried, nor were the others. Their cases were ffnally dropped in 1983.

The aim of the government in making the raid was not only to keep
the Communist Party illegal and to restrict the activities of the newly
formed Workers Party, but also to affect adversely the big strikes
then in progress.

Notwithstanding the raid, the situation in the country was changing
in the direction of the restoration of sorne of the rights under*ir"d
during the Palmer raid period. The Bridgeman attick on the party
was widely condemned. The Party boldly and wisely seized on the
new situation to achieve its desired goal of a complete public ex-
istence. on April 7, L928 the communist party declared iti full con-
solidation with the Workers Party. Thus the "underground' period
of the Communist Party came to an end. The Workers party changed
its name to the Workers (Communist) Party in 1g25 and to the Com-
munist Party in 1930.

The Workers Party program was a big advance over the past pro-
grams. It contained both a maximum and minimum program, declar-
ing that "the Workers Party will courageously defend the workers
and wage an aggressive struggle for the abolition of capitalism." It
gave a ringing endorsement to the Russian Revolution which, it stated,
had ushered in "the era of Workers Republics." It demanded recogni-
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tion of the Soviet government by the United States. But at its second

convention, in Decemher L922, the Workers Party recognized the need

to go further-to replace the capitalist government by a "dictator-

ship of the proletariat." 'Ihe Daily worker, early ill1924 recorded the

faci that it was accepted by the Comintern as a "sympathizing party."
On the Negro question it registered much progress over the past

neglect. Discussinf the "race problem" beginning with an analysis of

the history of Negio oppression in the South, it stated that the 'IMork-

ers Party will suppori Negroes in their struggle for liberation and

will help them in their ffght for economic, political and social,equal,ity'"

It would seek, it said, to end the policy of discrimination followed by
organized labor. Its task, it said, would be to destroy together the

bairier of race discrimination that has been used to keep apart black
and white workers and to "weld them into a solid union of revolu-

tionary forces for the overthrow of their common enemy."

Also, it decided to amalgamate all exisiting militant young workers'

organizations and to launch the Young Workers League of America,

*hl"h took place in May, 1922. The Young Communist League had

been organized a month earlier in April, L922. In time, the Young

Workers League morged with the YCL and assumed its name.

Party Concentrates on Trade Union Work

Central in the Party's activities was trade union work. The Commu-
nists gave full support to the Trade Union Educational League,
formed earlier by William Z. Foster, which carried on a big campaign
for industrial amalgamation of the unions, for recognition of Soviet
Russia and for a labor party, winning widespread support for these
demands. With its active militant participation in labor struggles the
TUEL, led by Communists but based upon a Left-progressive united
front, quickly became an influence in labor's ranks.

The Party made efforts to establish a labor party, jointly with other
forces. In ]anuary, Lg2j4.il established the Daily Worker, which proved
a powerful weapon for the Party's and labor's struggles. It participated
in electoral activities, putting up William Z. Foster for President in
L924. Thus the Party embarked on a vigorous program of mass strug-
gl".

In his May, 1957 article in Politicul Affairs, Foster summed up the
formative period of the Party and wrote that Communism showed "a
basic adaptation and relationship to American conditions. Notwith-
standing its intense initial sectarianism and dogmatism, the deep con-
fusion and ideological uncertainty accompanying the ideological split,
the ensuing splits in Communist ranks in mastering the principles
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of Marxism.Leninism, the severe persecution by the government, the
lack of previous experience in trade union work, and other handicaps

-nevertheless the Communist Party, only two years after its birth in
two sections, was able to come forward as an active factor in the
national labor rnovement and in the current class struggle. This was
a major achievement . . . indicating that Communism trad genuine
roots among the workers in this country."

Later the Communist Party, as it acquired more experience, de-
veloped better Marxists, and learned to round out its revolutionary
work, became in the latter twenties and particularly in the thirties
and forties, front rank ffghters for Negro freedom and for democracy,
for the organization of the unorganized and in the founding of the
modern labor movement. Its role was buttressed over the years by
the victorious advances of socialist construction in the USSR, the
Soviet Union's leadership in the world ffght for peace and the historic
people's front struggle to halt and defeat fascism.

It emerged, as Weinstein acknowledges in the introduction to his
book, as the "central force of American radicalism."

The Communists are distinguished from the other working class
parties by this only: 1. In the national struggles of the prole-
tarians of the different countries, they point out and bring to the
front the common interests of the entire proletariat, independ-
ently of all nationality. 2. In the various stages of development
which the struggle of the working class against the bourgeoisie has
to pass through, they always and everywhere represent the in-
terests of the movement as a rvhole.

The Communists, therefore, are on the one hand, practically,
the most advanced and resolute section of the working-class parties
of every country, that section which pushes forward all others;
on the other hand, theoretically, they have over the great mass of
the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding the line
of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general results of the
proletarian movement. . . .

The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way
based on ideas or principles that have been invented, or dis-
covered, by this or that would-be universal reformer.

They merely express, in general terms, actual relations spring-
ing from an existing class struggle, from a historical movement
going on under our very eyes.

Marx and Engels, The Commttnist Manifesto
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The Palmer-Hoover "Hed Haids"

The American Communist Party-like the American working class

-cannot be destroyed by the capitalist class. Many atternpts to do

this have been made by courts, vigilantes, assassins and slanderers'

But the Party o[ socialism marches on. And the crisis of capitalism is
more severe than when the Parlry was born.

The first all-out attack came in monster raids in more than 70 cities

nearly 50 years ago. The raids were ordered by Attorney General A.

Mitchell Palmer, a Pennsylvania millionaire with presidential ambi-
tions, but they were directed by his hatchet man, J. Edgar Hoover.

Ten thousand Communists and non-party progressives were lawlessly

arrested after dark on ]anuary 2, Lg?fi.

I remember that night of terror well because I was he$ing Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn-as a young volunteer-in her defense of the victims.
Hundreds were beaten, many were torfured, seven died in prison.

And Chief William J. Flyrur of the U.S. Bureau of Investigation (now
the FBI) boasted that "the backbone of the radical movement in
America has been broken."*

But the ideas of Communism had been growing on American soil

for three generations. The Party's roots were too deep-for the raiders

'to reach. And Hoover sadly admitted in 1969 that the movement he

tried to kill was very much alive.
The Communist Party is receiving "widespread attention from the

American people," Hoover's latest book** says. And the Daily World
"has a decided . . . appeal" to many outside the Party's ranks, the

country's Number One anti-Communist conceded.

The night of terror on January 2, Lg20 was the climax of a two-and-

a-half year government crusade against revolutionary movements.

This political witchhunt followed the declaration of war against Ger-

many. The young American empire was seeking world power. And

the witchhunt rep,resented a sharp change in the class-struggle tactics

of the ruling class.

Until 1917 anti-capitalist organizations were not outlawed by penal

statute in the U.S.A. Revolutionary leaders were frameci sometimes on

*The Palmer Raids, Labor Research Association, edited by Robert W.
Dunn.

** J. E(lgar Hoooer on Communiszr, Random House'
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false charges of murder and other crimes. But these frameups were

intend,ed to suppress militant labor action rather than socialist move-

ments. Thus Albert Parsons, August Spies and other heroes of the
8-hour-day movement were not prosecuted for membership in the

International Workingmen's Association, an anti-capitalist organiza-
tion. They were hanged on false charges of killing a Chicago police-
man during a meeting on Ha)rrnarket Square on May 4, 1886. Nor was

Tom Mooney indicted as a revolutionary socialist in 1916' He said

framed on a murder charge because he led a street car strike in San

Francisco.
In 1917 the Government began arresting revolutionary workers

under a new thought-control law. It was called the "Espionage Lct,"
although none of its defendants were indicted on spy charges. Their
"crimes" were n:embership in anti-capitalist organizations, advocacy
o{ peace and strikes for better conditions. Thus William D. Haylvosd
and nearly 200 other members of the Industrial Workers of the World

-a labor organization with a revolutionary ideology-were sent to
penitentiaries w'hile I.W.W. strikes went on in copper and lumber.
Eugene V. Debs and other Left socjalists got long terms for advo-
cating socialism and peace. Altogether 877 men and women were
convicted under this law between June 30, 1917 and June 30, 1919.

The Espionage .prosecutions violated the Constitution and U.S.
traditions. But the arrests were accompanied by a food of chauvinist
propaganda that confused many people. The prisoners were agents
of a foreign power, the press said, although no such evidence came
before the courts. Thus an alien color was given to the revolutionary
ideas and to the struggles of the workers. This was done while the
National Association of Manufacturers was describing the non-union
shop as the "American Plan."

Hoooer-Strikebreaker and Racist

The redbaiters' 'Toreign power" was Germany at ffrst. It shifted to
revolutionary Russia after American armies invaded the socialist
land. The ffrst workers' republic was blamed for the strikes that
swept the U.S.A. in 1919. This was the biggest strike year America
had seen. And the Department of ]ustice and its hatchet man, Hoover,
were national strikebreakers.

The biggest struggle came in the steel towns. The ffrst national
steel strike began on September 22, 1919, just three weeks after
the founding convention of the Comrnunist Party. This strike was a
determined revolt against the l2-hour day, the 7-day wee\ the
bosses' anti-union policies and the brutal thugs who policed the
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company towns. It shook the U.S. and alarmed the ruling class. The
steel trust, led by U.S. Steel, had seemed impregnable since it
smashed the lodges of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel
and Tin Workers in its tin plate mills in 1g01.

The difficulties faced by the strikers cannot be exaggerated. Never-
theless 865,000 workers left the mills. Most of them were foreign-
born or the children of foreign-born parents. Many were members
of tlie communist Party through the foreign-language federations of
the S-ocialist Party which ioined the c.P. at its founding. The struggle
was led by William Z. Foster, the future chairman of the Party.

J. Edgar Hoover once boasted that his undercover men broke the
steel strike and the coal strike that followed. This was an over-
statement. Hoover only helped the strikebreaking. All the power of
the capitalist class was arrayed against the strikers for three and
a half months. The steel towns became military camps. Tens of
thousands of deputy sheriffs, thousands of state and local police,
and 4,000 regular army troops under General Leonard. Wood, at-
tacked the strikers. Foster himself was kidnapped by vigilantes in
]ohnstown, Pennsylvania and threatened with death. Twenty-two
strikers were murdered. A grandmother, an organizer of. the United
Mine Workers, Mrs. Fannie Sellins, was beaten and shot to death
in the yard of the Allegheny Steel Company near Pittsburgh. Her
picture-with slnrll crushed flat-appears in Foster's book The Great
Steel Strika and Its Lessons.

This blood was not shed in vain. The steel magnates were com-
pelled to abandon the inhuman l2-hour day after the battle was
called off by the strike comrnittee. This lengthened the lives of
hundreds of tLousands of steel workers. And the solidarity of the
men, who follow,ed Foster, proved that victory could eventually be
won-as it was by the CIO steel union in the thirties. But the unions
did not win recognition in 1919 and 1920.

Young Ifoover made his strikebreaking boast in a report of the
new "Radical Division" of the Bureau of Investigation of the De-
irartment of Justice. This division was set up on August 1, lglg, to
handle Palmer's crusade against revolutionary movements. Hoover
became its chief in his 25th year.

Hoover's undercover men were recruited from strikebreaking de-
tective agencies. With the help of this scum Hoover arrested"hun-
dreds of foreign-born Communists, LW.W.'s and other radicals on
deportation charges during the steel and coal strikes and other
struggles. The Radical Divisions' undercover men had many dirty
assignments. Some joined Left-wing organizations as spies and pro-
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vocateurs. Others compiled lists of alleged radicals. These lists were
recHessly padded. Palmer claimed 200,000 names in his "red" dos-

siers. And Hoover himself wrote absurd memoranda and reports*
on Communism, Socialism, I.W.W.'s and black liberation move-

ments for his underlings.
These memos and ieports were stupid inventions. Thus Hoover

asserted that the steel strike was called by the I.W.W. despite
the well-known fact that it was called by a strike committee ap-
pointed by 22 international unions of the American Federation of
Labor. The young witchhunter's words became hopelessly entangled
when he discussed the Russian workers' revolution. The revolution,
he said, was a case "where hysteria grips the public mind while
vacillation, purposeless and fear in all magistracies stampede and
trip, grow frantic and fall beneath the feet of mobs."

Hoover didn't try to hide his racism and his anti-labor bias when
he discussed the black liberation spokesmen. Black editors aroused
his wrath most of all. In a report that was sent to a Congressional
committee the F.B.I. chief accused black editors of emphasizing the
need of unorganized workers to organize. Hoover also quoted from
a circular issued by black workers that he described as "radical."
It said: "The Negroes . . . must unite with other workers in order
to make their industrial power count to the utmost." Hoover noted
that the Communists also urged organization of the unorganized.

He treated this as a sinister development.
In one report Hoover accused black editors of "sedition." He

urged the passage of a "sedition" law to suppress black agitators
and Communists. And his racism smelled like rotting offal when he
,lescribed the black press as 'insolently offensive" and ftlled with
"deffance and insolently race-oentered condemnation of the white
race." The young red raider denounced black editors for their "feel-
ing of race consciousness." He accused the black press of "insub-
ordination." He quoted its protests against lynching as examples of
this "insubordination." He implied black people should die like sheep.

"In all discussions of the recent race riots [of 1919]," complained
Hoover, "there is reflected the note of pride that the Negro has

found himself, that he has Tought back,'- that never again 
*will 

he
tamely submit to violence or intimidation."

Hoover distributed these Ku Kluxy opinions to every operative in
the Bureau of Investigation. He thus suggested that they should
deny protection to the black people, who were being slaughtered by

*Max Lowenthal, The Federal Bureau of lwsestigation.
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the hundreds in 1919. The G-Men were alerted to arrest black men
and women under the expected "sedition" instead.

Another black victim was going to the stake in Mississippi while
the anti-black "sedition' bill was before Congress, Max Lowenthal
points out. Time and place of the burning had been given out and
Governor Bilbo wouldnt stop it. James Weldon Johnson, a black
poet, read the announcement to the House Rules Committee before
the faggots were lighted. He told the committee that the bill would
bring the jailing of black editors who protested this lynching. This
"sedition" bill was defeated by the united opposition of the AFL
and many liberals and progressives. But Hoover's racism continued.
We recall the FBI interrogations of applicants for federal iobs
after World War II: "Do you have Negro guests?" That was a usual
question.

'Red. Raids" Hit Foreign Born

The 'ied raids" were carried, through under the Deportation Act
of October 16, 1918. Millions of workers then were immigrants. Many
were still non-citizens, Many had socialist ideas. It was expected
that the mass deportations would weaken .the radical movements.
But the Deportations Act was also a war measure against Soviet
Russia. There was growing opposition to America's intervention
and the government blamed much of this on foreign-born workers.
The government also hoped to use the Act against Ludwig C.A.K.
Martens, the Scviet representative in the United States. Martens, a
Russian engineer, was seeking trade and peace and was winning
good will.

The Deportations Act was signed, by President Woodrow Wilson
after he began his undeclared and illegal hot war against the ffrst
country of socialism. Thirteen thousand U.S. troops were already
in Siberia, where they kept the railroads running for Adnairal
Kolchak, the White Guard chief. Another 5,000 Americans were in
actual combat in northern Russia from a base in Archangel.

Palmer and Hoover doubtless regarded the intervention as a

super "red raid." Wilsort's conscripts were part of a huge invading
coalition. Winston Churchill called the intervention "The March of
the Fourteen States," They must "strangle Bolshevism in its cradle,"
this famboyant imperialist said.

Enemies were attacking the workers' state from every direction.
The Soviet situation seemed hopeless in capitalist eyes. The Soviet
people were living on a few ounces of bread a day. Many died from
tylihus.
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But the Soviet people had an inner strength their enemies could
not understand. The peasants were defending their land, the work-
ers their factories and jobs. They were led by the Communist Party
and the greatest political genius of the century-Lenin. And the
enemies had a weakness that they hadnt foreseen. Discontent among
conscripts was turning to mutiny. The Americans in Archangel, for
instance, were shipped home after two Michigan companies rejected
orders to advance. The enemies staged powerful ofiensives again,
but the tide turned in the fall of 1919. Kolchak was running back-
ward in Siberia. In November, General Yudenich, whose men livod
on food from the United States, was reeling back from Pekograd.
General Denikin was nearing collapse in the South. And the poet
Mayakovsky later derided the would-be enslavers in the following
lines:

They came and fought like mad,
They marched, on Pehograd,
They got their arms in plenty
From good old aunt Entente
They came supplied with tanks,
With dollars, pounds and francs,
They came and thought they'd win,
But got their heads bashed in.

The imperialjsts were frustrated. Their overseas raids were col-
lapsing. They cried for blood, and Palmer and Hoover hit back
with their ffrst'ied raid' at home on November 7, 1919, the second
anniversary of the October Revolution. They considered this date
"the psychological moment to strike," the New York Times said the
next day.

This was a preliminary raid. Its chief target was the Union of
Russian Workers, a fraternal society that had a declaration against
Tsardom in its constitution. The society's meetings and schools were
raided in New York, Philadelphia, Detroit and 15 other cities. I
found its New York Headquarters, at 138 East 15th Street, a wreck
the next.day. The school rooms, where immigants studied English
and mechanics, were littered with torn papers. Broken chairs lay
all around. And the Times gave the following report about Hoover;s
captives: "Thirty-three men, most of them with bandaged heads,
black eyes or other marks of rough handling," were taken to the
immigration ofiices at Ellis Island. Another 150 were freed. Most
of the freed men, said the Ti.mes reporter, "also had blackened eyes
and lacerated scalps as souvenirs of the new attitude of aggressive-
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ness which has been assumed by the federal agents against Reds
and suspected Reds."

C om:nrunists M ai.n T ar get

The Palmer-Hoover demonstrations of fascist "law and order"
were copied by other raiders. On November 8, some 700 New York
cops raided Communist Party meetings thoughout the city, arrest-
ing hundreds oI men and women and beating many of them. These

brutes in blue acted at the call of a State Senate committee, led by
Senator Clayton R. Lusk, a professional anti-Communist and head-

line hunter. Citizens and non-citizens were arrested.

Polioe raids followed in Illinois and elsewhere, and soon many

Communist leaders were in jail under bonds. The raids went on

while the press spun ffctions about the 'nationalized women" of
"Red Russia." The readers were told that the raiders were saving

them from a fate worse than death.

The November 7 raid was only a prologue. Palmer and Hoover
were preparing for fie big blow. They made several more pre-
liminary deportation raids. And on December 21, the army transport
Buford,, sailed with 2,49 immigrants. They were bound for Soviet
Russia. The press warned foreign-born strikers that they might be
the next to go.

Martens was to be the prime catch on January 2. Hoover signed a

brief against him on December 29, 1919, in advance of his ex-

pected arrest. It falsely accused Martens of conspiring with the

U.S. Com-unist Party. But Hoovey's plot was frustrated by a lib-
eral minority in the administration and by Marten's counsel, Senator

Thomas Hardwick of Georgia, who had voted against the Espionage

Act. 'Not a shred of any evidence of a personal kind was produced,"
wrote Louis F. Post, the liberal Assistant Secretary of Labor in his

notable book, The Deportation Delirium of Nineteen-Twenty.

The Time:i allegatiorr that Martens was "the real leader of the

Co.mmunist Party of the United States" was exposed as a lie. And
Martens was not deported, although he eventually left under pres-

sure in 1921.

"Red Raid{' SweeP CountrY

In preparing for the big blow Palmer and Hoover recruited many

additional operatives-some say a thousand. They were the toughest

collection of underworld tlugs who had gotten on the govern-

ment pa)roll so far. They would tgvg f9\ quite at tome i-n Mus-

solinis fascist squads or with Hitler's blackshirts later, although
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Louis F. Post merely calls them 'tough necks" of the "strikebreaking
variety."

Each raider carried a blackjack or heavy club. Some packed
pistols. But none had search warrants that lrriday night, January 2,
as they burst into public meetings, Communist clubs, workers' ban-
quets, fraternal society schools and private homes-sometimes pulling
men and women from bed. Each squad leader, by instructions, sent
reports to Hoover by phone or wire.

" . . . Mr. Hoover was in charge. . . ." PaLmer told the Senate

|udiciary Commitee. Hoover has denied this. He told Bert Andrews
of the Herald Tribune (November 16, L947) that he "deplored the
methods in which the raids were executed," and that he wasn't in
charge. The answer is: 'You're a liar, Mr. Hoover," Your role was
given in conffdential instructions sent to the raiders by Frank Burke,
Assistant Director of the Bureau of Investigation on December 27,
1919. And you defended the raids several times before the Senate

Judiciary and the House Rules committees."
The Communist Party, then four months old, received the main

blows of the raids that swept the land from Maine to California.
'lhe New York Times told its readers in an editorial (January 5,
1920) that the Communists were attacked because they were active
in the labor movement, because they opposed the oppression of
the black people, and because they were against intervention in
Soviet Russia. The Times gave this explanation in a twisted way:

Some of them [Communists] are making mischief, or trying to
make it, in certain American labor organizations. One of their
principles aud hopes is agitation among the Negroes, regarded
as victims of "economic bondage" and material for proletarian
propaganda. These Communists are a pernicious gang. In many
languages they are denouncing the blockade of Russia

Ten thousand workers wele arrested during Hoover's big night.
'Ihis ffgure was given by Senator Thomas Walsh (D.-Mont.) of
the Judiciary Committee-a liberal, who opposed the terror. And
the Times flaunted a headline the next day, saying, "Revolution is
Smashed."

There was no revolution to smash in 1920. But there was a Com-
munist Party and it wasn't smashed. It adopted the necessary
tactics to weather the storm. But some things were smashed be-
sides furniture, tglewriters and prisoners' faces. They were the
promises of the Bill of Rights as the Times indirectly confessed in
its reports of the raids:
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Meetings open to the general public were roughly b-roken up.
All persons present-citizens and aliens alike without discrimina-
tionlwere aibitrarily taken into custody and searched as if they
had been burglars caught in the criminal act' Without warrants
of arrest, men were cariied off to police stations and other tempo-
rary prisons, subjected there to secret police-office inquisitions,
commonly known as the 'third degree."'

Brutality of Raids Expased

The third 'degree was savage. I remember a broad white scar

under the eye of a Ulranian Communist, who came into Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn's office at 7 East 15th Street, months later. His face
had been laid open by a blackiack in the Bureau of Investigation's
rooms at 15 Park Row.

And a young Jewish Communist told Elizabeth and me that he

was beaten all over his body that night. Some of his hair was

pulled out as the brutes jerked his head from side to side in the

efiort to get a "confession" that he belonged to the Patty.
Hoover's goons had a gay party the next day. The raiders had

ripped Marxist portraits frorn Communist Party walls. The Netr.>

York World reported (]anuary 4, 1920):

The office force in the Park Row building had a lot of fun
. . . with these photographs . . . They painted Karl Marx's nose

and punched a 6ole in his mouth. Then one agent raised the pic-
ture ln front of his face like a mask, Put a cigaret through Marx's
lips into his own and lit the end. He paraded around . to
everyone's delight.

Meanwhile the captives were suffocating. In Detroit 800 men

were crowded tightly in a corridor of the Federal Building to lie
down. "There was only one toilet," said Garred, the custodian. He

found 40 to 50 men in line for it, he told the Senate Judiciary Com-

rnittee. "Some were unable to wait . . . the stench was unbearable."

This went on for six days before the victims were transferred to
other prisons.

Torture took difierent forms' In Hartford, Connecticut, men were

put into a tiny cell over the boiler. Peter Musek, a worker from

Bridgeport, was tying naked in unbearable heat when he heard a

grrurd rry' "Give him more heat." Another heat victim, Semeon

i\akhwat of Bridgeport, was beaten into unconsciousness during his

thirteenth week in this Prison.
Their affidavits-and many others-are found in the Report on

the ltlegal Practices of the Department of lustice by 12 noted
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lawyers. This report helped to blight Palmer's hopes for a presi-
dential nomination. Its signers included:

Felix Franldurter, Harvard larv professor and future Supreme
Court Justice;

Dean Roscoe Pound of Han ard's Law School and another Harvard
Iaw faculty member, Zachariah Chaffee, Jr., author of the civil lib-
erties classic, Freedom of Speech;

Francis Fisher Kane, former U.S. Attorney in Philadelphia, who
resigned in protest against the raids.

Frank P. Walsh, former head of the presidential Industrial Com-
mission, which exposed Rockefeller's brutal labor policies, arrd

James H. Ralston, general counsel for the AFL.
Mr. Ralston had a distinguished record as a friend of the people,

He had defended the Filipino republic, that the American imperi-
alists overthrevi'. He repeatedly protested the 'ied raids." And he
told the House Rules Committee that "We have already sunk . . . to
the level of police government that existed under Tsarist Russia."

Samuel Gompers, AFL president, also denounced the raids. But
his general counsel was bolder. Ralston was not afraid to discuss the
raids with Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, the key ffgure in the people's
ffght-back. She organized defense meetings in many cities. She got
many unions to protest the terror. I remember, for example, the
solidarity messages she received from the Chicago Federation of
Labor, from local mine unions, from lodges of the AFL machinists
and other labor bodies. She put the prisoners' stories into the labor
press. She got lawyers for the victims. She felt the sufierings of
every one. And we are proud of the ffght that the future chairman
of the Communist Party made in that national crisis.

The tide was turning ,*"rlrr, ,* ,"r**. And one Federal ]udge,
George W. Anderson of Boston, blasted the terrorists that Spring.
"A mob is a mob," said Judge Anderson, "whether made up of gov-
ernment officials, acting under instructions from the Department of
Justice, or of criminals and loafers." ]udge Anderson freed nearly
all the remaining New England raid victims under a writ of habeas
corpus. From 800 to 1,2@ had been arrested in New England, said
Louis Post. No exact count was kept.

But before the Deportations Deliriuln, ended several hundred more
men and women were shipped overseas. Six died in the immigration
station at Ellis Island. Another was driven to suicide in Boston's
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Deer Island prison. And the plot to murder Nicola Sacco' the shoe-

maker, and iartolomeo Vanzetti, the ffsh peddler, began'

The plot folicwed the murder of Andreas salsedo, a friend of the

martyrJ. Salsedo was seized in a March raid by the-Radical Division

and'kept illegally in the department's Park Row Building in- New

York City for"t*o months *LiI" d"t""tives tried P g9t a-.confession

that he had printed an anarchist leaflet. He refused' His screams

were heardL b| another prisoner. Before dawn, on May,3, he fell to

his death from a fourtejnth story window. Sacco and Vanzetti were

arrested while organizing a Protest meeting two days later' The

Bureau of Investig"atlon h;lped to convict them in a murder frame-up
.frial that followeE. Hoovei was the Bureau's No. 2 man then. And

some of their tlood is on his head.

But Hoover's main target was the Communist Party, although he

has since admitted that t"he Party was guiltless of crime' He made

this admission, under pressure, in a Department of Justice memo-

randum in October, 1924. It said:

It is, ,of course, to be remembered that the activities of Corn-

munists and other ultra-radicals have not up to the present time

constituted a violation of the federal statuies, and consequently

the Department of Justice, theoretically, has_no right to investi-

gate strih activities "as theie has been no violation bf the'federal
laws.

Hoover's confession is printed tn Federal lustice by Homer Cum-

mings, Presider,.t Rooseveltis Attorney General. Hoover cannot for-

get ;t. Nor can he forget that his 50-year campaign to destroy the

Farty of socialism wili be recorded as a failure by history.

. . Because the Communist Party is guided py the scientific

theory of Marxism-Leninism, because it strives to draw appropriate
lessois from the accumulated experience of the American and

world struggles for social change, because it is organized accord-

ins to the i"rinciple of democralic centralism, it is able to achieve

thlt unity 'of *oita outlook and of action necessary to bring un-

derstanding and organized direction to the struggl.es- of today and

the oath ihead. Iti social science, Nlarxism-Leninism, embraces

and tuilds upon the scientific, humanist and democratic heritage

of all mankirid, including the great contributions to this heritage

by the people of the United States.

From Preamble to Constitution of the CPUSA

TOM FOTEY

Ihe [ampaign of 1ge4
ln 1924, the Workers (Communist) Party ran William Z. Foster,

as its ffrst presidential candidate in an independent campaign, after
all the attempts of the Party to build a labor party, or farmer-labor
party, independent of the two major parties, had failed. The Party
refused to participate in the campaign of Senator Robert M. La
Follette (R-Wisc.), who was running as an independent progressive
candidate for President with wide support from labor, farmer, and
progressive sections of society in general.

The wisdom of this Party policy was later questioned, by, among
others, Foster himself, who said it was a mistake based on a sec-
tarian approach then prevalent in Party ranks. Foster's 1924 cam-
paign undoubtedly gave the Party, then just struggling out of its
"underground" years, widespread publicity and helped to make its
urogram better-known to the general public. But Foster only got
33,000 votes. LaFollette got close to ffve million, in an election
where only 52 per cent of the voters bothered to go to the polls
rt all. LaFollette's campaign, in fact, was the biggest independent
rnovement outside the two-party system ever to emerge in U.S.
history, and if the'Party had been associated with it, it clearly could
have developed important ties with the most advanced sections of
the labor and farmer movements, as well as with the progressive in-
tellectuals and urban reformers.

Certainly, Party support would not have led to a LaFollette vic-
tory in 1924. But it might have played the role of the unifying ele-
;rrent to keep the LaFollette coalition in existence after lg?A, building
on its already-existing shength (which was considerable) so that
it could have been a powerful factor in the elections of 1928 and
1932.

If, after the massive failure of capitalism in 1929, there had
t:xisted in the U.S. a mass-based third party whose aims were to
counter monopolv capitalism, it seems almost unquestionable that
the entire history of this country would be difierent-perhaps very
rlifferent-from what it is now. But there was nothing to hold the
LaFollette coalition together after LgL4, and it fell apart. LaFollette
lrimself died in 1925, probably as a result of overwork.

Bourgeois historians often try to give the irnpression that the years
1019-24 were a period of total reaction, and it is true that during

LaFnllette
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those years labor, the Negro people, and the Left as a whole were

subiecled to fferce ,"pr"rrIorrr-by-the capitalist ruling class' But the

"rpitulirt, 
did not ride roughsiiod over their own laws and en-

"o^rrr"g" 
the fascist violence of tn" American Legion and K1u KIux

Klan Ior no reason: they were trying to beat the American working

class to its knees, to show people who was boss. The tremendous

wave of strikes, involving ,ttilliorrt of workers in these years, shows

rhat there was indeed a widesptead resistance to capitalist reaction.

Moreover, within bourgeois soliety, there were movements of op-

,rosition to resction.

The Party during this period was having a tough time merely sur-

viving all tire atteipts tJ destroy it. It was illeg-al and underground'

At a"stage when nJ one was aliogether clear about the meaning of

the Greit October Socialist Revolution in Russia, and in the con-

ditions in which the Party was forced to exist at that time, it is

understandable that confused ideas and factions based on these con-

fused ideas hurt the Party's activities and progam'

According to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, the English publication of

Lenin's "Li1t"-Wlng Com:rnunism: An lnfantile Disorder, was of great

value in heiping to straighten out some of the American Left on the

disputed questions of that daY:

. . . particularly the chapters on_ "should Revolutionaries work
in Readtionary Tiade Unio-ns?" and another on "Shall We Partici-

pate in Bourgeois Parliaments?" The answer Lenin gave to both

iuestions wai "Yes," which caused much debate here and

daused many to join the Communist Party." (l Speak My OuNt

Piece. International, P. 277.)

Another source of clariffcation for American revolutionaries was

the Third ,Congress of the Communist International in Petrograd in

June-July, 192I, where Lenin said in his concluding remarks:

At certain times, there is no necessity for big organizations. For

victory, however, we must have the sympathy-of the masses' An
absoluie majority is not always essential;-but for victory.and for
retaining p6*et, what is esiential is not on]l th9 majority of
the wor:kirig class . . in the sense of the industrial proletariat-
but also th"e maiority of the working and exploited rural popula-

tion. . . And if, during the strugfle itself 
- the majority of the

working people prove to-be on ouf iide-not only th9 maiority of
the woik-ers lut-the majority of all the exploited and oppressed-
then we shall really be victorious. (Sel'ected Worles, 3-Vol. ed.,

Vol. 8, pp. 686-87.)
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Lenin's writings and speeches stressed the necessity of winning
mass support through participation in every area and level of
struggle where_ the exploited working masses were to be found. This
was very important for American revolutionaries to understand, for
then as now, some people were more interested in their oum in-
dividual revolutionary "purity'' in thought, word and deed, undeffled
by contact with trade unions, elections and other capitalist snares,

than they were in perhaps winning the socialist revolution.

The Third Partq Moaement

The good advice of Lenin and the Comintern, led American
Communists to play a great role in setting up the Workers Party
in December, 1921, as a "legaf' party, committed to participation in
hade unions and in elections to ffght for the workers' immediate
needs and eventually, for the establishment of a Workers' Republic.

At its Second Convention in New York in Decernber, L922, lhe
Workers Party stated that it:

. favors the formation of a labor party-a working class
political party, independent of, and opposed to, all capitalist
political parties. It'drill make every efiort to hasten the formation
. . of such a party and, to effect admittance to it as an autonomous
section. . . . A real labor pa$y cannot be formed without the
labor unions, and organizatidns of exploited farmers, tenant farm-
ers, and farm laborers must be included,

Foster, in his History of the Com,manist PmtA, pointed out that
this declaration broke with the SGyear tradition of the Socialist
Party and Socialist Labor Party of opposing the formation of a sep-
arate labor party. It placed the Communists within the growing
movement for an independent party of labor, the Negro people
and all the exploited.

The third party movement had" been gathering steam for some
time, and was backed up by some powerful forces in American
life. Foster lists some of them as: 1) local labor parties in Illinois,
Connecticut, Michigan, Utah, Indiana, Pennsylvania, etc., led by
the Chicago Federation of Labor; 2) the Nonpartisan League,
founded in 1915 with its main strength in the Dakotas and Mid-
west among anti-monopoly farmers; 3) the Committee of 48, remnant
of the "Bull Moose" Progressive Republicans who supported Theodore
lloosevelt in 1912 and was a center for GOP progressives; 4) the
Plumb Plan rnovemen! led by Warren S. Stone of the Locomotive
Engineers and William H. Johnston of the Machinists Union, and
based on 16 railroad brotherhoods.
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In 191?-20, faced with untangling the snarl of capitalist inefficiency

in wartime raih'oad operauon{ tt " U.S. government took over all

the railroads under a u.s. Railroad Administration and ran them

very much more efficiently than "private enterpnse" -had 
been able

to io. Glenn plumb, geneial couniel for the Railroad Brotherhoods,

offered a plan to keJp the railroads under government control at

the end of the rvar; ii was not accepted and the government gave

them back, but the unions were still ffghting for the Plumb Plan'

In November, 1919, the local labor parties combined into a Na-

tional Labor Patty (NLP), headed Uy J. C. Brown who later joined

Foster's Trade-Union Educational League (TUEL)' In Chicago in

1g20, the NLp merged with the Committee of 48 and some farmers'

parties to form the" Farmer-Labor Party. The FLF was headed by

iohn Fitzpatrick of the Chicago Federation of Labor, a group with
*t i"t Fo-ster and the Communists had close and friendly relations.

Foster was on the platform, when Fitzpahick opened the conven-

tion of the NLP, Jhortly before the merger, with an appeal for
"independence for Ireland and support of revolutionary Russia"'

Th; FLp in 1g20 asked LaFollettl to be their candidate but he

declined and the conservative Philadelphia Public Ledger wrote:

Fervent sighs of relief were heaved in both Republican and

Democratic {uarters today over the late news from the Chicago

third-party co'nvention. . . 
-. 

Either a LaFollette or a Ford nomina-

tion, fVasirington Politicians concede, might have thrown .ti'"-Pl"^t:-
deriial electilon inlo the House of Repreientatives (July 16, 1920).

Republican warren G. Harding, whose sole qualiffcation was that

he "l6oked like a President," went on to win the 1920 race by a huge,

seven million vote maiority, while the FLP candidate goJ 250,000

votes all told. LaFolleite remained in the senate, where he began

to hammer away at government attempts to sell U.S. naval oil re-

serves to private interests, something that would later erupt into

the "Teapoi Dome" Scandal and devastate the Harding administration.

The People on the Mooe

In 1920, American voters were so sick of wilson and the war that

they would have voted for Harding even if he had been stufied

with lint and hung from the ceiling by wires; but in only a very

short time, the eniire political situation underwent a change.

A very important factor in this change was the-farm-depression

which b"gu" in 1921, as wartime supports were kicked out from

under thJfarmers who had been encouraged by the government to
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plant millions of new acres during the war. In 192\-24, tfuee million
farmers were forced off the land as prices hit rock-bottom; at the
same time, the_ growth of farm tenancy was fantastic as millions of
independent farmers in the Midrvest were ruined and had to sell
out and work rented land for someone else.

Another factor was the capitalist drive for the "open shop" nation-
wide, under the name of "The American plan"; there were massive
strikes in the coal mines, the textile industry, and the railroadq
and even the American Federation of Labor, led by Samuel
Gompers, began to realize it would have to take some political action
lo stave ofl the capitalist assault. And it should be kept in mind
that at this time, not only did the Railroad Brotherhoods advocate
nationalization of the railroads, but the United Mine Workers led
hy John L. Lewis wanted nationalization of the mines.

A third factor was growing public disgust at the scandals involv-
ing the Harding administration. In the 1922 Congressional elections,
the voters repudiated ltrarding. His seven-million-vote maiority
cvaporated to nothing. Progressive Republicans were elected every-
where and now held the balance of power in Congress, where the
()OP lead had been trimmed to 11 in the Senate and 17 in the House.
The "Progressives" had not held such power since 1911, and La
I,'ollette was their recognized leader.

In February, LYzd, the Railroad Brotherhoods' Plumb Plan move-
rnent, together with the United Mine Workers, International Ladies
Garment Workers, Amalgamated Clothing Workers, the Non-Fartisan
League, nine state federations of labor, the Farmer-Labor Party,
Socialist Party, National Catholic Welfare Council, Methodist Fed-
crttion for Social Serviees, and a host of other groups, set up the
Conference for Progressive Political Action (CPPA). The CPFA
represented perhaps as many as three million workers. This impor-
tant move was warmly welcomed by the Communists, who saw in
it the beginnings of what could turn out to be a truly mass-based
lrrbor party. In June, L922, the Workers Party went on record
rvith that interpretation, even though the CPPA excluded Com-
munists from its discussions, and in October, L922, the Party pub-
lished a booklet by John Pepper called For A Labor PartA.

Sectarian Mistakes in Buil.cling Labor Party

In December, 1922, the CPPA called its second convention, where
a motion by John Fitzpatrick of the Chicago Federation of Labor
and Farmer-Labor Party to form an independent labor party was
voted down, 64-52, Fitzpatrick evidently had an Irish temper, for
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he reportedly said: "We can't ffddle around with these liberals'"

and stalked out of the convention, taking the FLP with him' This

was done against the advice of the Communist representatives who

*ur" th"r","Charl"s E' Ruthenberg and William Z' Foster'

This placed the Communists in a difficult position: Titzpatrick

had gone out on 
" 

-ilt 
; argue in the CPFA that Foster and

noinJrU"rg ought to be admittei as legitimate delegates of, a genu-

ine workers' movement' The CPPA voied to bar them' The Com-

munists also had" a"""f"p"a close working 
-relationships 

with the

Eitzpatrick group in Cfri.ig" and could not*afiord to eridanger them'

Yet, if anything *u, 
"t"*,,'it 

was that the CPFA p:ttt"ll* the real

;il;;ily to"brrild ! genuine !Po' P?'*"' 
not the FLP'

The decision to go aloig with Fitzpafrick and the FLP' that is' to

sacriffce the long-Ier- Cl*-t"'ist -[oal 
of building -a 

Jabor party

to the short-term "a,r*t"g"t 
of holding on to established ties' prob-

ably is the beginning "t- 
tl'" mistakJfat the Communists made'

This mistak"] i.t trr"rr,, led straight into the disastrous attempt to

lor* , puriy t ut"a on a coalitioi of the FLP and Workers Party'

The FLP and WP issued a ioint call for a conference in Chicago on

iJu s. 1g23, of ,.a11 economic and political organizations.favoring

'# rA"*"ir"" "i a Farmer-Labor Party"'-It was agreed before-

hand that if representatives showed up at the conference speaking

for at least 500,000 workers, the new party would be formed'

But at this point tr'itzpatrlck begai to have second thoughts:

he was willing io work #tn trr" coinmunists as long as they were

i"t, o"" tendJncy among Tu'y, but clearly ttre co111^8 
^convention

would be dominatra $ them' Heavy pt""ot"t were applied on

him also: the AFL cut 6g its subsidy io-th" Chicago Federation he

fr"ra"a. By the time the convention opened, Fitzpatrick was arggilg

that "it would b" ,.ri"id"" to allow tlie Workers Party into the hall,

uiJ ,rt"d that all revolutionary grouPs be excluded' The conven-

uo,, ,"1u"t"d his plea and voted," 500.-40 to establish a Federated

Farmer-Labor Party (FFLP)' Joseph Manley' Foster's. son-in-law

"rd 
, member of the Iron workert urrion, was named secretary-

irr"r"r"r. By that time, Fitzpatrick and his allies had left the con-

vention never to return'
Foster later vrrote that only 155,000 people actually ioined the

FFLp: ..In short, the FFLP 
'had failef to win the masses." Not

onlv that. The Communists had now not only lost out in the CPPA'

;;;; i";i il"i, valued connections with the chicago Federation

of Labor.
Inlg2,4,whenitbecamenearlycertainthatLaFollettewould
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run as an independent, the Communists sought out advice as they
had before, from the Communist International, on how they should
proceed. Unfortunately, by this time, Lenin, the great leader of the
October Revolution, was dead; the voice that dominated the Comin-
tern Executive Committee meeting on this occasion was that of
Leon Trotsky, who advised the American Communists to work
against LaFollette. This singularly bad advice had an immediate
effect in the work of the Communists attending the St. Paul, Minne-
sota, convention of state Farmer-Labor parties, in June, 1924.

The convention was eager to nominate LaFollette, and there was
great consternation when delegate Benjamin Gitlow delivered a

savage attack on the Wisconsin Senator; the convention then went
on to nominate for its candidates two mine union leaders, Duncan
Macdonald and William Bouck, on the understanding that if La
Follette endorsed the St. Paul convention, he would replace them
as the convention's choice for president. There was almost no pos-
sibility of this happening. The Macdonald-Bouck ticket crumbled
almost as soon as it was set up. The Communists were isolated
and had little choice left except to run an independent Communist
campaign, with Foster for President and (incredible as it may now
seem) Benjamin Gitlow for Vice-President.

Independent Moaement for LaF ollette

In July, 1924, a CPPA convention attended by 1,000 delegates
heard a LaFollette statement that he intended to run as an inde-
pendent. LaFollette did not want a completely new third party at
that time, but said: " . . . if the hour is at hand for the birth of
a new political party, the American people next November will reg-
ister their will and their united purpose by a vote of such magnitude
that a new political party will be inevitable." LaFollette not only
received backinq from all the groups in the CPPA, but, in a move
which reflected a complete break with the Gompers tradition, the
.\FL endorsed him and his running mate, Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
(D-Mont.), La Follette was also supported by Eugene Debs, Jane
.A.ddams, Florence Kelley, and Fiorello La Guardia, then a GOF
Congressman from New York, who said: "I would rather be right
than regular." L,aFollette was also endorsed by the Socialist Party,
and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.

LaFollette's program was of the "trust-busting' anti-monopoly
type. It said nothing about prohibition, although LaFollette was
kriown as a "wct," and did not say anything about the Negro people.
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But in an unusually vigorous statement' LaFollette told-the press

and public that he .t',t';i"Jt"'ub]y gqP-oted' to the Ku KIux Klan'

then a powerful org""i'uiio" in the fridwest as well as the South'

The Klan replied ;t-;;iilg LaFollette "the arch-enemy of the

nation," promising # defeat"him and to remain neutral between

Cop"'""iaidate talvin Coolidge and Democrat John W' Davis'

neither of whorn repudiated Klan support'
""ir"ira!" 

*as well'-known for the statement he made $,hile break-

ino rhe Roston oori""--rtrit" of rgrg, "There is. no right to strike

,*?t"ti irr" p"lrii" safety anywhere' anytime"' and an even more

;:;;;il;q;t" i, r,it,"l{rr'"'b"i'"" oi this country is-business'"

In this respect t " *,, 
not too difierent from the nonentity the

Dernocrats had chosen after 103 ballots' I&" Y:-Pavis' 
who said:

"nig i;ti""ss has made this country what it is"' He was' ot course'

speaking in a fiavorable sense' It is not surprising that labor gagged

while trying to swallow these two candidates and went over to

LaFollette.

C ommanist Cri.ticism of LaF ollette

The Communist criticism of LaFollette flowed from the Pel of

none other tha" Jt i;vestone, who wrote in the Workers Party

pamphlet, The LaFollette lllwion:

Mr. LaFollette, the champion of the little capitalists' difiers with

Coolidge "ra 
p^ti' '-' ' pii*"tityrs to the 6est method of per-

petuating tfr" *rg" tytt;d - ' ' ilaFollette is and has been trying

io flv in the fa"e 3i #i"ti'i"f development' The fact of the matter

il ;iH:';;;ffi"11fi;;;i'i"J","i"i units are both desirable and

inevitable.

Lovestone then went on to attack LaFollette for not demanding

the immedi*t" 'o"iiii"iio" 
of industry' which was the real solution'

What Lover,o," tn|'l-* *" "d"'i"bly 
t'o"' LaFollette was the

hero of the "Iittle 
""pti'f1ttt';' 

smalf independent.farmers and crafts-

men who *"r" uffi'lvlptia o"i ;y the growth of monop-oly; he

was not opposed i"-""^fiiJit*',,"Ld i' fact' favored it; and to an

extent, one couid *V tf"* LaFo1lette and the movement which bore

his name *u, opiJrr"f",r* 
-t"rrerent 

tendencies within capitalism

toward -orropoly''B"t iy Lovestone's line of reasoning' we should

end up calling f-ufott"tt" and the groups behind him'ieactionaries"'

communists trgi"uuf-*ould have bee'n committed to doing eyery-

thing in th"i, poluJ' ;;i;; the growth of monopoly' which in
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effect, would place them in the camp of the enemy. But perhaps that
is precisely where Lovestone wanted them to be.

LaFoliette got 4,822,319 votes in L924, largest ever for an in-
dependent candidate. One out of every six voters voted for him.
The vote might have been a good deal larger if Communists had
been available to steady those AFL leaders who began to waver at
the close of the campaign.

Moreover, the Communists might have kept the LaFollette coali-
tion together after its impressive achievements in the election. But,
as it was, the fact that LaFollette did not "win" discouraged many
who had no long-term political perspective. The CPPA broke up
after the election, the AFL went back to its traditional 'hon-partisan"
policy, and a great opportunity was lost to build a mass-based third
party in the United States.

Under the infuence of Lovestone's absurd ideas, the Workers
Party surveyed these ruined hopes calmly and conffdently, stating
that there was no

. . . immediate possibility for the growth of a mass farmer-labor
party. . . . Our chief task in the immediate future is not the build-
ing of such a farmer-labor partly but the strengthening and de-
veloping of the Workers Party itself as the practical leader of
the masses.

This self-fulfilling sectarianism may be only too evident to people
ioday, but it was not at all clear then. In the international work-
jng class movement, a great many of these questions were still
bcing debated, and nowhere more ftercely than in the Soviet Union.
'I'he Workers Party, in L922-fu1., made any number of valiant efforts
to bring together what we today (who have not even begun to
create it) woul<l call an "anti-monopoly coalition." They did so under
conditions where Communists were hunted down and persecuted
by every reactionary force in American society. They maintained an
"underground" Communist Party as well as a "legaf' Workers Party,
rrntil 1924, when they were able to come out in the open. We cannot
praise Party members highly enough for their work under such dif-
[icu]t conditions

The real prohlem in the Party in 1924 was the growth of dis-
r uptive factionalism, based on both "Left" and Right deviations
Jrom Marxism-Leninism. The main danger was the "Left" variety
which would have left the Party as a little'purist" sec! isolated
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from political developrnents among the masses; but there was also

an opportunist tendency to see American capitalism as victorious

everywhere and to "accommodate" the Party to a society where no

class struggle existed. Both these tendencies are still present today

and an ideological struggle must be waged against them if we are

even to approach the gains our comrades made in 19fu4.

Communists have no interests apart from the people, no narrow

selfish "axe to grind." To be a Communist is not a career. Anyone

who is found to be self-seeking or egocentric, who is not capable

of collective thought and action or amenable to criticism is even-

tually eliminated from our ranks, no matter how important a

place he may occupy. "The greatest good for the greatest number"

is the ethical concept of the Communists. Communists practice

an enlightened self-interest in a passionate willingness to work

unselffshly so that by freeing the r,vorkers from wage slavery all

humanity is freed from greed and tyranny.

How are Communists different? In their intense and ardent

devotion to a purpose in life that directs and fflls their days and

nights with efiorts in the i.nterest of the people, to eliminate oll
exploitation and oppression. Communists struggle unremittingly

for all the immediate necessary interests of the people. There is
no contradiction betweeu helping to better organize unions, to
ffght for the extension of full dem'ocratic rights to the Negro people,

and other such general political activities, and the ultimate goal

of socialism which will come more quickly through the solidar-

ity, class consciousness and understanding developed in just such

day to day struggles of masses of people.

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, L[eet the Communists, p. 13

HYMAN TTIMER

The Fiqht Against Trotskyism
The history of the Communist Party of the United States is a

history of unceasing struggle against opportunism in all its guises.
At one time or ano'ther the Party has had to do battle against out-
bursts of Right opportunism and revisionism or of "Left' sectarianism,
and frequently against both simultanoously.

In June, 1929, hardly a decade after its birth, the Party was com-
pelled to rid i'tself of lay Lovestone and some 200 of his followers.
Lovestone had developed a theory of American exceptiunalism, ac-
cording to which U.S. capitalism was exempt from the laws of
development governing the rest of the capitalist world. On these
grounds he concluded that a long-term period of prosperity lay ahead
in which the class struggle in all its aspects would be greatly
softened. Ironically, these Right-wing revisionist ideas were propa-
gated on the eve of the 1929 crash which precipitated the worst
economic crisis in history-a development which both the CPUSA
and the Communist International had forecast. Lovestone, as we
know, ended up as George Meany's advisor on international affairs,
masterminding the AFL-CIO bureaucracy's pro-imperialist intrigues
and ClA-ffnanced wrecking activities abroad.

But Lovestone's expulsion followed only by several months that
of a Trotskyite faction headed by ]ames P. Cannon, Max Schacht-
man and M. Abern. The three were expelled in October, 1g2B as

splitters, disrupters and political degenerates, and subsequently about
I00 of their followers were ousted with them. The political ideas
espoused by this grouping, though clothed in revolutionary-sounding
language, were, as we shall see, no less opportunist, no less a sur-
render of the struggle for socialism than was the Right-wing re-
visionism of Lovestone. Indeed, the two groups found common
ground after their expulsion, not least in their bitter hatred of the
Communist Party.

In later years the Party had to contend with the Browder and
Gates revisionist threats. But it also had to face upsurges of ultra-
Leftism at various times. In fact, at the height of the battle against
the Gates liquidators the Party was also confronted by ultra-revolu-
tionary grouplets which left its ranks to set up "genuine" Marxist-
Leninist parties. And later it had to deal with a grouping which
formed the nucleus of the ultra-Leftist Progressive Labor Party.

4t
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Signiffcantly, its ringleaders were expelled for conniving to liquidate
the Party to escape the attacks on it under the McCarran Act.

The Nature and, Roots of Trotskyism

Trotskyism was long ago characterized by V. I. Lenin as a petty-
bourgeois deviation from Marxism, as an expression of "Left" op-
portunism-of capitulation to the class enemy under a cloak of
"revolutionary''phrasemongering. This it carries to an extreme, mak-
ing its "revolutionary'' posturing a basis for the advancement of
policies which invariably serve the interests of reaction.

For most of the period of his political activity before 1917, Leon
Trotsky was a Menshevik, who made a career of attempting un-
principled reconciliation of Menshevist opportunism and Bolshevism
in the name of "centrism." The Soviet historian M. N. Pokrovsky,
writing about the 1905 revolution in his Brief Historg of Russia
(International Publishers, New York, 1931, Vol. II, p. 320), describes
him in these words:

. During the whole period of its activity, the Petersburg
Soviet had at its head a very intelligent and clever Menshevik,
an adept in the art of combining Menshevik substance with revo-
lutionary phrases. The name of that Menshevik was Trotsky. He
was a genuine, full-blown Menshevik, who had no desire what-
ever for the armed insurrection and was altogether averse to
bringing the revolution to its completion, i.e., to the overthrow
of tsarism.

Lenin himself wrote in 1910;

Trotsky represents only his own personal vacillations and
nothing more. In 1903 he was a Menshevik; he abandoned
Menshevism in 1904, returned to the Mensheviks in 1905 and
merely flaunted ultra-revolutionary phrases; in 1906 he left them
again; at the end of 1906 he advocated electoral agreements with
the Cadets (i.e.,he was in fact once more with the Mensheviks);
and_in the, spring of 1907, at the London Congress, he said that
he differed from Rosa Luxemburg on "individual shades of ideas
rather than-on political tendencies." One day Trotsky plagiarizes
from- the ideological stock-in-trade of one faction; the n&t day
he plagiarizes from that of another, and therefore declares him-
self to be standing abooe both factions. (Collected. Works, yol.
16, p. 391.)

These comments are typical of the opinions of Trotsky expressed
repeatedly in Lenin's writings throughout this period.

In late summer of 1917, Trotsky joined the Bolsheviks. An ef-
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fective speaker and writer, he was given every opportunity to play
a leading part in the events to come. He became chairman of the
Petrograd Soviet and after the October Revolution he was made
a member and later chairman of the Military Revolutionary Com-
mittee. He was thus an important ffgure during and after the
per,iod of the uprising.

However, he abandoned neither his old habits nor his old ideas.
His super-revolutionism emerged some years later as a pretext
for abandoning the soeialist revolution, in the name of his pseudo-
Marxist theory of "permanent revolution." This doctrine is the
theoretical foundation of Trotskyism. Here is how Trotsky pre-
sents it in his book Tha Year 7905, written in 1922. He states in
the preface:

- It was preciqely during the interval between January 9 and
the October strike of 1905 that the views on the c-haracter of the
revolutionary development of Russia which came to be known
as the theory of 'permanent revolution" crystalized in the author's
mind. This abstruse term represented the idea that the Russian
revolution, whose immediate objectives were bourgeois in nature,
could not, however, stop when these obiectives had-been achieved.
The revolution would not be able to soive its immediate bourgeois
problems except by placing the proletariat in power. And the
latter, upon assdming power, would not tre able-to oonffne itself
't9 lhe bourgeois limits of the revolution. On the contrary, pre-
cisely_ to a_ssure its victory, the proletarian vanguard would^ be
forced.in_ the very -early stages of its rule to ma-ke deep inroads
not only into fe-udal property but into trourgeois propert| as well.
In this it would come into hostile collision not onli wiih all the
bourgeois groupings yhich supported- the proletariat during the
ffrst stages of its revolutionary itruggle, bui also with the f,road
masses of the peasantry with whose assistance it came into power.
The contradictions in the position of a workers' governmer't ir, ,
backrvard country with an overwhelmingly peisant population
could be solved only on an international-scafe, in thd a'rena of

-the 
world proletarian revolution. (Quoted in J. Stalin, Works,

Vol. 6, pp. 388-384. )

In brief, the bourgeois-democratic revolution, even to solve its
own problems, must lead d,irectly to working-class political power
and this in turn to immediate steps toward abolition of caplitalist
property relations. Thereby_ the ulorking class is brought, ilmost
from the beginning, into direct conflict with the pea"santry and
other sections of the democratic forces, for these ion-proletarian
elements, in Trotsky's view, have no role in the socialist revolu-
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tion. In this the working class ffghts alone. And hence, particularly
in a country where the working class is relatively small and the
peasantry large, as in Tsarist Russia, social,ism cannot be successfully
established unless the socialist revolution is ffrst victorious in other,
more advanced countries. Says Trotskyl

. The socialist revolution begins on national foundations-
but cannot be completed on these foundations alone. The main-
tenance of the proletarian revolution within a national framework
can only be a provisional state of afiairs. In an isolated
proletarian dictatorship, the internal and external contradictions
grow inevitably along with the successes achieved. If it remains
isolated, the proletarian state must ffnally fall victim to these con-
tradictions. The way out for it lies only in the victory of the
proletariat of the advanced countries. (Isaac Deutscher,'ed., The
Age of Permanent Reaolution: A Trotsky Anthology, Dell Pub-
lishing Co., New York, 1964, p. 65.)

In short, the victory of socialism in a single country is im-
possible. In his book The Year 7977, which appeared in l9%1, Trotsky
argues that the victory of socialism is possible only in several of the
principal European countries simultaneously. The task in Russia
after the October Revolution, therefore, was not to engage in futile
efforts to build socialism but rather to hold this in abeyance while
working to 'propel" the revolution abroad. Thus, under the banner
of his "revolutionary"-sounding theory of "permanent revolution,"
Trotsky counseled retreat and abandonment of the socialist revo-
lution in Russia.

The Fight Against Trotskyism in the Tnsenties

Within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Trotsky's views
were never accepted by more than a small minority. Nevertheless, in
his efforts to force them on the Party he precipitated a factional
struggle which lasted throughout m,ost of the twenties.

In 1921, when the Civil War had barely ended and the country
was faced with staggering problems, Trotsky launched a campaign
to establish the trade unions not as democratic organizations of the
workers but as dictatorially-run organs for managing production.
Instead of permitting the question to be decided within the Central
Committee, he and his supporters forced a full-dress discussion on
the Party at a moment when the fate of the country hung in the
balance. The discussion resulted in their overwhelming defeat.

In 1923 the Trotskyites again forced a discussion on the party.
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This time an all-out assault was launched against the Party leader-
ship, which was attacked as a degenerate bureaucracy, and a cam'
paign was conducted in the Party organizations to turn the member-
ship against the leadership. In January, 1924 the Thirteenth Con-
ference of the Party condemned Trotsky's factional campaign, and
in ]uly the Fifth Congress of the Communist International similarly
condemned Trotskyism, characterizing it as a petty-bourgeois devi-
ation.

However, in the autumn of 1924 a discussion was once more
forced on the Party, this time in an eflort to impose Trotsky's
theory of "permanent revolution" on it. After a very extended dis-
cussion a joint plenum of the Central Committee and the Central
Control Commission condemned Trotsky's conduct, warned him in
the strongest language that he must desist and submit to Party
discipline, and removed him from the Revolutionary Military Council.

But the discussions went on, with the Trotskyites joined by a
"New Opposition" headed by Zinoviev and Kamenev. In October
1927 Trotsky and Zionoviev were expelled from the Central Com-
mittee for their factional activities. Subsequently, in discussions
preceding the Fifteenth Congress, 724,W0 Party members voted
for the policy of the Central Committee and 4,000-less than one
per cent-for the Trotsky-Zionoviev line. Such was the accomplish-
ment of the Trotskyites in the endless debates which diverted the
Party from its most urgent tasks over a period of years.

The Fifteenth Congress, held in December 1927, expelled Trotsky
and Zinoviev and 75 of their followers from the Party. Not long
afterward Trotsky was expelled from the country. The Trotsky
group applied for readmission to the Sixth Congress of the Com-
munist International in August, 1928. The appeal was unanimously
rejected. The Congress characterized the group as "objectively an
organ of struggle against the Soviet Power" and condemned the
"counter-revolutionary political content of the Trotskyist platform."

Trotsky's opportunist doctrine of the abandonment of socialist
construction could only be reiected by a working class and a party
which had gone through such Herculean efforts to achieve and re-
tain political power. And needless to say, it could only be welcomed
by every counter-revolutionary element in Russia and abroad. The
continued pusuit of such a line after its overwhelming rejection
by the Party, therefore, oould only lead to unprincipled factionalism
and to alliances with enemies of the working class. It could only
lead to a process of degeneration ending in counter-revolution dis-
guised in revolutionary verbiage and having as its main objective

f;
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the overthrow of the Soviet regime in the name of "saving the
revolution." And this, history records, is exactly what happened to
Trotsky and his followers. It is iust such a counter-revolutionary
sect, masquerading in the garb of "revolution," that Trotskyism be-
came.

Trotskyimt, and the U.S. Party

The struggle against the Trotskyites in the Bolshevik Party was

not withoulltt ,Jp"t",rssions in the Party here. During this period

the Workers Party (which later became the Communist Party) was

itself split into opposing factions. Of this, William Z. Foster writes:
"The labor party campai gn of. L922-24 gave birth to a sharp factionai
struggle within the Workers Party, which was to continue, with
greai", or less intensity, until 1929. Grave inner-party differences

developed over the strategy and tactics to be pursued in the fight
for the labor party. The Party was split into trvo maior groups

which, in the heat of the internal ffght, came to act almost like
two separate parties, with their specific caucuses and group dis-

ciplines." (History of the Communist Party of the United, States,

International Publishers, New York, 1952, p. 22L.) The rift was

ffnally healed after the expulsion of Lovestone and his followers in
1929 and the six-year period of factionalism was brought to an

end.
It was into this factional situation that the issue of Trotskyism

was injected. On the whole the Party leadership of both factions
joined with the Russian party in repudiating Trotsky's ideas. Thus

the Daity Worker of December %), 1924 reprinted from Praod@. a

review of Trotsky's book The Year 7977, entitled "How One Shorrld

Not Write the History of October." It was accompanied by a box
containing the text of a decision of the Central Executive Com-

mittee of the Workers Party, instructing all Party newsPapers to
publish the review.

In subsequent months the Daily Wotker published speeches by
Zinoviev and Kamenev sharply attacking Trotskyism as petty-
bourgeois radicalism. (Both of these individuals, as we have already

noted, later allied themselves with Trotsky.) At educational cam-

paign was conducted in the Party exposing the nature of Trotskyism

and polemizing against it.
But not all in the Party leadership were opposed to Trotsky's

views. There were some who were influenced by them and sought
to promote thern within the Party. Among these the leading light
was James P. Cannon, who brought matters to a head in 1928 after
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that we support and campaign for all genuinely independent socialist
candidates especially rahen they are counterposedl to liberal poli,ti-
cians or peace candidates." (Emphasis added. ) Such is Trotskyism's
contribution to unifying the peace forces and developing independent
political aetion.

Tlotskyism has always sought to make capital of the struggles
of black Americans, and with the upsurge of the black liberation
movement it has, not surprisingly, made this a focus of its activities.
It begins with the contention that the fight against oppression of the
black people cannot be won without socialism. To be sure, there is
more than a grain of truth in linking the struggle for Negro freedom
with socialism. But the Trotskyites, in their typical fashion, proceed
to make the two identical. Thus, the 1964 S\ fP election platform calls
for "an anticapitalist alliance of all those who suffer discrimination
and exploitation, black and white." (The Militant, April 6, 1964. )
From this "anti-capitalist alliance," it is clear, are to be excluded all
elements in the black liberation movement who are not prepared
to ffght for socialism. Thus does Trotskyism do battle against the
unity of that movement-an all-class movement for freedom from na-
tional oppression-in the name of "ffghting capitalism."

The Trotskyites look upon black nationalism as the revolutionary
ideology among black Americans. A resolution adopted by the 1963
SWP Convention states: "Negro nationalism plays a function for the
Negro people here in many ways like that which class consciousness
plays for the working class." Hence "revolutionary socialists wel-
come the growth of nationalism." Correspondingly they call for the
establishment of a separate black political party and favor the estab-
lishment of a separate black state. On the latter they quote Trotsky
to the following eflect:

. . . To ffght for the possibility of realizing an independent state
is a sign of gredt moral and political awakening. It would be a
tremendous revolutionary step. . . .

It is very possible that Negroes also through self-determination
will proceed to the proletarian dictatorship in a couple of gigantic
strides, ahead of the great block of white workers. They will then
furnish the vanguard, (Leon Trotsky on Black Nationalism and,
S elf -D etermination, Merit Publishers, New York. )

George Breitman speaks of "the capacity of the Negro people to
lead the working-class revolution to replace capitalism with social-
ism," and he proceeds to advise them on "How a Minority Can Change
Society" in a currently circulating pamphlet of that name. Virtually
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nothing is said about unity of black and white as the basis of the
struggle for progress or about the need to ffght racism among white
Americans; there is only advice to the black people on how to be
a vanguard.

Trotskyites are inveterate factionalists; indeed, they make a prin-
ciple of factionalism, equating democratic centralism with the right
to organize factions. Not only has this led to endless splits among
the Trotskyites themselves; it has also formed the basis of their
relations with other organizations on the Left. When they speak of
"unity" with such organizations, what they have in mind is to pene-
trate, disrupt and destroy them. To these parasitic actions they have
given the name of 'the tactics of entrism."

A classical example is their merger with the Socialist Party in
the thirties. By the time the merger broke up they had succeeded
in wrecking the Socialist Party organizationally to such an extent
that it was left a hollow shell of its former self. O,f this achievement,
Cannon writes in his History of American Trotskyisrm; "Comrade
Trotsky remarked, when we talked with him, about the total result
of our entry into the Socialist Party and the pitiful state of the
organization afterward. He said that alone would have iustifted the
entry into the organization even if we hadn't gained a single mem-
ber."

As for the Communist Party, Trotskyism considers it the central
obstacle to be removed from its path. For years the Trotskyites have
sought to inffltrate it and to undermine it in every possible way.
If they have not succeeded, it has not been for lack of trying. But
more important, their failure is a tribute to the cohesiveness of the
communist Party to its constant ffght against factionalism and for
a common line and policy in its ranks.

Trotskyism has long been no more than a degenerate, counter-
revolutionary sect masquerading as "Marxists" and operating as a
parasitic excrescense on the Left. clearly, the ffght against thii alien
element did not end with the expulsion of the trotskyites from the
Party in 1928. It has oontinued throughout the y"urr rirrc" then, and
it will of necessity continue in the future until this voice of the
enemy within the working-class movement no longer exists.

CARI WINIER

Unemployment Struggles

of the Thirties
Never did the domestic specter of Communism haunt the bankers,

the industrialists and their representatives in Washington rnore than
in the last months of 1929 and the early 80's. This was the period
following the outbreak of the most deep-going economic crisis in
the United States.

The sudden crash of the Wall Street Stock Exchange, in October
1929, gave a crushing blow to the self-serving promises of the ruling
class that an unprecedented prosperity which it had long been en-

ioy-rrg would last forever. The long series of layoffs and cutbacks in
working hours which had been held out to be merely temporary
soon proved to be only the forerunners of unprecedented mass un-
employment.

The newly awakened self-doubt and fears among the ideologues
of capital, however, were not the result merely of the unprecedented
mass misery and starvation which now became widespread. Un-
employment, poverty and hunger were the constant companions of
American capitalisrn, even in its more prosperous days. What now
disturbed the ruling class was not only the tremors, which ran
through its economic structure, but the rising tide of protest and
resistance shuggles on the part of its long-suffering victims.

At the outse[, President Herbert Hoover attempted to reassure
his class brothers and to pacify the people with repeated declarations
that prosperity was "iust around the corner." Organized charities
and millionaire "philanthropists" tried to remove from public view
the most glaring examples of human wreckage of the capitalist crisis
by establishing free soup-lines and breadlines. Local Chambers of
Commerce helped provide crates of apples for the unemployed to
sell on street comers, in a desperate attempt to invoke the spirit of
"self-help" and "free enterprise." And wherever the growinf army
of unemployed refused to be cajoled or slowly starved into silence,
the ever-present police forces and jails were brought into service.

So it came about that shortly after its tenth birthday, the Com-

The writer lvas secretary of the Unemployed Councils of Greater New
York for the years 1932 and 1933, and was one of the organizers of the
National Hunger Manches.
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munist Party of the U.S.A. was put to the test of giving leadership
and direction to the wave of spontaneous mass struggles of the un-
employed throughout the country. However, to equip itseU for this
task the Party ffrst had to settle accounts with Right-opportunist
forces within its own leadership who refused to assume the responsi-
bilities of a vanguard party of the working class. Jay Lovestone, dur-
ing his short tenure as national secretary of the Party had echoed
such capitalist-apologist views as those later published in the Hoover
report on Recent Economic Changes in the Uniteil States, making
wildly-optimistic predictions about a crisis-free future for "organized
capitalism." But the majority of the Party, having wrestled with the
complacent attitudes of this misleadership, and having rejected its
theories of American exceptionalism and its forecasts of a Victorian
Age for U.S. capitalism, was able quickly to rally for struggle against
lhe effects of the crisis upon the lives of millions.

The removal of Lovestone from Party leadership by convention
action in 1928, and his expulsion from the ranks together with his
small band of incorrigible supporters, was accompanied by a new
'turn to the masses and serious efforts to organize for the solution
of their most pressing problems. The Party was thus enabled early
in 1930 to address itself to the American people through millions
of leaflets, thousands of street corner meetings and appeals in the
columns of the Daily Worker with the call, "Don:t Starve, Fight!"

Communists Lead National Protest

The ffrst nation-wide organized protest against the burdens of
the economic crisis, being shouldered by the working people of the
United States, was organized upon the initiative of the Communist
Party. Together with the LeftJed militant unions who constituted
the Trade Union Unity League, the Party issued a call for simultane-
ous mass demonstrations on behalf of the unemployed to be held
March 6, 1930, in the major cities of the country. Jointly signed ap-
peals called upon the employed and unemployed to *ats in th"
streets in protest against hunger and joblessness.

Huge outpourings of demonstrators responded in Cleveland, Mil-
rvaukee, San Francisco, Los-Angeles, Seattle, Denver, philadelphia
and other cities; 50,000 turned out in Chicago and Pittsburgh; fOO,OOO
took part in Detroit and 110,000 in New York City. It wai estimated
that one and a quarter million men and women joined in this ffrst
nation-wide protest. The local police everywhere were taken by sur-
prise. No one had expected-such a show of strength and unanimity
trn the part of the victims of capitalisnt's operations, but everywhere
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the police and local authorities tried to wreak their vengeance at
the end of each meeting or demonstration. Club-swinging police,
on horseback and afoot, attacked the demonstrators in the hope that
if unemployment could not be ended, at least protest against un-
employment could. Leaders of the Communist Party who were in
the forefront of these demonstrations were singled out for arrest,
among them, William Z, Foster, Israel Arrter, Robert Minor and
others in New York City.

The answer of the Communists was to call upon the unemployed
l'o organize their ranks for greater struggle, for defense of their
rights and their daily needs. The following weeks were devoted, to
reaching the jobless on the streets, in their homes, at the charity
offices and in the shelters for the homeless with written and oral
:ppeals to establish their own representative committees. Delega-
tions were organized to present demands upon the administrators of
breadlines and welfare organizations (most church-sponsored, in
the absence of organized public assistance). Many a talented organ-
izer and orator or writer emerged from the ranks to play an ef-
fective part in these activities.

The Trade Union Unity League meanwhile served, to coordinate
and give guidarrce to the mushrooming local committees among the
unemployed. It called for a national conference in Chicago on July
4, 1930 to bring together their experiences and lay plans for future
action. At that gathering 1,320 delegates were registered, repre-
senting unemployed groups across the country. They formed there
an organization which was destined to play a historic role in de-
fense of the very lives of the American people-the National Un-
employed Councils.

From the very beginning, the Unemployed Councils drew into
their ranks those workers rnost determined to combat the new
calamity which had befallen them and their families with the sudden
downturn of the national economy. Great numbers of Negro r.vork-
ers, in particular, joined the local struggles and played a leading
part in the organized committees of the unemployed. Women played
an active ro1e, especially in the delegations which called upon
Ioca1 officials and charitable organizations, to demand emergency
food and clothing for their children.

No federal system or legislation existed at this time to provide
any form of social welfare or public assistance to those in need.
The private charities, most of them denominational, were the chief
known sources of what little aid was made available in the most
extreme emergencies.
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The employers took advantage of the growing desperation in the
ranks of the working class to slash wages, in many instances 10
per cent and 20 per cent at a time. Hours of work and earnings
were cut back in the name of "sharing the wealth," while speedup
was enforced in an attempt to keep up output and proffts. A major
sonsequence, r,zhich overtook the employed as well as the jobless
in every working class community, was a wave of evictions for de-
linquency in paynent of rent. The county sheriffs and city marshalls,
supported by Iocal police, carried the meager belongings of evicted
families into the streets. Whole blocks frequently gave the ap-
pearance that it was general moving day, but there was nowhere
to move for lack of means to pay the rent.

Against Eoi,ctions-For "Work or Wages"

On9 of the ffrst big tasks undertaken by the Unemployed Councils
was the organization of resistance to evictions. Squads of neighbors
were organized to bar the way to the dispossessing officers. Whole
neighborhoods were frequently mobilized to take part in this mutual
assistance. Where superior police force prevailed it became common
:ractice for the Unemployed Councils to lead volunteer squads in
:arrying the displaced furniture ard belongings back into tlie home
after the police had departed. Council organizers became adept in
fashioning meter-jumps to restore disconnected electric service and
qas. The victims of unemployment were constantly taught that not
they,-but their exploiters, were guilty for the plight in which they
found themselves. Not charity, but the right to a decent living and
shelter, was made the battle-cry in every working class comniunity
where the Councils appeared. Literally tens of thousands of fami-
Iies were restored to their premises in the maior cities during these
struggles.

Little wonder than that the ruling cirdes and their spokesmen
soon raised the cry of "Communism" against the unemployed move-
ment. The organized committees and councils were noi only ef-
fectively uniting employed and unemployed, white and black, but
were challenging the sacred property rights of employers and land-
lords.-As employed workers were rallied to defend their unemployed
neighbors against_ eviction, so the councils mobilized the jobiess to
participate on picket lines in support of workers' strikes against wage
cuts and layoffs.

President Hoover offered, as his solution, a "stagger system,, where-
by more could be employed on a part-time basis with reduced earn-
ings. williarn Green, President of the American Federation of Labor,
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pompously followed suit, calling for a S0-hour week with a cor-
responding. cut in wages. The Communist Party countered with its
widely-publicized demand for the shorter workday and week with-
out any reduction in earnings. The Government and the employers,
it said, must shoulder the responsibility of providing either work or
adequate ffnancial relief. Out of these contentions emerged the
slogan which appeared upon the banners of the unemployed and
their councils throughout the continuing crisis: "Work oi Wagest"

The number of unemployed grew to ten and twelve million; by
1933 it was estimated to have reached 17,000,000. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor reported 200,000 children wandering across the coun-
try in search of food. City hospitals reported growing numbers of
serious cases resulting from foraging for food in garbage heaps and
hundreds of deaths from starvation. Yet the Government provided
no comprehensive ffgures assessing the actual number of unemployed
or part-time workers. At the same time unsold stocks of foodstrrfis
on which high prices were maintained, were regularly dumped at
sea or burned in ffelds by profft-hungry corporations.

_ The spontaneous and isolated protests of the unemployed and the
hungry now began to take organized and systematic shape. In one
state after another mass marches converged upon the capitol and
demands for govelnmental assistance were presented to the legisla-
tures. It was frequently reported in the press that mass street dem-
onstrations and other gatherings of the unemployed were followed

!1 ttrci,r participants swarming into nearby restaurants, eating their
ffll, and then departing with advice to the cashier to "charge it to
the mayor." City halls became the regular target of organizJd dele-
gations and the scene of mass rallies demanding emergency ap-
propriations for the care of the needy.

Even in the rural towns the struggle against hunger was taken
up in a collective manner. In the ffrst days of 1981, an outraged
capitalist press screamed that more than 500 farmers and their wives
jn the town of England-near Little Rock, fukansas-had stormed
the business district demanding food for their families and threaten-
ing to take it if denied. Most of the farmers in this town of about
2,000 population came armed. An emergency businessmert's confer-
ence wired the Red cross for help and received authorization to dis-
tribute the demanded food on its behalf. In the course of such
struggles the United Farmers T,eagpe grew side by side with the
Unemployed Councils.

Aside from contributing the organizational skill and personnel for
the crystalization of a centralized movement, the Communist party
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supplied from its theoretical background and-practical experience-

ariiing upon the history of the international movement as well-
the centaf pohtical focus for the struggle against the effects of the

capitalist crisis.
Bummarized in the most simple tetms, the thrust of the unem-

ployed councils, under Communist leadership and infuence, was

io place both the responsibility and the burden for relief for the

sufiering masses upon the government and the employers' Every

speech,-every article, every leaflet on_behalf of the Unemployed

iouncils duiing this period emphasized, over and over aga-in, the

concept that a iystem of federal unemployment must be established
"at the expense of the employers and the government." The demand

for federil unemployment insurance was ffrst raised by the Com-

munist Party and the Unemployed Councils. It was met by cries of
indignation, not only on the part of avowed spokesmen for capital,

but also by the class collaborationist officialdom of the A.F' of L,

It was denounced as a "dole," beneath the dignity of American

workers. But the continued growth of mass unemployment and suf-

fering, and especially the persistent growing struggles against their

rnisery on the part of the unemployed, soon compelled gestures

lrom these circles in support of some form of national unemploy-

ment insurance. However, intricate schemes were proposed for self-

funded beneftts to be derived from long-term contributions by work-
ers themselves, during their period of emplopnent.

For Unem.Ttloyment lnsurance Bill

Conferences of the unemployed, together with representatives
from workers' organizations-including trade unions and newly-
formed tenants' leagues-were held in many cities in the latter part
of 1930 and 1981. Six hundred delegates met in New York City, on

December 19, 1930, and reconvened a New York Conference for Un-
employnent Relief on January 13. They decided to send a delega-
tion to Washington with a massive list of signatures, demanding that
Congress enact a bill providing Federal Unemployment Insurance.
I{ouse-to-house canvassing for signatures to such petitions was in-
itiated. The Daily Worker of January 18, 1931 carried an eight-
column headline on page 1, reporting: "Jobless Conference Plans
180 Hunger Meetings"; and below, there followed alongside the
report, a 2-column editorial captionedr "Fight the Wage Cuts," em-
phasizing the community of interest between the employed and the
unemployed in the nation.

Taken up across the country was the campaign for enactment
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of "the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill." Publicized as its
major features were 1) Unemployment insurance at the rate of $85
a week for each unemployed worker and $5 additional for each de-
pendent; 2) creation of a National Unemplo)nnent Insurance Fund
to be raised by (") using all war funds for unemployment in-
surance, (b) a levy on all capital and property in excess of $25,000,
(c) a tax on all incomes of $5,000 a yeari (S) the Unemployment
Insurance Fund thus created, to be administered by a Workers'
Commission elected solely by employed and unemployed workers.
A Workers National Campaign Committee for Unemployment Insur-
ance was established to conduct the petition drive.

The petitions carried the information that Congress was called
upon to "pass the Bill in its ffnal form as (possibly) amended by
the mass meetings which ratify it and elect the mass delegation to
present it to Congress, or as (possibly) amended by the mass dele-
gation itself. The ffnal form of the bill will follow the general line
of the three points printed above."

Thus the ffrst national hunger march was given its objective to
demand federal unemployment insurance legislation from Congress.
The call was issued by the Unemployed Committee for the National
Hunger March whose headquarters were in the national offices of the
Trade Union Unity League in New York City. Signing the call were
the Unemployed Councils of New Yor\ Detroit, Cleveland, Boston,
San Francisco, Minneapolis, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New
Haven, Bufialo, and Kansas City. Included in the official demands
for which the marchers were to demonstrate was the demand for
jmmediate cash relief to meet the winter needs of the unemployed
while legislation was being enacted.

"The main demands of the millions of unemployed workers, whom
the marchers rvill represent," stated the Call, "will be for unem-
ployment insurance equal to full wages for the unemployed and
part-time workers, for special winter relief in the amount of $150
for each unemployed worker and $50 for each dependent, for the
7-hour day without reduction in weekly earnings, for the initiation
of a federal program of furnishing work to the workers at union
wages, for the abolition of the brutal terror and discrimination
against Negroes and deportation of foreign-born workers, demands
of the ex-servicemen [who were organizing to demand an immedi-
ate federal bonus payment to veterans of World War I-CW] and
poor farmers, etc. The marchers will demand that all war funds be
applied to unemployment relief and be administered by the Unem-
ployed Councils. They will demand the enactment of the Workers
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Unemployment Insuranee Bill." The Call concluded by exhorting the
employed and unemployed: "Intensify the local demonstrations and
local hunger marches for unemployment insurance and immediate
relief. Make the cities seethe with demands for food for the starving
and shelter for the homelessl"

The National Hunger Marches

The issuance of the Call for the first national hunger march to
demand unemployment insurance legislation was quickly followed
by police raids in many cities upon the headquarters of the Com-
munist Party. Matthew Woll, Vice President of the A.F. of L. and
acting President of the National Civic Federation, initiated a letter
to every Congressman from the latter reactionary organization de-
nouncing the National Hunger March as a "Communist attack upon
the government."

Four caravans of marchers converged upon Washington from New
England, the Midwest, the Far West and the South. They came to
the federal capital on December 6 and 7, 1931 by truck and auto-
mobile. They stopped in every city on their route, to hold meetings
explaining their purpose, and enlisting support. They carried ban-
ners including such slogans as "Employed workers-support the de-
mands of the unemployed and part-time workers," "Unemployed
workers-support the strikes of the employed against wage-cuts,"
"Organize for the demands of the National Hunger March," "Build the
Unemployed Councils."

A tired but enthusiastic band of 1,675 elected delegates from all
parts of the United States ffnally marched up Capitol Hill. They at-
tempted to present their demands at the door of the Senate Chamber,
but were barreri. When they appeared at the White House President
Hoover refuse<i them admittance.

The official rebuff in Washington in no way slowed down the cam-

paign for immediate relief for the unemployed and for unemploy-
ment insurance. Instead, the captains of the Hunger March organ-
ized within the shadow of the Capitol for the assembled delegates

to redouble their efiorts. The caravans retraced their trek across

the country, stopping again to hold report-back meetings in every
city and to create new and larger committees and councils of the
unemployed. A national day of demonstration for unemployment in-
surance was scheduled for February 4, L932, and the swelled gather-
ings supported the call of the Unemployed Councils for a Second

National Hunger March to Washington.
At the beginning of December of that year 3,000 delegates came
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to the nation's capital, once again carrying the message of struggle
for unemployed relief and insurance across the country. For days the
marchers were blocked on New York Avenue, at the outskirts of
the capital, by police barricades and heavily armed U.S. Marines.
They bedded down in their trucks or on the concrete pavement of
the highway for two nights, while calls for support were wired to
workers' organizations and unemployed committees around the na-
tion. Protests from unions, fraternal organizations and indignant
citizens finally lifte'd the blockade. The Second National Hunger
March paraded through the streets of Washington and up Capitol
Hill. This time, Vice-Fresident Charles Curtis, as Chairman of the
Senate, found himself compelled to meet the unemployed marchers'
delegation and to receive its petition for enactment of the Workers
Unemployment fnsurance Bill. The Speaker of the House, Jack
Garner, received the delegation as representatives of the lower body.

Such were the mass movements and the struggles which awakened
the consciousness of the American people to their right to govern-
ment and employer-ffnanced welfare. But more important, they
proved to the American people their capacity to win their iust de-
mands.

Battle Won For U.nemploqment lnsurance

The ffrst Unemployment Insurance Bill was introduced in the

U.S. House of Representatives by Congressman Ernest Lundeen
Farmer-Laborite of Minnesota, in response to the Unemployed Coun-

cil movement. An A.F. of L. convention went on record for the ffrst
time in support of the principle of unemployment insurance. Commit-
tees for the enactment of the bill spread through local unions and

other organizations in growing numbers of cities and towns. Some

city governments and state legislatures began to establish pubhe re-
Iief agencies and to dispense limited assistance in cash and in kind
to the most needy. The ffrst system of federal Social Secu"ity, it -
cluding a national unemployment compensation law, was enacted
early in the "New Deal" administration of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, in response to the years of mass struggle which immedi-
ately preceded it. New foundations were laid for greater struggles

and greater achievements in the continuing march for social pro-
gress.

None of tlte achievements of this epic period in the life of the

American working class were either spontaneous or inevitable. They
were the hard-won products of careful planning, painstaking work,
mass involvement and farsighted political guidance. In short, an ad-
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vanced and purposeful leadership was required to blevate and co-
ordinate the elemental struggles which arose out of the plight of
the masses. This role was honorably fulfilled by the Communist
Party.

Among some of the guiding principles of organization and struggle
introduced into the unemployed movement of this period by the
Party were mass mobilization in struggle, democratic organization
and accountability, black and white unity in action, mutual supPort
of employed and unemployed; and all directed to placing the
burden for satisfying the immediate and ultimate needs of the people
upon the errployers and the Government, while educating masses-
in the course of their daily experience-to adopt as their own the de-
mand for the fundamental change to socialism.

The time-honored need and validity of such inspiration and guid-
ance, so long as capitalist exploitation lasts, is dramatically illus-
trated if one ccmpares to the above-cited experienee of our last
generation a manifesto addressed: "To the Working People of North
Americal" Issued by the North American Federation of the Inter-
national Workingmen's Association (the First Communist Interna-
tional ) in the winter of the economic crisis of 1873, after the Inter-
national had moved its headquarters from London to New York, this
manifesto concluded:

We submit and recommend to you the following plans of or-
ganization . . .- The workingmen of one, two or more blocks form a district
club, the district clubs combine to form ward committees, the
ward committees will form a central body by deputizing three
delegates

Tlie united workingmen thus organized will make the follow-
ing demands to the respective authorities.

t) Work to be providid for all those willing and able to work,
at the usual wages and on the eight hours plan.

2) An advance of either money or produce, sufficient for one
week s sustenance, to be made to laborers and their families in
actual distress.

3) No ejection from lodging to be made for nonpayment of
rent

More than 200,000 workingmen are residing in New York, and
the same proportions are existing in almost every city and state
of this country. Would it not be an easy thing for this vast
majority of the adult citizens to put a stop to the vile practices of
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capital, to the greediness and the pillaging habits of our modern
highwaymenP Could or would any authorities, legislative or ex-
ecutive, be bold enough to resist our demands, if sustained by the
undivided front of the laboring masses?

Fellou Workingmen Arouse and Unite!

But what is the precise relationship between the Communist
Party of the United States and the Communist parties of other
countries? There are ties and there is independence. It is important
that we understand this relationship and that we help to lay the
ghost of the false charge of "foreign agents" that again and again
the capitalist press drags into print. The Comrnunist Party in the
United States is linked to the Communist parties and the vanguard
parties of the working people in every country in the world by
common ideological precepts-all Communists everywhere stand

on the foundation of a common ideology. They are linked with
the workers parties of the whole world on the basis of a common
aspiration for the earliest realization of that flowering, joful era
of mankind which we Marxists call Communism. This common
goal and aspiration which Communists and advanced workers in
all countries pursue, is the second tie that binds us one to the
other in a special kind of fraternity. But there is no organi,zational
or operational identity or tie-up between Communist parties-
neither between our Party and the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union, nor between any of the parties of the world. . . .

James E. Jackson, Political Affai,rs, January, lg60
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Breakthrough in Industrial

0rganizatinn*

. . . In July 1933, the Party called an Extraordinary Conference of

BFO delegatei i' N"* York. This conference addressed,an Open Letter

to the Party outlining a program of militant styggl-e, str€ssing the

need to contenhate "[o" b"ilding Party units and trade unions in the

basic industries and io give all iupport to the grorving mass strike

movement. The conference urged the workers to "write your ow'Il

codes on the picket line."** It played a vital role in preparing the

Party for the big mass struggles ahead.

tn fgSS the tJtal number"-of strikers ran to 900,000, or more than

three times as m'any as in 1982' The T'U.U'L' fTrade l],ni-on -U"ity
Leaguel, headed by Jack Stachel (with Foster sick), led 300'000

*or["tt in strikes, ui "o*prr"d 
with 250,000 independent union

strikers, and 450,000 in the A.F. of L. The most important of the

many T.U.U.L. strikes of that year werethose of 16,000 auto workers

in Detroit, 5,000 steel workers in Ambridge, 3,000 miners in Western
pennsylvania, 12,000 shoe workers in New York, 15,000 needle workers

in New York, 18,000 cotton pickers and 6,000 grape pickers in Cali-

fornia ancl Arizona, and 2,700 packinghouse workers in Pittsburgh.

During these years, all the unions began t9 gt.Y,- *: A:F' oj^L' by

500,000, independents by 150,000, and the T'U'U'L' by 100,000,

giving the latfer a membership of some 125,000'

The Big Strike Mooement of 1934-36

The mass strike movement that got under way in 1938 varied

widely from the traditional craft patterns of the A.F. of L' It reflected

clearly the principles, strategy, and tactics that had been so vigorously

p,.oprgut"d^ by tire Communist Party- and the T'U'U'L' The strikes

p"r."trlt"a the hitherto closed trustified industries-steel, auto, alu-

irirrr*, m'arine transport, etc'; they ignored the A'F' of L' dictum

that union contracts lustify union scabbery; they were industrial in

J

* These excerpts are taken frorn chapters 21 and 24 of Historu of the

Comrrumist PartA of the tlnited States, International Publishers, New
York, 1951.

**,This has reference to the NRA codes in the first years of the Roose-

velt Administration which were opposed by the CPUSA.
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character; they embraced Negroes, unskilled, foreign-bonl, women,

youth, and white collar workers; they struck a high note-of solidarity
tetween employed and unemployed; they used mass picketing, shop

delegates, broad strike committees, sit-down strikes, slow-down strikes,

and 
"other 

Left-wing methods; they 13o1 on an increasingly political
character; and they developed over the opposition of reactionary labor
oficials who wanted to stifle them.

The years 19M-36 intensiffed this radical mass strike period. The

numbei of strikers was high and so was their militancy-1,466,695
strikers in 1934; 1,141,863 in 1935, and 788,648 in 1936. It was a time

of ;both national industrial shikes and local general strikes' The

workers fought mainly for wage increases and trade union recog-

nition. . . .

The employers countered the rising strike movement, as usual, with
a policy of violence. They mobilized their armed comPany gunmen

against the strikers, they used the local police forces to beat and jail
workers, they had the troops out in dozens of strike situations. In the

big national textile strike, 16 workers were killed; many more were

killed in the coal strike, the San F'rancisco strike, and in other bitter
economic ftghts. AII told, in 1934-36, BB workers were killed in mass

struggles. But the workers fought back and the strike wave continued

tomount....
The biggest and most significant national industrial strikes during

1934-36 were those of the textile rvorkers and the bituminous coal

miners, both A.F. of L. strikes. The national textile strike led by the

United Textile Workers in September 1934, embraced 475,000 workers

in 11 states, inclu&ng large number of workers in the South. The

strike faced great violence frorn the employers and the government'

It was largely lost when the demands of the strikers were referred
to an arbiiration board and the strike was called ofi. The national
bituminous coal strike of September 1935 brought out 400,000 miners,

tying up nearly every important soft coal ffeld. Within a few days

tLe itrilie resulted in a victory. It put the U.M.W.A. back on its feet

as a powerful organization, after it had been almost demolished in
the fiteftrl strike of 1927-28. There was also the Left-led National
Lumber Workers strike of 41,000 lumbermen in the Pacific Northwest.

Another highly important strike early in 1936, signiffcant of the great

wave of strikes soon to come in the trustiffed industries, was the suc-

cessful strike of the rubber workers in Alron. . . .

The San Franci.sco General Strika

The great general strike in the San Francisco Bay area, embracing
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Lzl,OOO workers, took place during july 16-19, 1934' It grew out of a

coastwise strike of 35,000 maritime workers. The communist Party,

which had a strong organization in california, gaye the strike its

full support and its;nflu;nce was of major importance i.n 
lhe^struggle'

The hiitoric strike gave an enormous impetus to the whole American

labor movement.

The movement began in a drive from 1932 on, led by communists

and progressives, to organize the marine workers of the Pacific Coast.

This-dri-ve culminated in a strong A.F. of L. longshoremen's union

with Harry Bridges at its head, a demand for better conditions, and

a coastwise strik-e of 12,000 of these workers on May 7, 1934' The

Marine Workers Industrial Union (T.U.U'L.) headed by Hary

]ackson, which won the leadership of decisive sections of the seamen,

also called them on strike, and 6y May 28rd, the eight A'F' of L'
maritime unions were out all along the coast. For the ffrst time West

coast shipping was at a complete standstill. The conservative A'F.

of L. leadership tried desperately to check the_ powerful movement,

but in vain. Joseph Ryan, dictator of the Longshoremen's-LJnion, rvas

forced to aband6n the strike and left the city. Bridges, head of the

rank-and-ffle committe e of 75, in tune with the militant workers,

brilliantly outgeneraled the labor misleaders at every turn'

Enraged at the e,mployers' violent efiorts to break the maritime

strike aird also at theii obvious determination to make the city open

shop, the workers of San Francisco developed 
-a 

strong ffghting spirit.

Th6 Communist Party, which had many members and supporters in

key A.F. of L. local unions, urged'a general strike in all the cities

along the Paciffc Coast. To no a't u;1, th" top unionleadership ffP-osed
the Lsing general strike spirit among the workers' In mid-Jun-e,

painters, io"crl 1188 sent orrt a letter for a general strike. By early

]uly the influential Machinists Local 68, along rvith many.other local

Lriorr, had endorsed the proposed strike' The police kllling of two

waterfront workers on July Bth-one of them Nick Bordois, a Com-

munist-added fuel to the fames, with 35,000 angry workers turning

out to the funeral. On ]uly 10th the Alameda Labor Council called

for a general strike; o, J"ty -12th }hq -San 
Francisco and Oakland

teamsters went out; and on July l-6th 160 A.F. of L. unions, 127,000

strong, tied up the whole San Francisco Bay region'

The strike was highly effective. Practically the entire industrial

life of the great bay community came to a halt. The workers were

powerfully demonstrating their resentment at the gr_eat _economic^crisis and their determination to have a better day under the prom-

ised "New Deal." Not a store could open, not a truck could move,
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not a factory wheel could turn, without the permission of the General

Strike Comniittee. Never was any American city so completely strike'
bound as was the whole San Francisco Bay community during this

great strike.

The key to winning the great San Francisco strike was to spread

it all over the coast, and still farther. . . . The Communists and the
other Left and progressive elements, despite numerous minor mis-

takes, were quite aware of this imperative need to spread the strike,
and they tried to do just that. But their forces were too small to
accomplish it in the face of the formidable opposition. The "Iost"

San Fiancisco strike, in spite of all lugubrious predictions, had a
stimulating efiect upon the labor movement in California and all
over the United States. The strike created one of the most glorious
traditions in the entire history of the American labor movement.

The T.U.U.L. Merges with the A,F. of L.

During the ffrst two stormy years of the New Deal about one million
workers, largely unskilled and forcrign-born from the basic industries,
poured into the A.F. of L. unions. . . . The influx radically changed
the situation in those organizations. It broke down the officials' no-
strike policy, brought in a breath of democracy, weakened the bu-
reaucrats' control, .and made it more difficult to enforce the anti-
Communist clauses against the Left. Besides, sections of the top
leadership began to interest themselves in organizational work.

Recognizing that the conditions that had originally caused the
formation of the T.U.U.L. were now breaking do",,rm, the Communists
and other Lefts, always ardent champions of labor unity, began at
once to shift their orientation torvard a return to the A.F. of L. A1-
ready, early in 1933, they ioined forces with the miners in their drive
to re-establish the U.M.W.A, and in September 1984, the T.U.U.L.
proposed trade union unity to the A.F. of L. In various industries
T.U.U.L. bodies began to join up with corresponding A.F. of L
unions. This unity trend, however, did not sit well with the A.F. of L.
top leaders, and William Green sent out a letter warning against the
unity moves of the T.U.U.L.

In the spring of 1934 the Communist Party advanced the slogan,
"For an Indeperrdent Federation of Labor," to be composed of the
400,000 members of the T.U.U.L. and other independents, but this
policy was soon perceived to be incorrect and it was dropped. Instead
the trend toward general labor unity was pushed vigorously by the
Party everywhere. Early in 1935 the T.U.U.L. steel, auto, and needle
bades unions voted to affiliate with the A.F. of L., the workers joining
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as individuals where they could not affiliate in a body. On March 16-17,

1935, at a special convention, the T.U.U.L. resolved itself into a Com-

mittee for tie uniffcation of the Trade unions, with the objective of

affiliating the remaining T.U.U.L. organizations to the A.F. of L. Four

months later the T.U.U.L. disbanded altogether. . ' .

The Formation of the C.l.O,

The big labor struggles of the early New Deal years came to a sharp

climax with the formation of the committee for Industrial c)rganiza-

tion (C.I.O.) in November 1985. This body was originally composed

of representatives of the coal miners, textile, ladies' garrnent, men's

clothing, printing, oil-ffeld, cap and millinery, and metal- miners'

unions,-with a combined membership of about one million. The Com-

mittee's purpose was the unionization of the almost totally unorga-

nized millions of workers in the basic trustified industries. It was truly
a momentous development, and the Communist Party gave its most

active support from the start. . . .

Signiffcantly, the eight A.F. of L. unions that launched the C.I'O.
were all either industrial or semi-industrial in form. Their leaders -
John L. Lewis, Philip Murray, Sidney Hillman, at al. - while basing
themselves, like the Green bureaucrats, primarily upon the skilled
workers, had learned that this policy did not necessarily involve ex-

cluding the unskilled from the unions. Because of the bitter experience

of the post-World War I and economic crisis years, and also because

of the great pressure of the rank-and-ffle workers for organization,
they had become convinced that the unionization of the basic indus-
tries was an absolute necessity if the labor movement was to survive
and progress. Later on, under the weight of the newly organized
masses, this position led these leaders to adopt many progressive meas-

ures. Only in this narrow sense could they themselves be called
progressives. . . .

The split in the ranks of the labor bureaucracy greatlv accelerated
the tempc of trade union progress. The Communists, rvho were a

considerable factor in the A.F. of L. gave the opposition leaders all
possible cooperation and support in their progressive role. In 1933,

when the organization spurt began, the A.F. of L. leaders had tried
to sort out the new union recruits according to crafts and distribute
them among the respective unions, but this proving impossible, they
assembled the workers into miscellaneous federal local unions. At the
1934 A.F. of L. convention, with 2,000 such locals existing, however,
the issue had to be settled. There was a powerful sentiment for indus-
trial unionism, with 14 resolutions demanding this measure. The Com-
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munist Party vigorously stimulated this movement among the rank and
ffle. Even the hard-boiled officials that make up A.F. of L. conventions
knew that a maneuver had to be made. So the leadership put through
a unanimous resolution which, while endorsing cra-ft unionism, "wher-
ever the lines of demarcation between crafts are distinguishable,"
vaguely recognized the need for industrial unionism and instructed
the Executive Council to issue charters in various industries. . . .

During 1935 the Executive Council gave limited industrial charters
to the United Auto Workers and the United Rubber Workers, but they
refused national charters to the many new local unions in radio, ce-
ment, aluminum, and other basic industries. . . .

At the 1935 convention in Atlantic City . . . John L. Lewis and ffve
other leaders introduced a resolution calling for the organization of
the basic industries into industrial unions. . . . After a long and bitter
debate the Lewis resolution was defeated by a vote of 18,025 to 10,924.
The A.F. of L. leaders were willing to keep the industries unorganized,
just so their own jurisdictional claims remained intact.

Undeterred by their convention defeat, the Lewis group a month
later organized the C.I.O. and began the work of unionization. They
launched active national campaigns in steel, auto, rubber, textile, and
coke-processing. Huge sums of money were pledged by the eight co-
operating unions. National organizing committees were set up, and
new industrial unions were to be formed. The basic industries would
be organized in spite of the A.F. of L. leadership.

The Green bureaucrats p,romptly condemned the C.I.O. for this
action, and after considerable maneuvering, suspended its eight unions
on August 5, 1986, for "dual unionism and insurrection" against the
A.F.ofL....

Lewis, apparently taking it for granted that the organizational work
had to be done outside of direct contact with the Green reactionaries,
made no determined ffght to maintain affiliation with the A.F. of L.
On this taetical question the Communists disagreed with him. The
Communists believed that inasmuch as Lewis had 40 per cent of the
A.F. of L. unions behind him and a vast foilowing among the rest of
the labor movernent, it would have been possible for him to beat the
Green machine by a resolute ffght. . . .

Building The C.l.O.

The building of the C.I.O. unions was the greatest stride forward
ever made by the American labor movernent. It changed the whole
situation of the trade unions and brought the working class to new
high levels of rudustrial and political strength and maturing. In this
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historic movement the Communist Party played a vital indispensable

role. It acted truly as the vanguard of the working class'

The steel worklrs were ripe for organization. Many were paid as

little as $560 per year, as against a $1,500 standard cost-ofJiving

budget; and ling hours and- tfally p-revailed in the shops' The

*orf"r, were inslired by the world-wide prole-tarian ftghting spirit

of the period. So lhe organizing work was immediately suc_cessful. By

the eni of l98B the S.W.O.C., [Steel Workers Organizing Committee]

which had virtually swallowed the old, fossilized Amalgamated As-

sociation of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers, had 150 local unions with
100,000 members.

Meanwhile, dramatic and decisive events were also happening in

the automobile industry. The United Automobile Workers, which had

been formed by the A.F. of L. but later ioined the C.I.O., succeeded

in building, by December 1936, an organization of about 80,000 mem-

bers. Dernanding an agreement with the General Motors Corp. and

being refused, the workers, whose earnings_ then averaged b-ut $20

per iveek, began to strike - in Atlanta anil Cleveland. Finally, by

l"rrrry 1997, 51,000 were on strike, and they tied up 60 G.M. plants

in 14 states, employing some 14O,000 workers.
The center and decisive point of the strike was in the maior G.M.

plant in Flint, Michigan, the heart of this great industrial-empire.
there the workers, patterning their actions after a strike of rubber
workers in Akron a few months earlier, and in line with workers' ex-

perience in France and Italy, occupied the plants. It was a "sit-down
strike." The workers barricaded themselves in the workshops, set up

a militaryJike discipline, beat ofi all armed attempts of company gun-
men and police to recapture the plants, and threatened to resist with
every means any attempt of the state militia to dislodge them, as the
company was demanding from the governor. The solidarity of the
workers was unbreakable, and af.ter 44 days of struggle the great $1.5
billion General Motors Corp. capitulated, recognizing the union and
granting substantial improvements in wages, hours, and working
conditions.

The G.M. strike, particularly in its key Flint section, was one of the
most strategicaliy decisive strikes in American labor history. It made
the fust real breakthrough for the C.I.O. into territory of open shop
monopoly capital, and its effective sit-down tactics were a tremendous
inspiration to the entire working class. The other C.I.O. campaigns
thereafter went like wildffre with the sit-down tactic being ,red sr"-
eessfully in many places. On March Bth, some 63,000 workers of the
big Chrysler Corp. won victory after a short struggle. Then, indeed,
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the unionizatiorr of the auto industry proceeded with great strides.
In steel also, dramatic success was being achieved. On March 2,

1937, the country was amazed by the announcement of an agreement
between the S.W.O.C. and the United States Steel Co1p., covering
some 240,000 workers in its basic plants. The agreement established
the eight-hour day and 4O-hour week, provided for a lO-cent hourly
wage increase, and for grievance committees, senioritn and other
improvements. At long last, a"fter nearly half a century of struggle,
the unions had ffnally blasted their way solidly into the greatest open
shop fortress of them all, Big Steel.

These decisive successes in steel and auto, the heart of basic indus-
try, did not, however, complete the organization of these two great
industries. "Little Steel" - the Bethlehem, fnhnd, Republic, and
Youngstown cornpanies - held out and with traditional violence, rn
May 1937, smashed the strike of 75,000 of their workers. In the in-
famous Memorial Day massacre in Chicago 10 picketing workers
were killed and over 100 wounded by the police. fn auto also, the
great Ford empire managed to resist the current groundswell of union-
ization. But both Ford and Little Steel, within the next four years,
ffnally had to submit to the organization of their workers.

In the meantime, militant and successful organizing campaigns were
proceeding in various other industries - radio and electrical, maritime,
metal minin$, textile, lumber, transport, shoe, meatpacking, Ieather,
rubber, aluminum, and glass, among white collar workers, etc. - but
a description of all these campaigns would pass beyond the scope of
this outline. Sufffce it to say that by the end of 194O the C.LO. unions
encompassed some four million workers, a growth of over three million
in four years. By the time of World War II it began to be an unquali-
fied success, the heart of trustiffed industry was unionized. . . .

The Rol.e of the Commanist Party

The Communist Party fully supported the C.I.O. program of estab-
lishing new industrial unions in the ibasic, unorganized industries. Al-
though the C.I.O. was split off from the A.F. of L., the Party in no
sense identifted this broad independent mass movement with the
narrow Left-wing dual unionism which the Party had long opposed -
despite certain deviations of its own during the T.U.U.L. period. The
traditional Left dual unionism had the effect of withdrawing the
militant elements from the unions and isolating them from the general
labor movement in small unions, but nothing like this took place with
the founding of the C.I.O. On the contrary, the C.I.O. was in every
sense a broad mass movement. . .
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The Communists were well fftted to play their vital part in the

C.I.O. drive. For years they had paid major attention to the question

of organizing the basic industries, and they had assembled vast prac-

tical experience, as well as many mass contacts. They had c_onducted

innumeiable T.U.E.L. and T.U.U.L. strikes and Unemployed Council

and workers Alliance activities in many heavy trustiffed industrial
centers. The Communist Party, with its system of shop groups and

shop papers, also had valuable connections among the most militant
workers-in many open shop industries. The Left-wing had hosts of

other such contacts in these plants through the various Negro, foreign-

born, and other mass organizations in which it had an important in-

fluence. AII of these connections the Party set in motion when the

great organizing drive got under way. The l5-year struggle of the
Party in the basic industries trained thousands of ftghters, who later
formed the very foundations of the C.I.O.

These basic contributions of the Communists to the building of the

C.I.O. are now conveniently ignored or denied by the present Right-
wing leadership. But occasionally some credit is given our Party. Thus

Aliniky, in his "unauthorized" biography of john L. Lewis, which was

written in close collaboration with the latter, says of the role of the

Communists in building the C.I.O.: "Then, as is now commonly
known, the Communists worked indefatigably, with no iob being too
menial or unimportant. They literally poured themselves completely

into their assignments. The Communist Party gave its complete sup-

port to the C.I.O. . . . The fact is that the Communist Party made a
major contribution in the organization of the unorganized for the

C.I.O."O

John L. Lewis, Sidney Hillman, and their co-workers were apparent-

ly convinced of the value of Communist cooperation, because from

the outset the organizing work and the leading of innumerable victor-
ious strikes were done by a combination of the Left-Center forces -
that is, Lewis, Hillman, the Communists, and other progressives' This

working combination although largely informal while Lewis remained

president of the C.I.O. (up to the end of 1940) was a matter of com-

mon knowledg". . . . Practically every'rvhere, therefore, Communists

became active and effective members of the big organizing crews.

With the accession of Philip Murray to the presidency of the C.I.O',
the Left-Center bloc was, for some years, even more definitely con-

solidated, and it became virtually a working alliance. The C.I.O. could

not have succeeded upon any other basis.

* Saul Alinsky, John L. Lewis, New York, 1949, p. 153.
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The Communists worked very diligently to build and strengthen the
Left-Center bloc. They refrained from grabbing for ofice in the new
unions, and they gave unselfishly of themselves in the organizing work.
As an examptre of the Party's cooperative spirit, in 1939 it liquidated
its system of trade union fractions and shop papers. The Party's trade
union fractions-educational groups of Communists in the local unions

- were dissolved to end all fears that they were formed for the pur-
pose of controlling the unions, The Party's shop papers, which had
performed invaluable services in the initial stages of the C.I.O. cam-
paigns, were also given up for the same general reasons.

It was this Left-Center bloc, the working combination of progres-
sives and Left-wingers (mainly Communists), that caried through
sucessfully the great organizing campaigns and strikes which union-
ized the basic industries and established the C.LO. It was also this
combination, throughout the ten years it lasted, that made the C.I.O.
the leading section of the the American trade union movement and a
constructive force among the organized unions of the world. . . .

The Commiunists are almost everywhere playing an important
role in helping to forge victory for the striking workers, a victory
in which the future of the whole labor movement and of all pro-
gressive America is involved. Those Communists belonging to
unions directly involved in the strike struggles are, as was to be
expected, in the forefront of the struggle on the picket lines, in
helping to unify the workers, in relief activity, in the mobilization
of mass support to their unions. In those areas and industries where
the Communists are more numerous among the workers, or even
if few in numbers have established themselves among the workers
on the basis of their union activity, it is almost universally true
that the strike stnrggles are better organized and a greater section
of the workers is treing involved. fn such cases, mass picketing
is more quickly developed and company provocations more easily
met. .

]ack Stachel, Political Affairs, March, 1946
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Americans llefend

the Spanish Hepuhlic

The Communists of the United States may uell
be prouil of the actirse- Plrt t!?y took in the .gallant
anl'u*u of 'the Sponish'Republic' lt constituted the

most glorious erse'nt in the entire life of the Patty'

Williarn Z. Foster, History of the Com'manist
Pa,rty of the United States.

Most of us who lived tluough the days of Republican spain are

alive and kicking and can tell how countless thousands came of

age, politically, in that time and why they regard it as the most

meaningful period of their lives.

The lim"- has a transcendent moral for our day-the lesson of

international fraternity. A world of people felt kin to the embattled

Spaniards typefied by Pasionaria, -Doloies 
Ibarruri, who said "It is

bitt", to aie o, yor. feet than live on your knees' No pasaranl"

They shall not passt

#hat man aia in response to that outcry remains an index to

their lives, for it is generally recognized that morally, 
-Republican

Spain, under the bom6s of fascism, was the eonscience of the world'

fihtically, we did not exaggerate when we said that the outcome

of that bioody struggle (1,000,000 died) would determine whether

fhere would 6e Wor]a War II. Nobody could reiect the justice of

lhe slogan we remember so well: "Madrid shall Be the Tomb of

Fascisri." That it did not become that is the fault of the Western

bourgeois democracies-ours in the ffrst place.- Our government

,"uI"f, the doom of the Republic when it refused aid and clamped

an embargo on Spain s right to buy arms.

The goiernmen-ts of the democracies allowed Hitler Germany and

Mussoliri Italy to intervene so massively against the- Republic with
arms and men that the conflist soon came to be called an invasion

rather than a civil war. Ca1led that by the worlds plain people, but

their governments-with the exception of the governments of the
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U.S.S.R. and Mexico-maintained the ffction that it was a civil war.
The so-called Non-Intervention Committee they set up put the stamp
of approval on a monstrous treason, the betrayal of a democtacy, by
closing up the borders of Republican Spain. Whatever aid came
to the Republic from democrats throughout the world had to worm
its way in as contraband'whereas the fascist importation of Messer-
schmitts, Capronis, Condors, tanks, ammunition, and armies of men
by the hundreds of thousands to Franco's cause was open, cynical,
bestial.

The vast fascist intervention was, of course, designed to over-
throw Spain's Popular Front government-El Frente Popular-an un-
precedently cornprehensive and heroic effort of people of various
classes (minus monarchists and monopolists ) to stand together
against a common foe-fascism. For nearly three years it held against
terrible odds, held, in great part, because the Communists of that
country inspired tremendous effort and sacriftce by their selfless ex-
ample, giving themselves up to the national good.

The Mouement to Aiil Spain

Communists all over the world, and we in the U.S.A., played our
proud part, labored endlessly to mobilize all strata to come to the
aid of the Republic; Pasionaria wrote of the time in her autobiog-
raphy, sayrng, 'hot for one moment, then or now, have we under-
estimated the historic and revolutionary importance of the democratic
bourgeoisie in the popular resistance of fascism."

"No strike is ever lost," Carl Sandburg wrote, and though the
Republic went down, the mass relationships it built up around the
world, the universal loathing of fascism it engendered, left an in-
delible mark on the time's history.

One may doubt whether the United States could have achieved
the degree of national unity it required to combat Hitler Germany
in World War II were it not for the enlightening experience of hav-
ing supported Republican Spain against fascism. The majority of our
people, engaged in their historic counter-attack against the national
hunger of the economic crisis, favored a victory over Franco. But
that condition did not arise automatically. Truth about the war was
necessary, action on behalf of that truth was imperative. and these
factors were built up by dint of countless thousands of actions,
resolutions, articles, organized endeavors in all ffelds. All this was
sparked by the daily crusading of rhe Daily Worker, and its parent,
the Communist Party.

The peak of this national efiort was found in the enlistment
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of more than three thousand Americans into the International Bri-

gades, via the Abraham Lincoln and George Washington-Battalions.
ihey fought in the most bitterly contested battles and sustained

iosses higf,er than the bloodiest battles of World War I. About half

the number of those who crossed the Pyrenees into spain are

part of the Spanish soil today. They came in response to the call

of Ur" Spanish government to counter the relentless influx of fascist

forces inio the combat. The Communist Party here played the maior

part in mobilizing the volunteers, in fact, an immense number of the

volunteers were members of the Young Communist League or the

Party itself. Many others came from the trade union movement,

and also from the universities.
Their example enlightened liberal bourgeois components of our

population, gave them heart and purPose' Spokesmen of this stratum

iu&" *"r, like the accomplished iournalist Herbert L' Matthews

of the New York Times, men like ]ay Allen of the Chicago Tribune,

the writers Vincent Sheean, Dorothy Parker and numerous others.

Take the example of Ernest Hemingway. It has been said that his

greatest work, both as rePorter, and ,more as novelist, was evoked

6y the Spanish people's heroism, and the national pride he, Matthews

and othels felt in the performance of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.

I have good reason to believe that, for I knew both men in that war.

Hemingnwy's Tribute

There is a unique sense of optimism in man's fate, 
-and 

yes, of

mart's invincibiiit/ Hemingway revealed in the tribute he paid the

volunteers in his famoot el"gy he sent the Marxist Netts Masses of

February 14, 1939, "On the American Dead in Spain"'

I believe that elegy can bear full reproduction in this article,

for it, more than u"y"tt i"g else writte,n, reveals what the world felt

aborri these Americans, rd -u.ry of them Communists, and reflects

how mankind regarded the International Brigades, headed as they

were by Communists.
Remember, Hemingway, in much of his writings, is, possessed by

a sense of tragedy, tf,at man is inevitably bound for defeat. In this

oiece he sees man as immortal through the works he does for his

iellow-man. Here he came to see eye to eye with Communists, even

rhough consciously, he never identiffed himself with Marxism-

Leniiism. He was typical of so many in that time. Here is the full
qrrotation:

The dead sleep cold in spain tonight. snow blows through the
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olive groves, sifting against the tree roots. Snow drifts cover the
mounds with the imill headboards. (When there was time for
headboards. ) The olive trees are thin in the cold wind because
their lower branches were once cut to cover tanks, and the dead
sleep cold in the smali hill above the Jarama River. It 

-wa_s 
cold

that February when they died there and since then the dead have
not notieed the changes of the seasons.

It is two years now since the Lincoln Battalion held for four
and a half months along the heights of the Jarama, and the ffrst
American dead have been a part of the earth of Spain for a long
time now.

The dead sleep cold in Spain tonight and they will sleep cold
all this winter ai the earth sleeps with them. But in the spring
the rain will come to make the earth kind again. The wind will
blow soft over the hill from the south. The black trees will come
to life with small green leaves, and there will be blossoms on the
apple trees along the ]arama River. This spring the dead will feel
the earth beginning to live again.

For our dead are a part of the earth of Spain now and the earth
of Spain can never die. Each winter it will seem to die and each
spring it will come alive again. Our dead will live with it forever.

Just as the earth can never die, neither will those who have ever
been free rehrrn to slavery. The peasants who work the earth where
our dead lie know what these dead died for. There was time during
the war for them to learn these things, and there is forever for
them to remember them in.

Our dead live in the hearts and the minds o{ the Spanish
peasants, of the Spanish workers, of all the good simple honest
people who believed in and fought for the Spanish Republic. And
as long as all our dead live in the Spanish earth, and they will
live as long as the earth lives, no system of tyranny will ever pre-
vail in Spain.

The fascist; may spread over the land, blasting their way with
weight of metal brought from other countries. They may advance
aided by traitors and by cowards. They may destroy cities and
villages and try to hold the people in sla.rery. But you cannot hold
any people in slavery.

The Spanish people will rise again as they have always risen be-
fore against tyranny.

The dead do not need to rise. They are a part of the earth
now and the earth can never be conqueied. For the earth endureth
forever. It will outlive all systems of tyranny.

Those who have entered it honorably, and no men ever entered
earth more honorably than those who died in Spain, already have
achieved immortality.
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We recognize that most of the present generation has been de-

prived of the truth about Spain and it would be well to supply
the necessary background.

The Threat of Fasci.sm Grows

By the close of the twenties, fascism threatened to take over
in most western countries. The world economic crisis had struck
like a global hurricane-only socialist Russia was exempt. Fascist
demagogy could be heard in many tongues (Mussolini already had

power in Italy, since 1922), in France, in Spain, in Britain, in
central Europe, and in our own country. Hitler snatched Power
in 1933, just about the time Franklin D. Roosevelt became presi-
dent. The fascist dictator crushed the Communists and the trade
unions ffrst, then in rapid order, the ]ews, the liberals, all dissenters to
whatever degree. Then he set about to conquer Europe-and then, tho
world, no less. Duetschland, Ueber Alles ,. . the Horst Wessel Song.

Fascism's tentacles were everywhere. France was tlreatened by
rhe Croix du Feu and other similar organizations; England, by the
Blackshirts of Oswald Moseley; in the U.S. we saw the Brownshirts,
the Silver Shirts, the Black Legion, the KKK, then the Liberty
League-and General Smedley Butler, high officer in the U.S. Ir{arines,
was approached by millionaires to lead a man-on-horseback march
on Washington.

In Spain, reaction had mobilized to regain power after King
Al{onso, the Bcrubon, was dethroned in 1931. In 1934, thousands
of Asturian coal miners were massacred. Evidence exists that Nazi
Berlin was already sounding out individuals among the reactionaries
of Spain.

Undoubtedly, fascist Germany represented the greatest menace
to the world. Dimitrov, in his report to the 7th World Congress of
the Communist International, deftned it as the naked dictatorship
of the most brutal, most chauvinist, most aggressive sectors of
monopoly capitalism.

German capitalism, under the Kaiser, had been defeated in World
War I, and now Hitler fascism had bulled through to power by the
aid of the biggest German monopolies-I. G. Farben, the Deutsche-
bank, Krupps-all of them supported by Wall Street that wanted
a spearhead pointed toward the socialist Soviet Union.

Hitler Germany initiated a program to recover its full military
might and vied immediately with France and Great Britain for
European hegemony. There were plenty of open, and many more
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of concealed,- partners of Hitler in the western bourgeois _dernocracies
who felt a solidarity with him. Had he not solved the labor question

at home? Was he not the most aggressive of all anti-Soviets?

The Nazis formed the Anti-Komintern Pact with Italy and Mitsu-

bishi Japan. Thus Hitlerism gained adherents in topflight circles in
all capitalist countries-the Cliveden Set in Britain, the Liberty
League and other Right-wing formations in the United States.

World tension grew. The Axis powers withdrew from the League

of Nations as they rattled the sabre.

The U.S.S.R. took the lead to halt it. Maxim Litvinofi, Soviet

spokesman at the League of Nations, expounded the doctrine of
"collective security'' to restrain Hitlerism. Repeateclly he called on

the non-fascist powers to band together in a world peace front.

|ust as repeatedly he was rebuffed.

Communifis andtha PoPwlar Front

In 1935, the Communist International rnet in Moscow at the

seventh world congress. There it develope_d the famous 
_policy- 

of

the anti-fascist people's front. Instances of the urgent_ need for that

policy were indicated by developments in France and Spain. Major

,ectors of the populace were alarmed by the peril of _fascist 
domina-

tion. The fopilit Front was conceived as a combination of all

clernocratic strata-workers, farmers, intellectuals, small merchants,

communists, Socialists, catholics and others-all who were willing
to stand side by side against fascism and war.

Foster tells in his History how in February, 1936, "the workers

of France led an offensive of the broad democratic forces that

smashed the domestic drive of the French fascists for power,

launched a vast sit-down strike movement, increased the member-

ship of the General Confederation of Labor (CGT) from 900,000 to

torir million members, and that of the Communist Party from 40,000

ro 270,000. They elected a modiffed form of a people's front gov-

ernment in France."

Similar developrnents were taking place simultaneously on the

other side of tlie Pp'enees' On February 16, 1936, the Spanish

People's Front triumphed in the elections' The Left got 268 mem-

bers in the parliamentary Cortes as against 205 for the reactionaries.

As always the moneyed classes refused to abide by democratic

verdicts. So, on ]uIy 17, 193Q Franco led a revolt in Morocco, aided

by Hitler and Mussolini money, military guidance and force.

The social-democratic prime minister of Spain, Largo Caballero,
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con{used and vacillating, failed to react with vigor; the revolt gained

ground rapidly.
Who alive today can forget the role of the Communists every-

where-and here in the United States. We sounded the alarm from

the very ffrst mornent, and mobilized all lovers of freedom and

peace. The Daily Worker said, ]uly 20, 1936, in a double, eighl-
column headline: "Spain Arms Labor to Crush Fascism; New Left
Government Acts in Crisis." The subheads read: "Combat Squads

Are Formed; Navy Loyal to Popular Front." And below that:
"Workers' Revolutionary Committee Begins Distribution of Arms."

Every day of the war similar treatment of all news and feature

articles from Spain, and on world developments on behalf of Spain.
'-the foreign editor, Harry Gannes wrote in that ffrst issue an-

nouncing ihe fascist uprising, that the Loyalists had adopied the

siogan 'Vi"tory or Death." Later I was to encounter virhrally that
same slogan in Cuba: '?atria o Muerto-Venceremos" (Fatherland

or Death-We Shall Conquer).
From the ffrst day thi Worker warned its readers of Spain's

enemies here at home; they lvere the people's enemies everywhere'

Two days after the fasciits struck, the leading Worleer editorial

was bannered: "Hearst Raises Cry for Support of Fascist Terrorists
in Spain." The subhead read; "His Choice In I(eeping with his

Sporiorship of Republican-Liberty League Combination in America."

The Natwe of Fascisnt.

The communist Party, u.s.A. taught countless thousands the na-

ture of fascism, how it arose, whom it threatened. It proposed pro-

grams to defeat it, and worked tirelessly to achieve the proiected

[oak. It spellecl out Lenin s teachings that the- capitalists ruIe by

L.ro, o, by guile, using the one or the other, or both simultaneously,

when it suite? them beit. It exposed the international ties of fascism;

that it threatened democracy in all capitalist countries; that its ffrst

target was the labor movement. Its primary welPol was anti-

Communism and anti-sovietism. Building them up falsely as a buga-

boo (Hitlet's Big Lie), fascism cut down its opponents one by one.

First it atomized its opponents on the basis of anti-Communism, then

it crushed them.
The Communist Party in the United States set its sights on the

Liberty League and similar formations of the Big Bourgeoise. The

election campaign of 1936 was on in full force; the question of
Roosevelt and the New Deal was up for debate. The Republicans

chose a Kansas reactionary-Alf Landon-as presidential candidate.
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The American Communists showed the connection between the
most dangerous sectors of U..S. capitalism with the fascists of Spain.
History has amply demonstrated who was right in that time. Roose-

velt won by a landslide.
An editorial ia The Communist for December, 1936, said in part:

The overw-helming sweep against reaction creates favorable
conditions for the advance of the forces of progress and peace,
against the forces of fascism and war. Now is the time to build
a genuine people's movement for peace . . . it showed that large
sections of the American people are in sympathy with the struggles
of the Spanish people to maintain their democracy. It showed that
the American people will respond to a positive approach on the
part of the Administration to cooperate with the forces of democ-
racy throughout the world, and assist the friendly democratic
Spanish government. The international signiffcance of the election
Iies in the rebuke given by the American people to Hearst and
other reactionaries who try to throw the United States on the side
of fascism and the warmakers.

I went to Spain for the Daily Worker in 1937, and stayed there
.rs its war correspondent for a year and a half. I saw the love of
the Spanish people for the International Brigades, their feeling
towards the American volunteers-the Abraham Lincoln and the
George Washington Battalions.

Black and" White Ameilcans Fight for Spain

The presence of our boys convinced the Spanish republicaus that
our people, at grass-roots, did not oppose them, that the arms em-
bargo was the fault of monopoly power. They understood that. They
saw our 3,500 boys come, get a few days of military training, and
r ush into crucial battles. They saw hundreds of black Americans
among the volunteers; they saw some of the ffnest men America
had produced die trying to halt fascism.

We were part of the great international tide that swept torvard
Republican Spain. Volunteers came from some 55 countries-from
all continents and from all races. We held with Premier Joseph Stalin,
of the U.S.S.R., when he said: "Spain is the cause of all progressive
mankind." We saw that the U.S.S.R., of all the world powers, aided
in whatever way she could, sent whatever could get through. Spain
was far away at that time. Transport was hard to manage. Musso-
linils pirate submarines patrolled the coast, torpedoed the big Soviet
{reighter, Komsomol. The Nazi Messerschmitts patrolled the skies;
the Social-Democratic prime minister of France, Leon Blum, set up
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non-intervention guards at the Pyrenees to Prevent any help from

going through.
The Soviet Union tried the impossible. Her best sons came to

Spain. In Madrid, I saw Soviet ffghter-planes that managed to get

ttere, shoot the Messerschmitts oui of tlte skies, these aerial murder-

ers who had had it all their own way, bombing men, women and

children on schedule, three times a day, coming as regularly as

*.he milk train, to kill.
Yet Spain held against the torrent of steel for three long years'

The spanish comminists played the decisive part in the resistance.

I-ts pol'icy of unabating support for the Popular F-to:1, its stellar per-

forriurr"l on the batlefr;;t and the defense of Madrid from the

outset, brought its ranks from less than 30,000 when the war started,

to over 300,000 at its end.

our Party established the warmest fraternal ties with the spanish

Party. Our ieaders were freguent[ s9n1 by our membership to speak

to tile people and the troofs-and did so. \Me were central among

the maiy il.S. for""r helping to create moral and Politic-al support

tor Spain. Our members'in"the trade unions, in the political and

crlt,riul ffelds, stirnulated the sending of delegations to- go_ to the

Spanish fronts. Many went to Spain, not only writers like ?orothy
pirker, Lillian Hellman, young ]im Lardner (who enlisted) and

*uny oth"rs, but more signiffcantly, trade unionists from the newly-

formed CIO carrre to seJ their members who had volunteered and

tought in the ranks.

I remember meeting such heroic ffgures in spain as Paul Robeson

*ho ,urrg to the troois at the,frort' -fit*t were made that reached

millions it ho*e, hk6 "spanish Earth," with script by Hemingway

urrd 
"r**ru 

work by the Jminent movie man, Joris Ivens of Holland'

Our comrades were among the leading figures on -the 
weekly

cultural magazine Neus Masies that played an honorable part in

*"ri"rr"g sipport for the, Republic' Hemingw-ay app.eared-in Neu;

ttt^rui irg&l Vincent Sheein, Dorothy Parker' Lillian Hellman'

ijr.-J.g.Si fiddane, Franz Boaz, Sir Stafford" Cripps, Martin Ander-

o* 'X"*o, Erskine Caldwell, Albert Maltz, Norman Rosten, Millen

Brand and innumerable others of the arts and sciences' here and

ubroud, all came together in our pages for the cause of Spain'

Inspiring work was done by qed-ical^ volunteers, headed by the

gr"rt'Dr. tdwatd K. Barsky, top-flight ffgures like- Dr' Leo F'Joesser

of San Francisco, and othei physicians. Nurses volunteered who did

rheir noble work at the front as well. Who can forget the ardent
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work of such an organization as the North American Committee
to Aid Spanish Democracy?

Great rallies for Spain were held at innumerable centers-from
trade union halls to Madison Square Garden-not to speak of the
tens of thousands in plain people-s living rooms.

Everyvhere the Commun-ists explain"J th" facts about Spain. Our
press carried ffrst-hand material day after day, week afier week.
Scores of pamphlets, published in huge editions, told the story of Spain.
Our- speakers brought the truth to factory gates, to trade unions,
to the 

-campus,, 
to the communities. Veteiarx who returned spoke

everywhere and were celebrated ffgures wherever they went. Mil-
lions became- convinced ye wer-e right. nespite the unalterable op-
position of the catholic hierarchy to the Republican cause, Gallop
showed that more than half of the lay caiholics polled, favorel
the Popular Front government,

U.S. Gooernment Fails to Lift Embargo

Tragically, despite all this pressure, the Roosevelt Administra-
tion did not lift the embargo-it considered the countervailing
forces too powerful, the Catholic hierarchy, for example, that haI
s-o strong an influence on such labor leaders as philip Murray of
the cIO, etc. (Roosevelt later admitted that his fairuie to lifi the
embargo was the greatest error his administration made. )

^ 
Enemies of Republican Spain conspired at the very top, in the

State Departmen! to_ scuttle every effort made by anybody in the
government or elsewhere to come to the aid of Republican spain.

How right we, the Communists were; how criminally wrong our
opponents werc is amply proven in the testimony of claude Bowers,
u.S. Amabassador to spain throughout the war.-consider his revela-
tions in the concluding chapter of his autobiographical book, My
Mission to Spain. He says, in part:

_I)_That after the fust days of considerable confusion, it was
p,lairf., shown to be a war oi the fascist and Axis po*"rr against
the democratic institutions of Soain.

- 2) -That tlre Spanish *u, #u, the beginning of a perfectly
thoug-ht-out plan Ior the extermination of"demolracy in'Europe,
and the beginning of a second World War with that'as the intent.

3) That the Non-Intervention Committee was a shameless sham,
cynically dishonest, in that Germany and Italy were constantly
sending soldie-rs, planes, tanks, artilleiy and ammunition into Spaiir
without interference or real protest'from the signatories of'the
pact.
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4) That Germany and Italy were using Spanish towns and

p"optt for experim"'rrtul prrtposes in trying 
^out 

iheir nelv methods
'of destruction and their ne* techniques of terrorism'

So he goes for many more points, saying at the conclusion that

he had iarrre.l "long before trlunich, that the next attack would

be on Czechoslovakia."
He ends sadly:

x had informed Washington that our interests, ideologically,

""**"i"l"ffy 
ara it dustriaily, were bound up with, those of de-

mocracy in 'Spain, whose government .nvas recognized as the legal

"nrsti,titi""al'government,"and 
that the victory of Fra,co would

be a danger to the United States. . . '
with these views constantly sent to the state DePartment for

more than two years I never ieceived any comment from the De-

partment. Now we know that there was a cleavage there even in

the highest strata.

Now here is the Ambassador, an able, Irrowledgeable man admit'

ting in 1945 what we had been saying to one and all throughout the

*ri fror, 1gB6 to IgB9. Had our counsel been heeded, and that of the

great numbers who came to believe as we did, World War II could

f,rr" been avoided. Madrid cutld. have been the tomb of fascism.

***

And yet, and yet, as Sandburg said: "No strike is ever lost"' Our

*ork, the sacriffcls of our volunteers, the work and the will of millions

in the united states was not in vain. Far from it. As I said earlier what

we did in those years helped create the climate that permitted the

establishrnent of ihe antiHitler coalition during the world war II
vears. Had that unity failed to materialize the Liberty Leaguers, the

iJitler-louers in this country might have carried the day'
plenty of forces in the u.s.A. wanted to help Hitler, high-placed

forees indeed. Had unity failed to materialize, our participation in the

r,var could have been very difierent, to the enorrnous detriment of the

world anti-Hitler coalition. Much might have turned out otherwise.

Therefore, we may well glory in the work our members, their sons

in the International-Brigades, and millions of Americans did in that

time. Little wonder Wiltiam Z. Foster called it the "most glorious

chapter" in our Party's historY.

HOSEA HI'DSON

0hservations 0n Struqgles in the Snuth

I cannot enjoy this day without looking back at the rough roads

that I have traveled in life, particularly the roads that I have traveled

in the South.
First there vrere the struggles in the early thirties to free the nine

Scottsboro Boys, who were framed by the Alabama officials in 1981,

cn the charge of raping two white guls while riding a freight train
in Paint Rock, Alabama. These nine boys were defended by the Inter-
national Labor Defense and the Communist Party from the early

period after the ffrst frame-up trial until they all were_ free_. 
- _

Nor can I forget the tough struggles of the unemployed black and

white coal miners of Birmingham, Alabama and the South at large for
relief to the unemployed masses in the rough years of the depression in
the thirties - the struggles of the Alabama sharecroppers and tenant

farmers in Camp Hill, Reittown and Selma in 1931-85. They fought

for the right to sell their farm products, for the B-hour d-ay instead

of workin[ frorr, sunup until sundown in the hot summer days-for 85

cents a day for children and 50 to 60 cents, for grown-up people.

Nor can I forget the great struggles of the coal miners, ore miners

and steel workeis io build their unions in the early years of the Roose-

velt period, in and around Birmingham. In those periods^these workers

*ooid be driven off the street corners by the police of Birmingham

and by the company dicks if white and Negro _were 
found standing

talking together. and arrested if they were found meeting in a hall or

nrivate home together.
' I mrrst especiily point out the role that was played by th" Southern

Negro Youth Congiess. It was organized in Richmond, Virginia in
1gd7. and led by b-lack and white youth from all parts of-the South,

including the District of columbia. There were chapters of this youth

organization on many college camplrses throughout the south.

th" ,""ond conference of the SNYC was held in Chattanooga, Ten-

nessee in April, 1938. At that conference Edward E. Strong was-elected

president, and it was voted that the next national conference be held

in Birmingham, Alabama in 1g3g. It was also voted that the head-

--Ii-".u observations were made by the author on the occasion o{ his ?0th

birthd;;l;; year. They represent reflections on 36 years 
-of worl in the

South as a blaek Communisi activist and leader, as a fearlessfg-hter for
freedom and progress under the most difficult of conditions.-Eilitore

85
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quarters be moved to Birmingham. This was done, and the head-
quarters were set up in the Negro Masonic Temple on North 4th
Avenue and 17th Street, where they remained until 1948.

This youth organization had a militant program for tackling the
many burning problems of the Negro and white youth of the South,
which served as its guide through all the years of its existence. It
included the follow demands:

L. Equalization of education for the black youth in the South as

compared with the white youth.
2. Parks and recreation centers for the black youth.
8. Abolition of the poll tax.

4. For securing to the Negro people the right to vote and the right
to be elected to public office and to serve on juries.

5. Making lynching a federal crime.
6. An end to police brutality against the black people and- labor.

7. No discrimination because of creed, color, or political afiliation,
B. The right to organize without intimidation by police terror.
g. The ri[ht to jobs at union wages and of unemployment beneffts

for the youth.
These were some of the many demands for whose achievement the

Congress led the youth in struggle in the South under the leadership
of Edward Strong, ]ames Jackson, Esther Cooper Jackson, Louis Bum-
ham, Henry O. Mayffeld and others in this period of 11 years of united
actions of black and white.

Tohn L. Lewis, who was president of the CIO in those earlv years

of SNYC, gave his support to this organization of black youth. Mrs.
Roosevelt also lent her support to SNYC in its early years.

Some of the union locals in the South gave monthly ffnancial support
to SNYC. H. O. Mayfteld, a Negro coal miner, was in charge of classes

on labor history that were taught by SNYC Sunday afternoons to the

black and white coal miners and steel workers. Those classes and dis-

cussions on the history of organized labor were very popular among

the union members. Some of the SNYC meetings were held in the

union halls of the CIO.
Black and white delegates were elected from the union locals of the

CIO to attend the Southwide conferences of the SNYC.

In the early period of World War II, when President Roosevelt took
the side of Britain and France in the period of the "phony war," the
National Youth Congress mobilized in Washington, D.C. against the
United States getting involved in that war for the conquest of markets
in Europe. White and black union local members of SNYC attended
that Youth Congress, ffnanced by their locals. It was reported by some
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of the Birmingham delegates that the President appeared on the bal-
cony of the White House and told these thousands of young_ people,

who were standing in the rain, that they should be at home, that they

did not know whai they were doing. He said he hoped that they could

ffnd some dry clothing and went back into the White House'

That afternoon, it was reported by some of the mine union delegates

rvho were there, that John L. Lewis met with the youth and told them:
"Your President did listen to what you had to say to him. You have

a right to speak out in protest against this war. Go back to your homes

and redouble this protest against your government's involvement in
this war."

During the latter part of World War II, in 1944 or 1945, the Southern

Negro Youth Congress held its Southwide conference in Atlanta,
Georgia. The headquarters of SNYC was then in the USO center lo-

cated on West Hunter Street. Some of the workshoPs were held in
the same college halls where the Reverend Martin Luther King's

funeral was held. Some of the discussions in those panels dealt with
the same goals that the Reverend Kring gave his life trying to bring
into being- Reverend King was a teen-age boy in Atlanta at that time.

Some real achievements for the Negroes in the South were made

under the leadership of SNYC. Skilled jobs were won by black workers

in some of the shipyards in Mobile, Alabama, in the Beckman McComb

aircraft plant in North Birmingham, Alabama, and in the Bell aircraft

plant in Marietta, Georgia. New public school buildings were con-

itructed for black children in some sections of the South, and many

other concessions were won.
The youth today, I am sure, would want to know just what hap-

pened with the SNYC and Negro-white unity. I will go into it briefly.
When John L. Lewis resigned as president of the CIO after the mem-
bership did not support his endorsement of the Republican candidate
Wendell Willkie in the presidential election of 1940, he began to raid
other CIO unions, particularly in Alabama. For this purpose he used
District 50, a catch-all section of the United Mine Workers. This began
to wreck the militant programs of all the unions, including the coal
miners. It opened up the gates for the Right-wing elements through-
out the CIO, and politically to the KKK elements in the unions in the
South, who we,re always against black and white unity, and were al-
ways against all Negroes who spoke out against their racist oppression.

With these new attacks, the militant black people and their white
allies found it more and more difficult to cope with the onslaught in
the CIO unions by these anti-unity elements who were out to destroy
the black and white unity that had been built. The attack was carried
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out by smearing these militant union members, by calling the whites
Negro-lovels, and calling some of the Negroes who would not give in
to ihem Communists. The SNYC rvas branded a Communist-front or-
ganization. In the South many of the black leaders never did support
SNyC, just as some of them have since tried to work against Reverend
King and the civil rights movement in the South.

But let no one fail to understand what the maior difference was
between the eleven-years' struggle of the SNYC and the following
thirteen years of the civil rights struggle. SNYC was a new, militant
organization that came on the scene in the South, with a program that
shook the Southern ruling class and the KKK elements in their boots.
At the same time it created mountains of problems for the old-line
misleaders that had been bedded among the Negro masses for years.
T'his created a rough road for SNYC to travel in seeking to unite the
broad masses of Negroes and whites. Many black leaders would raise
such questlons as: who pays these young black people who have col-
Iege scholarships but who are instead devoting their time to work in
the SNYC headquarters without pay?

SNYC was able to check on the various companies in many sections
of the South that had contracts with the government but were not
carrying out the executive orders of the Fair Employment Practices
Committee, which was supposed to see to the canying out of Roose-

velt's executive order, designed to give all workers a fair chance to
exercise their skills to help win the war. This order was issued by
Roosevelt in early 1941. But as late as April, 1942, these Southem
companies had done nothing to comply with it by upgrading the

Negro workers to skilled jobs in their plants.
Thanks to the work put forth by SNYC in getting out the facts about

the noncompliance of these companies, the FE C called a hearing in
Birmingham in April, 1942. Several companies were summoned to
appear before the committee and tell why they had not complied with
the order. After that hearing, black workers were upgraded to skilled

iobs in many plants in the South. Many of these jobs went to young
black workers - jobs that black workers had never had a chance to
work on before in history.

After that victory for the black youth, SNYC was branded as a
Communist-front organization by the political rulers of the South
and their supporters among the Negro people, and plans were laid
first to break up the unity that had been built between the black and
white workers. This was achieved through a wholesale red-baiting
drive against SNYC and its leaders on the part of the KKK elements
among white workers as well as certain elements among Negroes.
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That was why SNYC was not able in the period of the thirties and

forties to mobilize the hundreds of thousands that were mobilized
in the civil rights actions in the South in the thirteen years. since the

bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama. And the young Negro and

lvhite leaders of these later struggles in the South, and in the country
as a whole today, must also understand that there are thousands of
middle-aged people taking an active part in these struggles today
who began to see the light of hope in those earlier struggles.

I want to point out to the young black and white leaders of the

struggles today that the beqinnings were made in those early years

of struggle - ftrst around the Scottboro Boys, and around the right
of the sharecroppers and tenant farmers, the coal miners, the ore

miners and the steel workers to organize unions of their choice; and
later around the Southern Negro Youth Congress with all workers
and friends taking an active part regardless of their color, their birth,
or their religious or political beliefs. It was these struggles that ffrst
uprooted the old hangovers of slave oppression of the Negro people,

and of labor in general in the South, and particularly in Birmingham,
Alabama, and that raised the hopes of the black people throughout the
South. This was the foundation of hope that the civil rights movement

had on hand to build upon, under the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther
King and his corps.of leaders in the later period.

Reverend King, like the leaders in these earlier sbuggles, was

sometimes railed and rocked by the blows that were hurled against
lrim and by the allegations of the witch-hunters and red-baiters; but
he was able to lead the Negro freedom forces to another new stage

of advance toward full liberation and the right to self-determination
of the black people.

It is my ftrm belief that the leaders in this new freedom drive
today, young and old, black and white, must recognize at all times
the important role that must be played by the united action of black
and white working and struggling together around a basic Program
that will serve the needs of all the oppressed people in this nation.
For the same monster of exploitation of man by man holds its iron
heel on the necks of both Negroes and whites-rwith the Negroes
pressed to the bottom by this oppression.

The oppressed white working masses, must be taught in struggle
that to gain their freedom, they must unite with the black people
and struggle with them to free both from this present society of
half-free and half-slave.

At present there are some leaders among the black people who
preach separation of the black and white masses. These people tell
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the black youth that we must have a part of the U.S.A. to ourselves,

separate from white Americans. To some black people this sounds

very good. But these leaders should explain for us the followingr

1. If the part of the South, that some of these peop-le^ have
suggested be given to us, has gro\,vn up into tushes and forests

since the blaJk people have moved out in their majority- from
this area, horv and where will we get the tools and supplies to
rebuild that area into shape fft for the black people to live in.

2. Since it is the big ffnancial kings of Wall Street that own all
of the basic wealth of the country and since they seek to protect
their wealth and their interests, not those of the Negroes and
poor whites, how will the Negroes be able to utilize the natural
i"ro*"*, in the earth of the "South for improving the conditions
of the black masses.

8. To whom will we turn for the technical help, for the train-
ing of our youth to become scientiffc masters and highly skilled
members of this Negro nation?

These are just a few of the many questions that must be an-
swered. I hold that the answers can and will be found only in
the united struggles and actions of the black people and their allies
among the white working masses.

Therefore I feel that in this new and third stage of the black lib-
eration struggle, these ideas and preachings of separation of the
blacks from the whites serve only the purpose of confusion among
black and white and make unnecessary problems on this road which
we all must travel if we all are ever to be free in this country.

What is needed toda| is a program that will meet the needs of
today-a program-that all people can unite on and work to change
this rnass of confusion, regardless of their color, their religion or
political beliefs, so long as they work to carry out this program. The
basic industrial workers, who are at the kernel of production in
this country, white and black, must be a central part of the leader-
ship in this great task-not iust the top labor leaders, or the students
and professional people. It is the black and white rank-and-file work-
ers in the mills, mines and factories of this country who have the
know-how and the power to get things done. Their experience must
lrc utilized in this great struggle todayt

IAMES WEST

fommunists in World War II
The roots of World War II lie in the deepening general crisis of

capitalism - the overall crisis of the system itself, which began with
the breakaway from that system of Soviet Russia in 1917. They lie in
particular, in the rise of fascism, especially of aggressive Nazism in
the early thirties.

The pre-war decade tfi/as one of immense, turbulent struggles around
the geat questions which ultirnately shaped the course of the war.
Among the chief features of the early years of that decade were:

1. The Soviet Union was in the midst of its ffrst ftve year plan, lay-
ing the foundations for a powerful socialist industry. News that its
planned economy had eliminated unemployment was having a radical-
izing effect on masses in the capitalist world, then in the tluoes of a
prolonged, deep-going economic crisis.

2. The Nazis came to power in Germany, crushing the German
Communist Party, the trade unions, ail people's opposition and all
bourgeois-democratic liberties with them, signalizing a drive of Ger-
man finance capital for world domination, for a redivison of the world
by forceable means. Emboldened by the rise of Hitler, fascist Mus-
solini took the road to war. And the militarists took power in ]apan,
proclaiming as their goal the establishment of an "East Asia Co-
Prosperity Sphere" by force of arms.

Communists all over the world, recognizing fascism to be the rule
of the most powerful, most reactionary, racist and predatory sections
of monopoly capital, warned that the rise to power of the Nazis and

Japanese militarists created an imminent danger of war.
The historic 7th World Congress of the Communist International,

held in Moscow in 1935, reflecting the identity of views of all the
Communist parties, laid down a policy of united struggle of all peoples
against the fascist aggressors. The celebrated report to that Congress,
"The United Front Against Fascism," delivered by George Dimitrov,
hero of the Reichstag Fire Trial, is a classic widely read and studied
to this day.

The Soviet Union, in advance of this Congress, had called for a
policy of collective security - the concerted action of Britain, France,
the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. - against the fascist instigators of war.
This call found a wann response among the peoples in the capitalist
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countries; it coDtributed, among other things, to U.S. diplomatic rec-

ognition of the Soviet Union.
A great anti-fascist movement arose in all countries, uniting the most

diverie non-fascist and anti-fascist forces. The policy of the Western

bourgeois governments toward these movements was either to try to
ignoie them or to seek to manipulate them for their own imperialist
aims.

The Fight Against Fascism ottil War

The leading role played by communists everywhere, including the

United Stateiin deieloping the united front in action against fascism

and imperiallst war is an elic meriting a book in itself. Here we can

but outiine some of the outitanding struggles and movements in which

the Communist Party and the Young Communist-League played de-

cisive roles. Among these great movements, often involving tens

and hundrecls of thiusands of people in street actions and in political

and electoral struggles, were:
The movement in support of Ethiopia against fascist Mussolini's

invasion.
The movement in support of China against invasion,by militarist

Japan, a movement in which tens of thousands demanded a halt to

it '" ,t ip*"rt of scrap iron and war material to Japan and boycott of

Japanese goods'' th" her"oic struggles of the Spanish Republic against Franco's-fascist

insurrection, in w'ir*ich thousands of American Communists and other

anti-fascists served in the famed Lincoln and other battalions of the

International Brigade, many giving their lives, and in which a massive

campaign was cinducted against the Roosevelt govelnment's policy

of .dor]irrt"rvention" and its embalgo on arm shipments to the Loyal-

ist government.
ireat, united movements of the American people arosein the strug-

gle to halt the fascist lggessors and prevent the outbreak of a world

iar. Especially notable iere the League Against War and Fascism

(later ti become the League for Peace and Democracy) and the

A*eri"ao youth Congress. the activity of such movements, in which

Communists *"r" uJkrro*ledged leading forces, helped clarify the

great world ancl national issues for large sections of the public and

fielped prepare the climate and conditions which later ffnally deter-

miried fhe 
"overall role of the U'S. in the Second World War'

Throughout these prewar years, the forces of peace and democracy

had to *-"g" * ceaseless struggle against the forces of appeasement in

the U.S., against those in the ruling class and their representatives in
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government who, like Minister Chamberlain of Britain, gave in to
Hitler's aggression and sought to push him into war against the
U.S.S.R.

One cannot understand certain key events of the immediate prewar
period, such as the betrayal of Czechoslovakia at Munich, and the
role of various governments in relation to it, without understanding
the policy of appeasement of Hitler and the effort to drive him east-
ward.

The Soviet Union, consistently pursuing its policy of seeking collec-
tive action against fascist aggression, had declared again and again
its readiness to come to the aid of Czechoslovakia under the terms
of their rnutual assistance treaties. Ignoring these treaties themselves,
the Western imperialists continued to throw one small country after
another to the Hitler wolves, hoping this bloody trail would lead to
Moscow.

When the U.S.S.R. refused to be a cat's paw in this suicidal game,

Right-wing social democrats and erstwhile liberals went into a frenzied
rage against the Soviet Union and the Communists, all but forgetting
the complicity and responsibility of their own imperialist governments
for the appeasement policy.

It would be useful, therefore, to recall the words of a capitalist
spokesman, Hugh S. Johnson, who had been a leading ffgure in the
Roosevelt administration, spoken one year before World War II start-
ed. He said:

There is only one comforting thqught- in the whole dark future -
Hitler, at least, seems to be heided in the other direction - toward
the East and away from Britain, France, and eventually us. His
"only friend," Mussolini, threatens English and French- possessions

in the Mediterranean, but his position and arms are weak, compared
with Hitler's possible push to the East.

If Hitler cdntinues his charted course as advertised, sooner or
later he must collide with Russia and perhaps even with his "only
friend." It might possibly be that the salvation of the democracies
will be the tactics of the Chicago police when ganghood was in
flower, to let the mobsters kill each other off. It saved trouble and
expense and juice for the electric chair. And it was much more
efiictive than police intervention in ridding ihe world of rats. (Nen:
York World 'Ielegram, October 11, 1938. )

It was against such thinking and policies that American anti-fascists
and Communists had to ffght, as the ffres of the Second World War
spread across continents, soon to involve the United States itself.

World War II was a supreme test between the best and the worst
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that mankind had produced, as expressed in the policies and courses

of action of states, 
"lurses 

and parties. That the outcome was a victory

for socialism and democracy is, of course, a matter of history' B-ut the

anti-fascist character of the war was not fully established as its domin-

ant feature until June 22, L}AL, when Hitler attacked the Soviet Union.

Before that, the course of the war was fraught with serious dangers

of conversion of what started as an inter-imperialist war into a war

against the ffrst land of socialism.

U.S. Commanists in Anti-Fascist War

Along with Communists the wortrd over, American Cornmunists were

in the forefront of the military, political and economic struggle to de-

feat the Axis. Fifteen thousand men and women members of the

CPUSA and the YCL entered the armed forces and carried on in true

Communist fashion, with courage and devotion' Over 30 per- cent of

the leadership from club level upward had taken up alms within nine

months afterj the Pearl Harbor attack. Many never returned, among

them Hank Forbes, district secretary of Pittsburgh, and captains Alex-

ander suer and Herman Boettcher. Robert Thompson, along with
Suer ancl Boettcher, received the Distinguished Service Cross for per-

sonal bravery.

Not a1l Communists had the opportunity to serve at the battlefront.

Many were detainecl in military *-ps, or shipped ofi to. isolated over-

,"rr'bur"r, and many were denied Promotions, reflecting conficting

policies toward the iommunists on the part of the military'

On the home front, too, Cornmunists were in the van of every at-

tempt to strengthen the national-war- efiort' They fought for a ffrm

and'consistentlnti-fascist policy by the government; they led in the

struggle for all-out war production; they-were militant participants in

u11 if,ares of civilian deJense work; and they ceaselessly battled" all
..isoiationists" and other reactionary compromisers and saboteurs.

communist women distinguished themselves on all fronts during the

war: in the armed forces, in the battle for production, in community

defense work, and especially in taking ovel a large share of leadership

in the Party in the absence of many men leaders at the ffghting fronts.

But in ih" Urit"d States, the political influence of the defeatist

p,ro-Hitler sections of the *]Tg class had not been smashed and

iouted. They continued to hold strong positions of power thloygho-ut

the war, *hi"h carried over into the postwar period. And the de-

bilitating Browder revisionism had a paralyzing effect on the CPUSA.
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Phony Stage of the Wa.r

For years, certain liberals and Right-wing social democrats have
peddled a completely distorted picture of the development of the war
up to the attack on Pearl Harbor, the efiect of which was to obscure
the machinations of the pro-Hitler forces, tvithin the governments of
the United States and Great Britain, to transform the war into a general
capitalist assault on the Soviet Union.

When, following the Munich betrayal of Czechoslovakia by Cham-
berlain and Daladier, the U.S.S.R. concluded a non-aggression pact
with Nazi Germany and thereby frustrated the plot for a united cap-
italist attack upon itself, the liberals and Right-wing social democrats
sent up a howl of rage alongside of which their demurrers against
Munich sounded like the purr of a kitten. In their frenzy they equated
the Soviet Union with Nazi Germany, dreamed up all kinds of "Nazi-
Soviet plots" and pressed a growing campaign against the Communist
Party, to which the Roosevelt Administration responded with arrests
and prosecutions of a number of Communist leaders.

Having been forwarned by the Munich betrayal that England and
France would not honor their pledge to come to Poland's defense, the
Soviet Union was prepared to act alone to defend its security when
Hitler attacked Poland on September 1, 1939, starting the Second
World War. It quickly moved its Red Army divisions up to the Curzon
Iine, which had been marked out by a League of Nations commission
many years before as the propff border between The U.S.S.R. and
Poland. It occupied the Western Ukraine Byelorussia (forcibly torn
away in 1920 by the Polish militarism), blocking further eastward
progress of the Nazi hordes. It sealed off their advance into the Baltic
countries, the peoples of which took advantage of the new situation
to rid themselves of their pro-Nazi governments and voted affiliation
with the U.S.S.R.

As the Communists had foreseen, Britain and France betrayed their
pledges to defend Poland. A period set in which quickly came to be
known as the "phony war." Having built up Nazi Germany in expecta-
tion that it would attack the Soviet Union, the Western capitalist
powers were horrifted by the halt of the Nazi troops at the Curzon
line. They found themselves with an unrvanted war, the "wrong" war,
one that was pointed more and more against themselves.

The "phony war" saw neither side make a military move against the
other, while intense political and diplomatic maneuvers were waged to
gain advantage one over the other in the impending attack on the
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u.s.s.R. The imperialist contradictions between the two sides pre-

vented their unity at the time.
Recognizing the situation for what it was, the National Committee

of the CfUSe, meeting in Chicago on the occasion of the 20th Anni-

versary of the founding of the Paity in that city ( on September 1, the

u"ry day of Hitler's attack on Poland), called on the U.S' government

to ioin 'with the U.S.S.R. on behalf of peace, on behalf of the national

independence of poland and for a peace policy whic\ would prevent

new Munich betrayals." On September 19, it stated further: "The

war that has broken out in Europe is the Second Imperialist War. The

ruling capitalist and landlord classes of all the belligerent countries

ure eqrrily guilty for the war. . . . It is not a war against fascism, not

n *uito protect-small nations from aggression, not a war with any of

the character of a just war, not a war that rvorkers can or should sup-

port. It is a war between rival imperialisms for worl'd domination"'- 
The CPUSA called for all-out support to China and to all oppressed

peoples in their struggle against fascism, for freedom and national

independence. It urgld a "Democratic Alliance of workers, toiling
farm-ers and middle classes against the economic royalists and the

imperialist warmakers." (Foster, History of the CPUSA, p' 887.)

ihe danger of U.S. military involvement against the Soviet Union
was indeed real, as we shall see. American Communists fought the
tide with might and main rais,ing the slogans: "Keep America Out of
the Imperialist War!" and "The Yanks Are Not Comingl"

In this, the Communists were by no means alone. The AFL de-

clared: ". . . We demand that it [the U.S.] stay out of the European

conflict." The CIO stated: "Labor wants no war nor any part of war."
The National Farmers Union, the American Farm Bureau, the Na-

tional Grange, the National Negro Congress, the American League
for Peace and Democracy, the American Youth Congress and many
others all went on record against U.S. participation in the war.

Sooiet Union Acts to Halt Prooocations

when the Finnish-soviet war broke out on November 30, 1939, the

liberal and Right-wing social-democratic camp- comPletely ignored

the fact that the Finnisf, government was headed by the fascist butcher

and ex-Czarist, General Mannerheim. It ignored the fact that he was

allied with Hitler and that Nazi forces were in Finland to help him

open that sector of the Soviet border to the Nazi advance' Instead, it
riged against "soviet aggression against poor little Finland" and de-

manded-that the U.S' come to Finland's aid'

Basically, the Finnish incursions against soviet borders, which led
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to the u/ar, were provocations engineered by the British and French
ruling classes to turn the war against the U.S.S,R. Roosevelt declared
a "moral embargo" against the U.S.S.R., provided Mannerheim with a
$10,000,000Ioan and supported the expulsion of the Soviet Union from
the League of Nations. The pro-Mannerheim incitement in the U.S.
led the press to print fantastic lies to the e$ect that 100 Soviet soldiers
were being killed for every Finnish soldier killed.

Fed by this incitement, and with reaction smelling the chance to
switch the "wrong" war to the'right war" against the U.S.S.R., a great
clamor went up to send military aid to Finland. At the end of 1939,
and in early 1940, a number of journals openly predicted that by the
summer of 1940 the U.S. would be involved in war against the Soviet
Union. These hopes and predictions were rendered vain when the
Soviet armies smashed the 'impregnable" Mannerheim Line and
brought the war to an end, 15 weeks after it started.

The stopping of the Hitler hordes at the Curzon Line in Poland and

the smashing of the Hitler-Mannerheim Northern salient by the Red

Army were the two events of that period most misrepresented and lied
about by the HitlerJovers and Soviet-haters. But they were actually
the two most important single factors in determining the future
course of the war as a people's war against fascism' In these actions,

the appeasement-minded Cliveden Set in England and the America
First copperhead crowd in the United States, which wielded powerful
influence in both governments, received their biggest setbacks.

For the ffrst time, doubts began to develop about the invincibility
of Nazism and the push-over the U.S.S.R. was falsely reputed to be.
When, in Septernber, 1940, Germany, Japan and Italy signed a military,
political and economic alliance in Berlin (the Axis pact), even the
Nero York Dai,ly News, which had been a front-runner in the pro-
Hitler, anti-Soviet drive, was constrained to editorializet 'We believe
that the best thing that this country could do would be to get on better
terms with the Russians."

A strong agitation arose for better relations between the U.S.A. and
the U.S.S.R. The American Communists, who had long campaigned
for a world united front, inclusive of the USA and the U.S.S.R., against
fascism, signalized a new turn in the course of the war. In a speech
in Chicago on October 13, 1940, William Z. Foster called for a "peo-

ple's policy in U.S.-Soviet relations" aimed at collective action to end
Nazi aggression and restore peace. (The Commanisf, November, 1940. )

U.S. Pro-Foscist Camp in Action

The profascist forces in the U.S. stepped up their drive to align
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the country with Hitler. In the spring of 1940, they formed the Amer-

ica First iommittee, the closest thing to an open fascist party in the

countuy until then. Among its leading lighs were General Robert E.

Wood of Sears, Roebuck, part of the Chicago Tribune cabal, Henry
Ford and other leading capitalists and public ffgures. It claimed 15

million adherents, had public headquarters throughout the country
and commanded a vast propaganda machine. While the Committee
dissolved after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the forces which composed

it continued to pursue its aims throughout the war and into the post-

war years.

Hitler's attack on the Soviet Union on June 22, L94l transformed

the course and direction of the war, bringing fully into dominance its

people's, anti-fascist, national-liberation character. The anti-fascist

sta"a of the Communist parties, the working class and 
-the 

trade

unions in practically all corintries, was a powerful material force with

which the-capitalisi gou"rrr-"rrts had to reckon. They_ could- not now

pursue their anti-Soiiet policies, by_openly allying themselves with
'Hitl"r, without running the risk of dire consequences to-themselves.

Believing that the U]S.S.n. would fall quick victim to the might of

Hitler (no"w reinforced by the human and material forces of nearly

all of the rest of Europe), the U.S. and British governments_ at last

chose the course of aligning themselves with the u.s.s.R. churchill
stated that "any *r, oi stale who ffghts Nazism will have our aid."

Roosevelt announced that the Soviet Union would receive lend-lease

military assistance.

But the two irnperialist powers did not overcome their anti-Soviet

hatred so readily. throughout the war, the policy ,of 
letting_Nazi Ger-

many and the Soviet Union bleed each other to death, lurked in the

background and influenced many actions of the Atlantic partners, the

mosinotorious of which was the long failure to open a second front

in Europe.
On ]rine Zg, Lg4L, Herbert Hoover declared over NGC there would

be "rrd possibility of bringing the war,to conclusion except by a com-

promisJpeace" with Hitler against_the.U.S.S.R. (Foster, History of

ilru CpUSl,, p. 408.) The New York Timos and futhur Krock cam-

paigned agaiist aid to the Soviet Union on the amazing grounds that

ipp"osition"to such aid in the U.S. was an insurmountable obstacle.

I.ioi*rn Thomas, who had spoken from an America First Committee

platlorm, advocated a policy of letting Hitler and Stalin ffght it out.

ind John L. Lewis, thJ moit powerful ffgure in the labor movement,

op"riy associated himseu with the forces of appeasement of Hitler in

a speech on August 5,
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The Communist Party of the United States declared: "Defend Amer-
ica by giving full aid to the Soviet lJnion, Great Britain and all na-
tions who ffght against Hitler." And it called "for full and unlimited
collaboration of the U.S., Great Britain and the Soviet Union to bring
about the military defeat of Hitler." (The Commanist, Augus! 1941.)

The Pearl Harbor attack by ]apan caught the American government
and most Americans completely by surprise. It completely shattered
the hopes of the America Firsters, the erstwhile liberals and Right-
wing social democrats for open military involvement of the U.S.
against the Soviet Union. The sneak attack came as no surprise to
American Communists. The National Committee was concluding a
several-day session on December 7, 194L, when news of the attack
came, Said William Z. Foster in his concluding remarks to the meet-
ing that day:

As we, members of the National Committee and guests, are about
to depart to our respective homes from this historic plenum, it is
necessary that a few words be said about the efiects upon the life
of our Party by Japan's unprovoked war attack upon the United
States this afternoon. At the outset let me say that we are not taken
by surFrise by this brutal aggression. Our lbng insistence that the
United States was in urgent danger of fascist assault has been
dram-atically veriffed. Forhonths ri" hau" been forecasting Japan's
attack, and in the report of Comrade [Robert] Minor an-d- olhert

nist, December, 1941. )

Mobilizing People for Axis Defeat

The Communist Party set to work to mobilize the people for the
military defeat of the Axis powers. Its task was complex in the extreme.
Most capitalists placed proftts ahead of patriotism. The pro-Hitler,
anti-Soviet forces were still powerful. Attorney-General Francis Biddle
had been waging a persecution campaign against Communists and
against progressive labor and public oficials like Harry Bridges and
Congressman Vito Marcantonio of New York. A. A. Berle and other
copperheads were tolerated in the State Department and other
branches of government. A number of coalition mass movements,
such as the American League for Peace and Dernocracy and the
American Youth Congress, unable to withstand the accumulated pres-
sures of the attacks upon them, and incapable of shifting position as
the character of the war changed; folded up. John L. Lewis looked
upon the war as a favorable opportunity for strikes and let loose a
number of anti-Soviet and red-baiting blasts, in some of which he was
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seconded by Philip Murray, his successor as head of the CIO.
Of all the organized political parties in the country, the Communist

Party was virtually alone in sizing up what had to be done and in
elaborating comprehensive policies for all fronts to meet the country's
war needs.

To be sure, the labor movement, in its overwhelming maiority, was
anti-fascist and officially on record for all-out war against the Axis
powers. Foremost in this respect were the Left-led unions. But they
were a minority and their ability to influence the labor movement as

a whole was consequently limited. The anti-Soviet, pro-Hitler in-
fluence of Right-wing social democrats and Hitler appeasers was still
predominant in many union leaderships. It was in such conditions that
the Party undertook to help forge national unity for victory over the
Axis.

The foremost political battle was the ffght to open the second front
in Europe. The Japanese militarist attack was seized upon by the
pro-Hitlerites to shift attention from Europe to the Paciffc, to delay
the Western Front against Hitler.

After Pearl Harbor, Eugene Dennis wroter

Some people think that the Japanese attack in the Paciffc pre-
cludes all such possibilities [of opening a new front in Europe]. But
this is not so. The treacherous attack of Japanese imperialism against
our country . . . has made it even more necessary for us to hasten
the defeat of Hitler Germany. . . . (The Commanist, January, 1942.)

The Party waged a relentless struggle for opening the second front.
Gradually, the demand for the second front was taken up by sections
of the labor and people's movements.

Battle for Prod.uction

In the battle for production, the Party early put forward a program
to speed the war effort and enhanced national unity while safeguard-
ing the interests of the working class. As early as September, 1941,

before Pearl Harbor, the Party, over the signatures of William Z.
Foster and Robert Minor (Earl Browder was then in jail on charges
of passport violation), put forward a correct class approach calling
for maximum production on the basis of the following:

L full enlightenment of the working masses on the issues to raise
morale;

2. insuring a degree of well-being for workers commensurate
with the country's resources;

8. safeguarding the right of organization;
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4. measures against war proffteering, inflation and for a tax

policy based on ability to pay;
5. real labor representation on all bodies that have to do with

national :unity. (Tfte Commtmist, October, 1941.)
These policies rvere elaborated in a major editoriar, "The Battle of

Production' in the same issue of The communist. subsequently
articles- developed concrete programs and policies for the autJ, steel
and other industries.

._. Tt" Party advanced a 10-point program for jobs for Negroes
(Theodore Bassett, The CommurUst, September, lg4f), and demanded
enforcement of the 14th Amendment and repeal of the poll tax as
means of strengthening the war effort. It waged a struggle against
efforts 

_of Trotskyites, and a black separatisi *ou""rr"rrl-spon-sored

!f3," Japanese imperialists, to pit "all people of color,, againJt whites.
It fought for unity of black and white to *i, the war. Iiput forward
a 9-point program to advance the cause of Negro freedom^in the ffght
for national unity against Hitlerism (]ames w]Ford, The comm;uiist,
september, 1941) and later an ll-point program for the mobilization
of black manpower for victory.

Important gains were-made by black workers in securing jobs in
industry- but they were far from what was needed. The part! iought,
although unsuccessfirlly, to win the labor movement to a policy" of
super seniorily for Negrg workers,-thereby lryrrrg down a principle
which underlies many demands of the present-Jay freedorir move-
ment.

Consequences of Brouder-Reoisionism

The release of Earl Browder from prison by Presidential commuta-
tion 'in the interests of national unity" brought back into active lead-
ership a man with tremendous prestige. At the same time it opened
up a process whereby Browder led the Party from class positions
through positions of "classlessness" to the brink of class-collaboration
policies.

Where Foster ar:d others in the national leadership advocated a
full comprehensive wage policy (raising the basic wage rates and
cost-of-living wage increases as well as increases based on produc-
tivity), Browder tied wages solely to productivity, opposing cost-of-
living increases.

In a speech in New York, on May 14, 1943, Browder said: "Let
us face it. Do we think we're going to win this war without any
kind of burdens, without any sacrifices? We certainly are not. And
the problems are going to get lr/orse. Do you think we're going to
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solve these problems with a slogan of 'equality oJ sacriffce'? We
know very rni"U thrt the bourgeoisie never has agreed to any equality
of sacriffce and never will. The point is this is our war. If we don't

determine to win it, it isnt going to be won. That is the only question

and that is the only answer." (The Conmru,ni*, ]une, 1943.) Thus

Browder saw no role for the working class, other than to provide the

work-horses and bear all the sacriffces.

This approach led to sacriffce and neglect of the interests and

concerns of the workers and other sections of the American people,

a shameful case in point ibeing the forced relocation of Japanese-
Americans from the West Coast to inland concentration camps,

against which the Party failed to raise its voice.
Most costly of all was the growing inability of the Party effectively

to mobilize and lead working masses in struggle against the defeatist
and appeaser sections of the bourgeoisie, as a consequence of which
they were never routed from public life and ofice and stayed around
to help launch the cold war.

The question of mass struggle of the workin-g people_for consistent

win-thelwar, anti-fascist policies was not one that could be answered

solely by fum adhererr"e to the no-strike pledge, made by -all 
or-

ganized iabor and supported ff ah: Party. To be sure, the voluntary

io-strike pledge ac"orded with the sentiment of the majority_ of

the workeis, .,rhi"h was borne out by the great reduction in number

and duration of strikes during the war.

The working class and the Negro people had need for other ways

to express their views on problems facing them and the nation,

which the labor leadership was ill-equipped to provide. Above all,

the working class needed a united labor movement, organically and

politically. Foster constantly pointeil to the need for unions to be-

iome political, to cope with questions of foreign policy, ffnancing

the wa-r, regulating prices and proftts. "Questions of wages, hours

arrd workirrf condilions are also becoming constantly more political
in character and are increasingly the concern of government. .

During the recent years, American labor has grown up organiza-

tionally; now it must become adult politically," Foster wro_te (The
Communist, ]anuary, L942), Foster, who even before Pearl Harbor
had warned against a classless labor policy (The Com,manist, Novem-

ber, 1941) consistently fought for an independent class position of
struggle, the sharp edge of which was to be directed at the America

First, Hitler-loving capitalists.
Browder, busy spinning plans and schemes for a centralized war

economy as the cure-all for all problems, had no ideas or proposals
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for the independent political mobilization of labor and the people.
His_postwar vision of class peace and an "orderly'' resolu[ion of
conflict between classes, led to policies during the war which could
only result in tailing after the bourgeoisie and collaborating with it.
From this position there quite logically followed the dissolution of
shop and -industrial organizations of the Communist party, the
negation of independent class positions and the dissolution of the
Party itself into the amoqphous communist political Association.

-. 
Fortunately, there was sufficient working-class strength in the

Communist Party, and enough of a Marxist-Leninist cadre left, to
rally_ around Foster and his co-workers. with the fraternal herp of
the brother parties, notably the celebrated Duclos article in the
French Communist press, Browder's views were rejected and the
Communist Party restored.

Despite the serious damage inflicted on the party during the war
by Browder revisionism, its working-class base and stauncf, Marxist-
Leninist cadre enabled it to play a tremendous role in world war
Ir, a role which is a glorious chapter in its history and one at-
tained in extrernely difficult conditions of persecution, harassment,
slander and attack from m_any quarters. Through their courage and
heroism, their sacriffce and devotion on the ffgtrting fronts ind on
the home front, Arnerican communists became even more integrally
a part of the blood, bone and sinew of our great people.

The ideological battles deali,g with the status of brack citizens
in the united states are growing in intensity. The attacks of the
racists have become fiercer. They see the inevitability of defeat
i' the rise of a morality that measures social worth in terms of
contribr-rtions to_ growth and progress and not to color. They see
their defeat in the monumental struggles by black youth who, on a
nationwide basis, are carrying forward the heroic liberation-stmg-
gle traditions of their forefathers. But above all, the racists rearize,
that a guarantor of their defeat lies in the emergence into struggle
of white men, women and youth, who recognize the menace 

-of

white chauvinism and the murderous deeds of force and vio-
lence which is its constant companion, and who, in their own
interests, join up with the black ffghters in the struggle for equal-
ity. . .

William L. Patterson, Politiaal Affairs, November, 1g68
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[hampion Fighter for Negro Hiqhts
White chauvinism is an integral part of monopoly oppression of

the Negro people. A whole host of bourgeois reformist, Social-
Democratic, and outright fascist propagandists and government of-
ffcials have long poisoned the atmosphere of our country with the
racist "theory'' of the 'inherent inferiority" of Negroes.

The chauvinistic doctrine of white "superiority," designed to block
the path of struggle for Negro rights and full emancipation, is as old
as the American nation itself. This pernicious ideology has been
systematically used by the white ruling class to divide exploited and
oppressed masses, Nego and white, in order to weaken their forces
and block the progress of their struggle against the common op-
pressor. Today, notwithstanding their claims about "defending de-
mocracy," the American monopolies, faced with growing mass op-
position at home and abroad to their imperialist offensive for world
domination, are fanning with unprecedented intensity sentiments
of extreme chauvinist nationalism. This wave of chauvinism is di-
rected especially against Negroes at home, and against the working
classes and peoples throughout the world

At the time of the American Revolution, there was as yet no
modern American working class capable of waging independent
struggles for its own demands or for Negro rights. Indeed, a mod-
ern working class of sufficient numbers and strength did not arise
in the United States until after the Civil War, although the northern
workers played an important role in the military defeat of the
Southern slavocracy. As Karl Marx wrote:

In the United States of North America, every independent move-
ment of the workers was paralyzed so long as slavery disffgured a
part of the Republic. Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white
skin where in the black it is branded. (Capital, Vol. 1, p. 32g. )

Here, with startling clarity, Marx foresaw the Negro question in
the United States as a special question of utmost signiffcance to
the working class in its immediate and basic struggles, and of ut-
most importance for the democratic development of the whole coun-
try. It is a historical fact that since that time the Negro people have

These are excerpts taken from an article in Pol;i.tical Affai,rs, June,
1949. Author was Vice Presidential candidate of the Cornmunist Party in
1932, 1936, and 1940. Jarnes W. Ford died June 27,7957.
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been a source of great strength to the democratic forces within our
country and to the whole working class. That is why the capitalist
rulers of our country have found it so profttable to fan white
chauvinist sentiments and to strive to break, in every possible way,
the developing alliance of the working class and the Negro people.
That is why Marxist-Leninists have stressed for so long the vital
importance for the white working class and all progressive forces,
as well as for the Negro people, of the struggle to root out and
destroy white chauvinism and to build a powerful alliance between
labor and the Negro people.

The history of the e*"rilu, L"**rru, Farty has proved the
correctness of the views of Marxism-Leninism. By its unceasing
struggles, our Party, founded in 1919, has made tremendous con-
tributions not only to the winning of signiffcant working-class vic-
tories of great immediate and long range interest, but also, im-
measurably, to advancing the national liberation struggles of the
Negro people.

Our Party, from its birth, has been the ffrst and only political
party to ftght, in the North and in the South for the unconditional
equality of the Negro people and for their full emancipation. . . .

Opportunist Social-Democracy flouted the miseries, sufierings, and
revolutionary potentialities of the impoverished and cruelly op-
pressed Negro rnasses. Prior to the founding of the Communist Party,
radical working-class groups in general-socialists, anarchists, s1m-
dicalists, and dissident elements in the Socialist Labor Party-while
claiming adherence to working-class internationalism and some even
to Marxism, maintained erroneous views on the Negro question.
They admitted the abusive nature of the capitalist system, and that
Negroes were robbed and oppressed with special intensity. But ad-
mitting all this, they refrained from struggling for the special de-
mands of the doubly-oppressed Negroes and particularly of Negro
workers. They made ffne speeches and verbal protests about the
position of Negroes, but yielded in varying degrees to the bourgeois
ideology of white "superiority." . . .

Nor was it an accident that the true policy of Social-Democracy
began to show itself most openly after World War I, when the
hunger program of Wall Street opened with an ofiensive against
the labor movement and a drive to prevent the organization of the
basic industries, to cut wages, unleash terror against the progressive
forces, suppre-ss the political rights of the workers, and violently
intimidate and repress the Negro people. . . .
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The Gompers-Hillquit leadership in the trade unions and in the
Socialist Party served as a transmission belt of white chauvinism
from the monopolists to the labor movement. They alleged that
Negroes were "strikebreakers" and that white workers would not
join them in struggle or permit them to enter industry or the trade
unions. As a reaction to this, the Negro petty bourgeoisie spread
distrust of the labor movement among Negroes; they said that the
white working class would never be the ally of the Negro people.

Both groups hindered the developing of working-class unity.
Negro workers sufiered all the miseries of the working class, and
in addition, special, national oppression-jim-crow discrimination and
segregation, and lynch terror. It was the Communist Party which
sounded the warning that if labor failed to gain the conffdence of
the Negroes it would lose a valuable and indispensable ally in the
struggle against capital while, at the same time, Negro workers
would not be able to win full and equal rights to jobs and work-
ing conditions.

Only by waging an ideological struggle against the pro-imperialist
views in general of the Social-Democratic and reformist leaders,
and more particularly in regard to the problems of the Negro masses,
was the Communist Party able to clear the path for working-class
unity of white workers and the emerging Negro proletariat. By its
struggles against white chauvinism and for Negro rights, our party
began to create an atmosphere of mutual conffdence between Negro
and white workers. Our Party began to popularize the statement
of Marx that no nation can be free that enslaves another nation.

Our Party pointed out that although the influx of Negro workers
in the northern industrial centers had provided the basis for a mass
unionization of Negro industrial workers, the anti-Negro policy of
the labor officialdom stood in the way of organizing these induitrial
workers. At its 1922 convention, the Party adopted a program calling
for full support to the struggles of the Negro people for econorniq
political and social equality; for a struggle against white chauvinism;
and for solid union in stru_ggle against the common capitalist op-
pressors. The Farty pointed out that'precisely in those industries
(such as steel) and in those areas (the south) where chauvinism
was the_ strongest 

-and -where {egro oppression was the sharpest,
the conditions of the white workers were the most degrading. 

-The

systematic exclusion of Negro workers from the trade unions stood
in the- way of organizing the mass-production industries. To sup_
port the Negro liberation movement, not in words alone, but wiih
deeds, and to build a genuine solidarity of Negro and white work-

I{EGBO NIGHTS IO7

ers-this was the approach of our Party.
To carry out this program, an early task of the party was to

struggle against white chauvinism in its own ranks. party members
who were found to be affected by the poison of white thauvinism
were educated on the nature and purpose of this bourgeois ideology,
and 

_tho_se 
who persisted in their chauvinist views or practices were

e.xpelt_ed. This policy won for the Party staunch supforters among
the Negro people and among the beit elements of tt e workin[
class. . .

In L924, the Communists took part in the "race conference" of
Negroes known as the "Negro Sanhedrin" which was held in Chicago.
fhe conference was called by petty-bourgeois fraternal and otf,er
Negro organizations. Through its delegates, our party submitted an
extensive labor program which, however, was rejected by the petty-
bourgeois elements. The potentially powerful revolutionary senti-
ment among 

, the Negro people was in the early 1920's largely
under the influence of petty-bourgeois utopianism, which diveited
the attention of Negroes away from decisive struggle against the
monopolist opp-ressors into channels of reformism, philanthiopy, .ie-
turn to Africa" movements, etc. In their servile acceptance- of the
imperialist theories of Negro "inferiority," "imitati-veness,,, and
"servility," certain Negro petty-bourgeois leaders denied the leading
role of Negro workers in resisting imperialist terror and oppression
and the possibility of common struggle of Negro and whitJ iorkers
a-gainst capital. They even went so far as to peddle the shameless
slander that "Negroes [meaning themselves] consider themselves
too dependen] upon white America [meaning the white ruring crass]
to take any chance at losing the crusts thrown to them. . . .-, Th"y
set themselves against, the communist policy of militant struggle,
claiming that "every Negro knows that whar he has obtained from
white men has been through diplomacy." They held that resistance
by Negroes would do "damage to race relations."

_ But by their action, which was discussed in the Negro press, the
communists succeeded in boldly presenting the party'i stand on the
pressing labor and broad jssues facing the Negroes and in laying
the basis for further extending the idea of labor organization among
them.

. . . At its Fourth National Convention, held in Chicago in J:g?4,,
the Party worked out a concrete program for abolition of all dis_
criminatory practices against unorganized. Negro workers, and for
their organization in the same unions with white workers on the
basis of complete equality of membership, equality of the right to
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employment in all branches of industry, and equal pay for equal
work. All slogans of equality which were current among the Negro
masses and which expressed their aspirations for equal rights in
social, political, and economic life were placed among the demands
of the Communist Party: "for political equality, the right to vote,
social equality, "economic" equality, abolition of jim-crow laws and
also jim-crow customs not written into law, the right to serve on

iuries, the abolition of segregation in schools and the right of Negro
teachers to teach in all schools; equal rights of soldiers and sailors
in the army and navy without segrega-tion (hotels, theaters, restau-
rants, etc.), and the abolition of all anti-intermarriage laws." (Reso-
lution of the Fourth National Convention of the Communist Party. )

Our Party took up the struggle to organize Negro farm laborers,
tenants, and sharecroppers (together with oppressed white farmers)
and strove to bring such organizations into the stream of the gen-
eral labor movement.

The Communist Party's aim, always in the interest of working-
class internationalism and of the liberation of the Negro people, was
to imbue the Negro workers with class consciousness, to help them
assume their historic place of leadership in the Negro liberation
movement, and to crystalize their class consciousness into independ-
ent political action, with the white workers, against capitalist ex-
ploitation.

An instrument for advancing this struggle in the trade union move-
ment was the Trade Union Educational League (T.U.E.L.) organ-
ized in 1921 and led by William Z. Foster, present Chairman of
the Communist Party, and subsequently the Trade Union Unity
League (T.U.U.L.), also led by Comrade Foster. The T.U.U,L. be-
came the champion of Negro rights and the promoter of the struggle
in the trade union against the white chauvinist Gompers bu-
reaucracy. This ftght was illuminated by the signiffcant experiences
which our Comrade Foster had gained in his work with Negro
workers during the great steel strike of 1919 under his leadership,
and during the Chicago packinghouse strike of 1g22. , , .

The establishment of the C.LO. in 1986 came after almost two
decades of struggle led by the Communists and Left-wing trade
unionists against the anti-Negro policy in the Iabor movement, par-
ticularly in the A. F. of L.

The toughest task which faced the unions that formed the C.I.O.
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was organizing the {egro workers in non-discriminatory and un-
segregaied unions. The present leaders of the c.I.o. well know

ihir. Yr. Philip Murray in particular knows this. It was the prob-
l:* of organizing the politically and industrially disfranciised
Negroes who, said the communists, must be accorded the same
social, _political and industrial rights as white workers, the right
to work in all uades, wage equality and admission to all unions
on an equal basis. The steel, automobile, maritime, and other unions
of workers in basic industry would have never been successfully
organized, had they not tackled and solved the problem of dis_
crimination in unions and on jobs. The successful creation of the
C.I.O., based on the ffght against Negro discrimination led by the
communists over a period of *ore thin a decade and a harf, arso
had its influence in the A. F. of L. As a resurt, there are today
nearly two million Negro workers in the organized labor movement,

1t" "o*4l}"d to..prlcJr:ally none thirty years ago. Thus, the charge

-ot 
reactionary Social-Democratic and other chauvinist trade-union

Ieaders that Negroes were 'strikebreakers" and that white workers
"would not join with them" was shattered.

_ The heroic struggles of the sharecroppers' union organized by
Communists in Alabama in the early thirties electriffed the Soutir
and had its repercussions throughout the land. The struggle of the
sharecroppers' union. at Camp Hill, Alabama, prevented the land-
lords from cutting ofi food supplies of tenantJ and stood ofi the
terror of the Alabama landowners. During the years of the "Great
Depression," Negro and white farmers and city dwellers, led by
Communists, fought together against evictions and for unemploy-
ment relief. Some of these battles were furious and bitter. In
Chicago, Cleveland and other major cities, powerful struggles were
put -up against evictions; in some cases, because of the brutality
of the police, workers paid with their lives. Abe Gray was killei
by police in Chicago, and soon afterward John Rayford was murdered
by Cleveland police at an eviction protest demonstration. Ralph Gray,
Nggro sharecropper of Camp Hill, heroically gave his life in the
ftght of the starving croppers for bread.

At Gastonia, North Carolina, Negro and white textile workers led
by communists successfully organized into a textile workers union,
and, for the ffrst time in the South, white and Negro workers
jointly yaged a dramatic struggle in a maior industry.

In all these struggles, the Negro question began to loom more
and more as a special _question. The communist party, through its
own experiences in leading mass struggles, acquired a clearenioder-
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standing of the Negro question as a national guestion. By the ffrmer
mastery of Marxist-Leninist theory, the Party came to a fuller scien-
tiffc understanding of the Negro question in the U.S.A. as a national
question.

Broader experience *U ,rd**rrarrg was gained, for example,
in the struggle for the freedom of Angelo Herndon, who was con-
victed by a Georgia court to twenty years on the chain-gang for his
part in the leadership of impoverished Negro and white farmers
struggling against unemployment and for relief in Atlanta, Georgia.
It was gained in the defense of Orphan Jones (Maryland), Willie
Patterson (Birmingham), Willie Brown (Philadelphia), and in the
defense of literally hundreds of other victims of frame-ups and of
attempted legal lynching of Negroes.

The crowning struggle was the epic ffght for the freedom of the
Scottsboro boys. This struggle reached international proportions. This
was not only a battle to save the lives of nine Negro victims of
lynch "justice." Through the efiective leadership of the Party, that
ffght was transformed into a flaming symbol of the struggle against
the oppression of an entire people based on the plantation system
of the South and the survivals of slavery. The Scottsboro struggle
exposed jim-crow, segregation, the ruined position of the Negroes
in the lynch-ridden South, the impoverishment of the Negro *iddl"
class, the discrimination against Negroes in industry, as flowing from
one and the same source, namely, the national oppression of tt e
Negro people.

Our Party was able to register these achievements because it
understood that only by the cementing of a ffrm alliance between
the working class and the doubly-oppiessed Negro people can the
democratic forces withstand and defeil the war-arid-faicism ofiensives
oj t!e- imperialists; that such an alliance is imperative for achieving
the liberation of the N-egro people from the yoke of national opl
pression; and that such an alliance, founded on the unshakabie
unity of 

-the 
Negro and white proletariat, is imperative for the quali-

tative advance of the historic,struggle to abolish capitalist expioita-
tion and oppression, and establish socialism. our party won foi itself
the place of champion 

-ffghter 
for the liberation of thl Negro people

because it translated this understanding into dairy strugg-le ror ihe
immediate needs of the Negro people urd be"urrse'it undiitook earn-
est struggles against the cancerous ruling-class ideology of white
chauyinism, , , .

BETIY GANNETT

The Essence 0f Brnwder-Hevisionism
The Browder-revisionist emasculation of Marxism-Leninism, pre-

sented under the guise of developing a "creative and non-dogmatic"
analysis of what was alleged to be a completely new and "unprece-
dented situation," influenced the work and life of the Communist
Party for a number of years. While the seeds of revisionism had been
planted prior to the outbreak of World War II, they began to sprout
during the war, reaching full bloom in Browder's misreading of the
signiffcance of the Teheran Conference of the Big Three*Roosevelt,
Churchill and Stalin-which took place November 28-December 1,
1943.

Earl Browder, who headed the Communist Party for fffteen years,
had enormous prestige within and outside the Party's ranks. Yet, it
took but a few short months of intense and unhampered discussion
of the policies he projected for the overwhelming majority of the lead-
ership and membership to free itself from the quagmire of Right
opportunism in which those policies had landed the Party. It met
the ideological crisis without a prolonged inner struggle which might
have split the organization.

An article by the French Communist leader, ]acques Duclos, in the
April, 1945 issue of Cahiers du Communisme, which detailed what the
author called "a notorious revisionism of Marxism on the part of
Browder and his supporters," triggered a deep-going re-examination
of the Party's thought and action of that period. Duclos' article, re-
ceived in this country on May 20, L945, together with a letter sent to
the National Committee by William Z. Foster, dated ]anuary 20, Lg44
(the existence of which was not known to the membership, nor to a
signiffcant section of the leadership)-challenging Browder's position

-served as the basis for convening a meeting of the National Com-
mittee on June 18-20, 1945. This gathering unanimously rejected the
revisionist policies advocated by Browder and recommended his re-
moval from all posts of leadership. A special Party convention held a
month later, July 24-26, conffrmed-with the sole exception of Browder
himself-the stand of the National Committee and adopted the polit-
ical resolution on the issues which had been placed before the con-
vention.

This clear repudiation of Browder-revisionism was possible, ffrst of
pll, becap,sg of the inner health of the Party. What was decisive, how-

lil
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ever, was the fact that the inexorable realities of world developments
had already begun to expose the illusory conclusions Browder had
drawn from the Teheran Conference.

Sees Peaceful World for Years to Come

Browder revisionism was not conffned to one or another aspect of
Party policy. It represented a complete system of erroneous ideas

which came into direct collision with the basic principles of Marxism-
Leninism, cutting across every theoretical and political question faeed

by the Party and the working class at that time.
The Teheran Conference, in its declaration, indicated that agree-

ment had ffnally been reached on the opening of the long-delayed
second front. It expressed 'the determination" of the war-time allies
"that our nations shall work together in war and in the peace that fol-
lows," and to make a peace that will "banish the scourge and terror
of war for many generations."

This diplomatic agreement between the heads of the three govern-
ments became the foundation for the new political line Browder de-

veloped. He advanced far-reaching changes in the Party's policies
which, had they been carried over into the post-war period, would
have had disastrous consequences for the Party and the people whom
the Party influenced.

Taking the words of the Teheran declaration at face value, Browder
hailed the accord as "the greatest turning point in history," ushering
in an entirely new era in world development. Speaking at a meeting
in Bridgeport, Connecticut, on December 12, 1948-only days after
the Teheran accord was made public, Browder declared.

. . . We must understand that when the socialist Soviet Union
and the British empire and the great capitalist United States arrive
at a common policy for the war and for the post-war reconstruction
of the world, this is something new and therefore represents a

policy that has no parallel in past history. . . . It means, in the ftrst
place, that Britain and the United States have closed the books
ffnally and forever upon their old expectation that the Soviet Union
as a socialist country is going to disappear some day. The socialist
Soviet Union is accepted as a permanent member of the family of
nations, and the policy of destruction of the Soviet Union, which
has been a permanent feature of the policy of the great capitalist
powers since 1917, is ffnally ended. In its place, the Teheran Con-
ference has not only strengthenod the ffghting alliance of the anti-
Hitler Coalition, but has established a relationship for peaceful
post-war collaboration between the Soviet Union, Britain and the
United States. (The Commanist,lanuary, L944,)

BROWDEN REVIIIIONISM II3

In his book, Teherau our Path in war and, peaco (lnternationar
Publishers, L944), Browder emphasizes this central thesis:

The policy of Teheran, as the opposite of Munich, provides the
miljtaly gu.arantee for the eliminalion of Hitlerism 

.fiom 
Europe,

and. the-political guarantee of a stable peace to folow which riill
banish the scourge of war for generatioirs to come . . . (p. 11.)

. Thus,-1nira-culously, the Teheran conference overnight transformed
the world. The fundamental contradictions between imperialism and
socialism, between imperialism and the oppressed nat-ions, as weII
as the inter-imperialist contradictions, were erased, wiped out of
existence. u.S. imperialism had, by this declaration, divested itself
of all ambition to dominate the world and henceforth would live in
peace with the soviet union, plapng a progressive, democratic role
in world affairs. For, Browder emphasized, 'ireheran represents a
ffrm and growing common interest between the readers whi gathered
there, their-governments, the ruling classes they represent, "and 

the
peoples of the world." (lbid., p. 15.) U.S. imperialisri, it would seem,

_sought the defeat of Hitler fascism, not to deitroy an imperialist rival,
but for the altruistic objective of defending freedom, the independence
of p_eoples, from the encroachments of fascism-the enemy of all man-
kind.

It took but a short time for reality to shatter these utopian illusions.
The artillery and air bombardments of world war II hai hardly been
silenced when the united states set out to subject all nations-large
and small-to its dictation. 

_Emerging from the war as the single, most
powerful nation in the world-and sole possessor of the dreadJd Ato*-
bomb-it assumed that nothing stood in its way to worrd domination.

Far_from nllnng a progressive role, U.S. imperialism became the
citadel of world reaction and aggression, with bises and armed forces

in key positions to defend its interests in all parts of the world. The
u.s. geared econornie and military aid to its afues and former enemies
to 

9n9 purpose-to halt the working-class upheavals stirring in Europe,
to bolster the weakened capitalist structures, to hord in cf,eck the 3e-
veloping national liberation uprisin_gs. To camouflage its reactionary
objectives, u.s. imperialism fannsd the embers of anti-communism
with myths of a world-wide "communist conspiracy'' to subvert the
entire world. Thus, rather than accepting peaceful coexistence of the
two- systems:-u.s.. imperialism unleashed a cold-war ofiensive against
its heroic ally-of yesterday, which it now presented ?$ the tajor
menace to world peace.
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Monupoly Capitalism to Plny Progressiae Role

]ust as Browder saw the Teheran Conference shaping the character
of international relations, so also did he envision the extension of
"war-time national unity into the post-war period for an indeffnite
numbers of years," (lbid., p. 66.) "The American national unity which
we have under examination," he wrote further, "of necessity includes,
and must include, a decisive part of the big capitalists, that is, the
men who exercise immediate and efiective control of the national
economy. . . ." (lbid., p. 69)

In an article in which he dealt with 'hative fascist trends," Browder
examined the speeches of Virgil Jordan, then President of the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board, and those of Thomas E. Dewey,
defeated candidate for the Presidency in the 1944 elections. In this
article (Political Affairs, February, 1945), he explained why "decisive
sections" of big capital could be relied upon to pursue a democratic
road in the post-war era. He stated:

_ 1) . . . the decisive sections of the American capitalists have
abandoned the 

- 
old policy of_ hard-boiled reaction and imperialism,

and are- seriously- trying [o adjust themselves to the democ'ratic cur-
rent and needs of the nation at *ar. There is no longer any decisive

""ity of_ the bourgeoisie around a reactionary program.

- 2) The dernocratic unity in_ America, extending over all class
lines, is rnore and more ciystallizing upon a progir- which . . .
seeks a solution of the national probrJm i, u ,"rio #ay that abandons
the old capitalistic dogmas. I .

3 ) ' ' . from now on v/e must be on the arert for the fank attacksof the rnasked enemies of national unity these will be more
dangerotu than the open assaults from ,6* orr; but with the nation
on the alert . . thele are bright prospects ahead for- gr""t". 

"a_vances and victories for demo"i""y. . .^.

There can be no mistake here that Browder was referring to the
decisive sections of molopoly capit_alism, who now, u"*rai"gtro fri*,
were honestly striving to adjust ti the "democratic current.,, NTonopoly
capitalism was no longer a moribund system, inherentry reactionary.It had gone- through a metamorphisis since it shed its "hard-boired.
reaction and imperialism." Now lt is destined to pray a progressive
and democratic role for long years to come. while the threat"of fas-
cism still remains, it no rongbr stems from the decisive sections of
monopoly capital. The working class_in unity with -o"opoty .apital_
ism-can now head it off.

BRoWDER REVISIoNISM tts
Ad;oocates Class C ollaboration

As one leafs through Browder's writings of this period, one ffnds
hardly a mention of 

-capitalist 
exploitatiJn, as if ii naa completely

disappeared. Neither is there a wird of criticism of the hrgh proffis
piled 

_up 
by the rnonopolists during the war. Nor is there a *ora ini"n

woufd reflect 
-recognition of the *r.ry unresolved grievances of the

workers and the Negro people. No wonder, then, thit Browder could
readily arrive at the concluslon that'class divisions or political group-
ings hav-e no signiffcance now except as they reflect 6ne side ir the
other of this issue"-that is, of Tiheran. (ft u Communist, lanu_ary,1944.)

,, Th" perspectives of Teheran were of such world-shaking import
that, according to_Browder, class antagonisms had disappearei andthe
class shug_gle could be relegated to oblivion. The harri6ny of interests

l.ly:"" the working class and the decisive secrions of ihe big cap_
italists would now bring a long-term era of class peace ard clais
collaboraUon.

Knowing, however, that tark of crass peace and crass colraboration
would not sit well with communists arrd'th" Left as a whore, Browder
presented his brand of class coraboration in a new garb. iwe 

rvant

:"^gii:ill::," he exptained, .that the achievement ofweil-being and
clemocracy for all within our country shal not proceed through crisis

3-f51crlsis,?P 
ro1r**,e after struggie, but wiil'be the pr"j"3i'"f r"_

tellrgent colraboration of all intelligent men in America, iThu co^*u-nist,luly, L944.)
Browder was not talking here about the "ordinary' crass coilabora-

Pl lo"s advocated by tle hbor reformists and sociar Democrats.
This is a new kind of class colaboration; it has acquir"J.i;ili;;""".-
No longer, therefore, 

_need the working 
"lrrs_"i.d othu, ffi"rr"as3ctigns, of the population-conduct stiuggles for improv# Iiving

standards. For now there were "a sufficieni}umber of ineo of vision
and,understanding"-in the ranks of big capital who are convinced
ot the need to develop "a broadry 

"o.r"ei're-ir 
and deffnitely pranned

P-{!gram of national and international expansion of *ell]beirrg fo,
a11," (Teheran, p. 78.)

- 
Annoyed that his words of wisdom were not picked up and folrowed

through, we ffnd Browder_returning_ again anicr again io the subject.
In a pamphlet Americal_s Decisi.oe Botlle, publish"ed in March, 1"945,
he elevates his brand of class collaborationio orr" of a "higher we,-saying:

The time is over-ripe for the emergence of a higher type of rabor-
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management cooperation. That higher type which must now em-erge,

withoirt delay, is-the coming togJther of the most responsible lead-
ers of both capital and the trade unions with a common program
for . . . the fuii utilization of the American economy after the war
with a constantly rising standard of living for the entire popula-
tion.

For a Program To Make 'Capitalism Worli'

Browder also supplies the "common program" that must emerge
from this 'higher type of labor-management cooperation." The point
of "common interest" is to keep the American economy in full opera-
tion in the post-war period. "Our problem," he points out, "in the
main, is thus one of finding an immediate substitute for the war market
in terms of peacetime goods." (Teheran, p. 76.)

Proving that the Communists are ready to cooperate to make "cap
italism work," he develops this "problem" in considerable detail.
At home, Browder details, this means giving prime attention to the
"human factor of production" by "measures to raise the income of
individual producers on a broad enough scale as approximately to
double the annual purchasing power. . , ."(lbid., p.81.) Abroad, the
need is to expand the foreign market by at least $40 billion. And he
indicates how to accomplish this:

I venture to suggest that Britain and America must arrive at an
agreed economic pol,icy for the joint development of the world
markets on a huge scale, ten times the size of the pre-war markets,
based upon the rehabilitation of devastated lands and the industrial-
ization of the undeveloped countries of Asia, Africa, the Near East,
Latin America and Europe. Since this requires free independent
peoples everylvhere, the colonial system must be dismantled as

quickly as possible. . . . (The Communist, June, 1944.)

He envisions the elimination of Anglo-American competition by the
need for the United States to recognize that the "colonial system"
provided Britain with a "place in the sun." Therefore, Britain must
get a share of the world market in compensation for "liberating" its
colonies voluntarily. Thus, the "democratii' big capitalists of the
United States would play a positive role in world afiairs by leading
toward decolonization and industrialization of the countries held in
imperialist bondage, ushering a new democratic epoch which marks
the "end of imperialism" and "empire building."

Having proven to his satisfaction that the U.S. capitalists were now
ready to subordinate their private interests to the common good, he
admonishes the workers that nothing could be more disastrous to the
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rcalization of the great potentialities of Teheran "than an attitude
of uniform and undifferentiated hostility to the ranks of big capital
from the side of labor and liberal sectors of our democracy. . . ."
(Teheran, p. 74.) Indeed, by the flourish of his pen, a new brother-
hood of man has emerged, with the working class and all exploited at
home and abroad ffnally getting their due through the magnanimity
of the 'intelligent" and 'Tar-sighted" capitalists.

Class Struggle Thrown Ooerboard.

Like other Right opportunists before him, Browder does not flinch
from revising basic principles of Marxism-Leninism under the mantle
of flexible application to "new" historie conditions. "For the ffrst time,,,
he writes, "we are meeting and solving problems for which there are
no precedent in history and no formulas from the classics which give
us the answers. . . ." (The Com.munist, February 1944.) Thus, we
American communists are hewing a new path. The new historical
moment requ'res new theoretical conclusions and new policies.

rn much of his writings of this period Browder makes [ittle reference
to Lenin, since he had 

-obviously 
thrown overboard Lenin's teachings

on imperialism. Nevertheless, on the occasion of the anniversary if
Lenin's death he wrote a-special article entitled "The study of Lenin's
Teachings" (Political Affairs, January, 1g4S), in which h'e urges the
study of Lenin's writings in order to see "how the human -iid "r,grasp and command the particular and| unique historical present mo-
ment o-nly through a correct understanding of the past." He cites an
exalqle to prove this point. Browder notes that during the crisis of
world war I, Lenin vigorously denounced the crass cJilaboration of
the Mensheviks calling for a class war again capitar. Here we are in
the United States, unde-r entirely new conditioni, doirg the very op-
posite. In fact, "we w.ho are proud to consider o*relrres diseiples
of Lenin, are in practice collaborating with capital, and ffrmly ^de_

nounce those who advocate a class war against capital in the united
States."

For Browder, not only have class divisions lost their value in shap-
ing the new 

-world, but the class struggle-the very cornerstone of
Marxism-is thrown out of the window as well. And with it, the role
of the working class as the gravedigger of capitalism. To Browder,
Teheran meant that the working class must accept the leadership of
a "reiuvenated'capitalist class which is no longer its class enemy,
since their interests are no longer irreconcilablel Hence, Browder's
version of "American exceptionalism." The laws of capitalist develop-
ment may apply in other countries, but not in the Uniied States:
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Whatever may be the situation in other lands, in the United
States the consequence of Teheran means a perspective, in the
immedjate post-war period and for a long term of years, of ex-
pandod production and employment, and the strengthening of
democracy within the framework of the present system-and not
a perspective of the transition to socialism. (Teheran, p.69.)

Reiects S ocialist, P er spectioe

It would be understandable for a Marxist, explaining why socialism
was not on the order of the day, to point out that while capitalism
in the United States is over-ripe for the transition to a socialist society,
the subjective factor-the working class and its allies-have not
reached the level of consciousness to undertake this decisive struggle.
But this is far from what Browder has in mind. He states bluntly that
so profound have been the changes wrought by the Teheran agree-
ment, that socialism will not come for a long number of years-if
at all-and that great advances can now be made within the 'frame-
work of the present system." He insists, therefore, that Communists
have the obligation to remove from the American rulirrg class "the
fear of a socialist revolution." What is more, Communists are duty
bound to subordinate their socialist convictions to the common pro-
gram of the democratic majority and do nothing which might in any
way disrupt this national unity-inclusive of the big capitalists. The
task of Communists is to conform to the will of the majority. Thus,
he says:

It is an obvious fact of American life that there is no existing
or potential, majority now that can be united in a program of
action based upon the socialist perspective for our countiy. . . .

Therefore, we must state clearly and definitely that the practical
program which can bring together the majority in support of
Teheran will accept the existing economic system as its- base of
operations and its starting poinL (Tekeran, p. 69.)

It required no great compunction for Browder to subordinate the
socialist objectives in the interest of the "greater good." For many
years he had given assurances to the powers-that-be that socialism
could come to the United States only as a result of a great disaster
or because of their mistakes and incompetence. As far back as 1g87,
speaking to a convention of Massachusetts Communists, he said:

Proletarian dictatorship can become a practical order of the
day only _if Fresident Roosevelt's promise of a higher standard of
living under the present system is defeated or betiayed. We of the
Communist Party are prepared to cooperate with everybody who

will help to win that higher standard of living for the masses.
(The Pdople's Front, p. 2S5.)

In a debate with the rabid anti-Communist George Sokolsky, on
March 2I,L943, held under the auspices of the magazine Neus Masses,
Browder went much further:

No ruling class in any nation has ever been overthrown
by revolution unless and until it has brought disaster upon the
nation by- false policies, mistakes, shortsighted and overieaching
greed, and incompetence. . . , No revolutionary party or leadershif
ever gained powel or mass following except ai the direct result
of the crimes of the old ruling- class. Therefore, the ffrst step to
avoid revolution is to give ihe people a reasonable hop6 of
remedying the false policies and inistakes of their ruling'class,
of curbing their greed, of raising their competence for th"" tasks
of the nation. (ls Communism a MenaceP Afril, Ig4B, pp. 29-90. )

Here we have the most bratant rejection of Marxism. Instead of
treating the objective laws-Iaws independent of the wilr of man-
operating in capitalist society, which indicate the necessity of so-
cialism, we get a subjectivist interpretatron of capitarist ierr"lop-
ment. capitalism can live forever only if the capitafrsts would over-
come their mistakes -and^incompetence; they can be assured of being
free from the "threat" of revolution, if they woulcl only improve the
lot-of the proclucers. Thus, scientiffc sociaiism hu, ,o'rorridutioo, r,
reality; laprtalist contradictions can be resolved without the ne-
cess'ity of socialism; capitalism leads to socialism only because the
capitalists have not been ready to correct their mistak"r, ,"d,r"" th"i"
g-reed, improve their competence, share their wealth, and prove
that under this system both the producers and the- o*rre^ ca,
prosper.

Browder malies no bones about it. As rong as the workers can
achiev-e a higher standard of living, they wi-[ remain wedded to
capitalism. In fact, there need be no fear of the communists, for
they "are the most zealous workers for the removar of 

"orriitio*making for revolutionary unrest," because they devote much oi their
effort to. secure improvement in the conditions of tife of all working
people. Actually, he assured Sokolosky, because of such activity com--
munists are really "the truest conservatives in the pop;lation.,,
communists are ready "to support a capitalism in the ui.it'ed stot",
after the war which is compaiiile with "the 

interests and which takes
into account the necessary problems of the qe,ople. . . . (Ibi.d., p. 42.)

Browder was not trying to outsmart sokolsk!, or get )nto irii gooi

BNOWDEA BEVISIONISM il9
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graces. He presented this line of argumentation over and over again
in his writings and speeches of that period. In his opus on Teheran
he pledges the Communists to make "capitalism work- and to refrain
from any criticism of the "free enterprise" system. Thus:

. Since we Marxists, who are convinced socialists, are ac-
cepting for a long period the necessity to cooperate in making
capitalism work in America for the benefft of our people and the
world, it would be rather stupid of us to gag at the necessity
to listen respectfully to its pet-name "free enterprise." Therefore,
we declare in advance our understanding that the democratic-
progressive camp to which we adhere will adopt the defense of
"free enterprise," that we understand this term as a synonyrn for
capitalism as it exists in our country, and that we will not oppose
it nor put forth any counter slogans. (Teheran, pp. 70-71.)

The task of Communists, to Browder, is no longer to help organize
and influence the struggles of the working people, to heighten class
consciousness and to help the working class and all oppressed to
understand who the real enemy is.

Since he has shown that the working class and capitalist class
can live together in peace and harmon/, it was quite logical for
Browder to put forward a solution to the special oppression of the
black people in our country. In an article "On the Negroes and the
Right of Self-Determination" (The Communist, January, L9M), he
maintains that "The crisis of history has taken a turn of such char-
acter that the Negro people in the United States have found it
possible to make their decision once and for all." They have decided
in favor of "complete integration into the American nation." The
Negro people, he wrote, are now convinced of the possibility of
"the immediate achievement in this period, under the present sys-

tem" of "complete equality." In making this decision, the Negro
people have thereby "exercised their right of self-determination."

Dissolution of Commrunist Pa.rty

Having tied the working class to the chariot of capitalism, having
announced that Negro freedom- and equality is in the bag, having
stressed that "narrow partisanship is a luxury which America can-
not afford in this year of L9M' (The Communist, March, 1g44), hav-
ing put ofi the perspective of socialism to some very distant future,
and having proclaimed that the Communists will do all in their
power to help "make capitalism work," Browder took the next logical
step. He called for the dissolution of the Communist Party.

American Communists are relinquishing for an extended period
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the struggle for partisan advancement for themselves as a separate
group, which is the main characteristic of a political partv^. The
communists foresee that the practical political'aims the| r,oia wiu
for a long time- by in agreertent in a'ir essentiar point's with the
aims of a much larger body of non-communists] and therefore
our political action wrll be merged in such larger *ou"**tr. Th"
existence of a separate poritical party of coirmunists, therefore,
no longer- serves a practical,purpose but can be, on the contrary,
an obstacle to largei mity. (Teh)eran, p. Ll7.)

_ Th" report of Earl Browder on the new policies that fow from
Teheran was accepted by the Nationar committee of the communist
Party in January, Igf. t" m_eeting 

_also agreed to call a special
covention to dissolve the cp and establish in its place a non-Dartisan
educational association. And so, on May 20, wA th" "orr"itio, or
the communist Party was convened to vote its dissorution. The gath-
ering reconvened to establish the communist political Association.In his report, Browder characterized the new organization:

. , . We have dissolved the Communist party, and we are nowforming.a new non-party organization througil';ht"h ;";'e*pectto contribute to the common-cause of the prBgressiu" -o1oritj, otthe 
lA.m.eri13n 

peoprg. lve wiil_pa_rticipate r; dirtr;;r"rir"*'"", i,a"-
pendents, through th.e, established paity org-aiizations of our pro-
gressive associates, without com_mitting orrrJlu", to any prrty frla.. . . (The Communist, June, Ig44.) "

Thus, Brow'der's revisionism red inexorabry to the abandonment
of the working class, and the dissolution of * irrd"p".rd""i r"fiU""f
Br.rty,of.+" wo.rking class to serye as its vanguard.i" L""rfIn *r,f,thrs decision, all forms of organization based on the ,lrop, uid irr_
dustries were eliminate,d. Onlf the community 

"f"t, ,"*"i[.a. 
-ifr"."

wer.e soon transformed 
lltg loo1e., amorphous bodies, consisting ofhundreds of members, which met irregula'rly.

This situation lasted-one year. Th"e party was reconstituted. onFebruary Ig, 1940, Errl u*.*ger was expetied f", ;;;;';ppisition
ig the.,.policies adopted and for refusar^ to subordinate hiriserf tothe will of the majority.

o**
One may ask: How come that the leadership- and membership

adopted the, revisionist course presented by Brouiderp This 
"ri r"rtbe answered by quoting {rom the report oi Willir* Z. Frrt* i" tfr"National committee of the commurist poriticar ,tssociatio, ir-y.rre,

1945, which voted to reconstitute the communist party. For Foster

ilt
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stood alone in rejecting Browder's crude revisionism from the very
start. Thus, Foster stated in part:

First, I should say, it was because of an inadequate Marxist-
Leninist training on the part of our leadership. Although in the
Party many comrades opposed Browder's line and there was much
uncertainty and uneasiness generall/, the leadership was not able
to penetrate his bourgeois sophistries and to expose their anti-
Marxist character. The fact that our Party, throughout the war
and even for sorne years earlier had been in collaboration with the
pro-Rooseveit minority section of the bourgeoisie, gave Comrade
Browder a convenient jumping-off place for his atternpt to co-
operate with the whole bourgeoisie.

A second, and very decisive reason for our Party's falling victim
to Comrade Browder's revisionism was the lack of political discus-
sion and democracy in the Party. During the past several years
we have allowed ourselves to depart widely from the principles
of democratic centralism. Browder has been conceded altogelher
excessive authority-to such an extent, in fact, that his word
virtually became law in the Party. . . .

_ In a_ssessing the blame for the serious error our Party has made,
the whole top leadership, especially the National Board, bears a
hpay/ responsibility.- FoI, despite Browder's excessive authority,
if the members of the Board, or even a substantial minority of
them, had taken a stand against Browder's opportunism he could
have been defeated. Unfortunately, howeveii no such develop-
ment took place. . . .

But the overwh_elmjng share of the responsibility of the error
rests with Comrade Browder himself. . . . ft is nol too much to
say that lrad a-ny other leader in the Party than Comrade Browder
presented such a distortion of the Teheran conference to our
Farty. it would .have been rejected as rank opportunism. But
Browder was able j-o p:t it- across because of hii great prestige
anct his over-centralized authority. . . .

cti

CtAt,DE TIGHTFOOT

Black Liheratinn Impossihle

Withnut [ummunists
The Communist Party has a long and glorious record in the

struggle for Negro freedom. This record has been deliberately blurred
over and distorted by the enemies of the Party. Today, unfortun-
ately, sorne who are sincerely working for Negro freedom parrot
ruling-class falsehoods that the Communist Party has become "ir-
televant."

Communists have made contributions which to this day illuminate
the path to Negro freedom. For example, the growth and extension
on varying levels of Negro and white unity came directly as a result
of the Communists' pioneering efiorts. St. Clair Drake and Horace
Cayton document this in thJir celebrated work, Black Metropolis
(New York, 1945). They state:

During the early thirties, marchers in Left-wing demonstrations
in Midwest Metropolis frequently,carried placaids bearing the
slogan, "Blacl< and. White, Unite!" Close interiacial cooperatioln be-
came associated in the popular mind with "the Reds.t' Of course
Negroes and whites, as we have seen, have always cooperated in
Midwest Metropolis, but usually in white employer-Negrd employee
relations, or ai Negro-white patron. Thes'e Corn*ririrt sligans,
however, signiffed something that was new to the city: a imall
band of white men proclaiming a total cooperation'of Negro
and white workers. in a joint struggle_ to build i new society. I{ot
even the Abolitionists had stood foi that.

- 
I_dore 

_recently Yrg" I. D. Conway, a courageous Catholic priest
declared in the St. Louis Reoiew, official organ of the St. Louis
Diocese of the Roman Catholic Church:

The Communists were 26 years ahead of the U.S. Supreme
Court, 85 years ahead of the New Frontier, eons ahead of'some
prejudiced politicians and who knows how much ahead of Con_
gress and some of our reluctant bishops.

These writers display great courage in speaking the truth as they

Jhege excerpts have been taken from chapter L6 in Ghetto Rebeltion
to Blach Liberation, fnternational prrblishers, i96g.
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see it. They also show a deep insight into social problems. Today
their numbers are few, but tomorrow they will be far greater.

Through the 1930's and 1940's the Communists were pioneers in
building the foundations of struggle against race and class op-
pression in ever-widening areas. They carried the ffght against jim
crow into every aspect of American life. They blazed the trail
that revealed the real nature of Negro oppression and its real per-
petrators. They introduced a new militancy into the freedom ffght,
reminiscent of the abolitionists and Frederick Douglass. They brought
the nature of Negro oppression to ihe attention of the entire world
and thereby made the ftght against it worldwide.

In their ranks a new group of Negro leaders emerged, totally
dedicated and totally committed to whatever would be required to
free their people, regardless of personal sacriftces. Of these we shall
speak later.

Drake and Cayton write:

With the Depression "the Reds" emerged as leaders, fighting
against evictions, leading demonstrations for more adequate relief,
campaigning to free the Scottsboro Boys. Their reservoir of good-
will was ftlled to overflowing, with even the Defender rwiting an
editorial on "Why We Cannot Hate Reds."

"Respectable leaders," all during this period, fought against these
struggles led by the Communists. But today some of these black
leaders are forced by the circumstances of the times to adopt the
same techniques and methods which only yesterday they condemned.

The leaders who oppose Communist participation in the black
freedom movement claim that Communists are not truly interested
in advancing Negro rights, but only seek to use the discontent of
the Negro for the purpose of advancing the interests of a "foreign
power," namely the Soviet Union. Hence, they claim, the Com-
munists' interest in the Negro question is secondary.

To bolster this contention, some seek to exploit certain tactical
errors made by the Communists during World War II. During that
war, we Communists declared that the central task was to defeat
Hitler, who represented the most reactionary, the most chauvinistic,
the most rotten and the most decadent forces in the entire world. We
maintained further that the emergence of a strong Soviet Union in
the poshvar world would be a key pillar in erecting a new world
order based on social and racial justice.

Now, in the pursuit of this generally correct goal there was for
a time a failure on the part of Communists to push the struggle for
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NSBro rights vigorously enough, orrt of fear of jeopardizing the war
eflort. wherever communists made such errors, we communists to-
day join in criticism. But it is one thing to criticize and another to
use such errors in an attempt to desioy the varidity of a broad
'basic truth.

What the Communists said during World War II, it is now gen_erally acknorvledged, was correct. Their far_sightedne* ir, ,"g".a tothe Soviet Union's role in 
^the 

postwar world ?as p-pfr"ii". hary,more than two decades after worrd war II, the Soriet union hasemerged as the main force against national oppression, leneratirgenough powe-r to give to peoples of color the^,i,orld orr"r- at " "or_tidence 
^that 

they can break the shackres of worrd imperiarism. wereit not for,Soviet poyel, offering an alternative to the dominationot rmperiarism, it is doubtfur that over one and a harf birlion peopre
could have succeeded in freeing themselves fro* 

"oi""i"i-Jroi"rior.During the cold-war 
{ears th-e 

-ruling circres or o"r lo"ffi ,rirrganti-Communism to undermine the pe"ople,, *orr*rrii a",**"a"athe expulsion of communists from i[ iru", of American rife. Theword "cornmunism" has been made slmonymous with the devir.Hundreds of Communists were jailecl. (I*ry *"r" deported. Many

ilrrrl""jr:r, 
their jobs and were 

"*Llrd"d 
from chosen ffllds and pro-

Many former communist sympathizers and friends were forcedto run for cover. The assaurt of reaction led many *urt 
".-or", to'cry for met2y:' Never in the annals of ArnericJn frfrt"ry 

-h*, 

"r,organization been subiected to such persecution. It is doubtfur ifany other organization courd have survived r""t, uttr"t r. v"r, airo"gr,the Communist party- was compelled to raise millions of dollars todefend itself, it still'had th" ;;-;-;ty"to strike some heavy brows
against jim crow and segregation at tire very time when its Lnemiesand even some of its friends were declaring it impotent.

The veteran brack communist reader, wf,ri*- L'. p"ii"rror, at atime when he himserf {aced jail and had the iob ,r p-"iii"g r"grrand mass defense for thousands of his communist co-workels, strucktelling blows against iim crow and segregation. He orgunirla 
"rdIed 

-many historic civil rights sbuggles" during those years. Tust ashe had 
_organized the campaig"r ti fre" the'slil#;';# 

"raAngelo Herndon during the-thiities, he now a"r.i"-|r," u""r"#*orraopinion the court frameups of wi,ie Mccee r" ur*irrrppilnd theMartinsville Seven in Virginia.

__J: ,h9 early lg50's patterson presented in paris a petition t' theUN against genocide, documenting cases of lynchirg.tu ;; Sortt,
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both in coultrooms and public squares. This was one of the boldest
and most comprehensive exposures ever made of the lynch system in
the United States.

The acquiescence of certain civil rights leaders in a policy of purg-
ing Communists has proven costly. It has been reliably reported that
some of these leaders met regularly with the FBI and were briefed
on who was and who wasn't a Communist. Thus J. Edgar Hoover
had the power to purge dedicated ffghters for Negro freedom from
the ranks of their own organizations.

Anti-Communism (and with it the purging of Communists) is

harmful to the nation as such. It is a product of a sick society,

mirroring the insanity which has gripped a large segment of our
ruling class. It has harmed the interests of the American people
more than it has hurt Communists themselves. We have spent hun-
dreds of billions of dollars and have fought several wars, yet socialism
continues to spread to all points of the earth. No more than King
Canute can we command the tide of history to recede. It is the
American people who bear the growing costs of the vain efiorts to
do so.

If purges of Communists are harmful to the nation in general, they
are even more harmful to the struggle for Negro freedom-because
their purpose is to deprive the black revolution of the services of
some of the most dedicated and self-sacriffcing {orces our people
have ever produced. Especially tragic is the spectacle of white
forces, in many instances outright racist elements, dictating to Negro
organizations which Negroes may participate in freedom's fight and
which may not-compounded by the acquiescence of some so-called
*respectable," 'tesponsible" or "safe" Negroes to such a policy.

It is this policy which sought to deprive the liberation movement
of such great freedom fighters as the late Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois, the
late Benjamin J. Davis, the late James W. Ford, William L. Patterson,
Henry Winston, the late Edward E. Strong, the late Louis Burnham,

James E. ]ackson, the late Pettis Perry, Hosea Hudson, and count-
less others, living and dead. These are names which, along with
such a renowned fighter as Paul Robeson, would bring honor to
any people any where in the world in their quest for freedom. Today's
freedom fight rests on the solid foundation that these men did so

rnuch to help build in the thirties, forties and early fffties.
Dr. Du Bois devoted almost a century to Negro freedom, and yet

reaction dared to strike him down. Thanks to a grateful African
nation and an outstanding leader, Kwame Nkrumah, this great man
was able to spend the last years of his life in full human dignity
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in Ghana, and to continue to strike blows against racism, colonialism
and imperialism. This was with no thanks to many of his former
pupils and colleagues who deserted him when reaction reared its
ugly head.

Paul Robeson became the main target of reaction in Negro life
during the period of McCarthyite hysteria. Here was a giant among
men. His powerful voice was raised in concert halls, on public plat-
forms, at home and abroad, always in defense of Negro rights.
For this he won the undying hatred of the white ruling class. At
Peekskill in 1949 a lynch mob tried to kill him. Again many cowardly
Negro leaders sat on the side lines and were silent as Robeson
was attacked for advocating actions to destroy the wHole institution
of iim crow. What he fought for has becorne commonplace in the
Negro movement today, as his book, Here I Stand,, testiffes.

James W. Ford, twice a Communist candidate for Vice president
of the United states, was an architect of the forward thrust of the
{"gto movement in the thirties and forties. He was a prime mover,
alongsrde_l. Plrilip nandolph in building the NationaiNegro Con_
gress in 1936. The congress set the pace during that perioJ for the
entire Negro movement. It helped elevate the whole stiuggle to new
and higher levels.

To obtain full economic, political and social equality for Negro
citizens requires not only Communist participation in freedom
struggles but a strong, influential Communist Party as well. For Com-
munis,t and Leit progressive forces are prepared to do everything re-
quired to win freedom for Afro-American people. No other force is
prepared to play such a role alongside of and in the Negro move-
ment.

Since the early thirties when white Communists, almost alone
among whites, advanced and fought for full equality, other white
f9rce1 have in_creasingly come into the struggle. In the latter part of
the. thirties, through the forties and fffties, a new force con-sisting
of labor (especially the clo) and New Deal iiberals emerged ai
advocates of Negro-w}ite unity. In recent years, while many ilberals
of the New Deal days, along with corrupt labor officials, have
backtracked, new forces have come forward: students and educators
on college campuses and a signiffcant section of religious groups. . ..

True, there are many staunch and dedicated people *ho huu"
emerged,in recent years. They are symobilzed by ttre Moores, the
Reebs, the schwerners and the Liuzzos, who have paid for their
convictions with their lives. Dedication and courage, together with
an understanding of the need to make changes in our siial system
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and a readiness to ffght for such changes, are necessary to hasten

progress on al fronts.
The broader white forces are PrePared to work for a partial solu-

tion, for adiustments in the system that bore and nourished jim
crow and segregation. They are not yet ready to work to uproot
that system, to change the economic and political Power structure
of the country as a whole, as are the Communists and other Left
forces. Yet, without changing the system, we cannot conceive of the
black man's securing his full equality and his freedom.

The Communist Party, as we have pointed out, was the vanguard

force promoting Negro and white unity at the grassroots level in
an earlier period. It compelled a number of concessions to the black
people, and played an irnportant role in preventing America from
goose-stepping alongside Hitler and the Axis powers. . . .

Interracial unity, though still a prerequisite for meaningful social

changes for both black and white, as it existed in the past is in-
adequate today. The black man has found that he can be integrated
and still remain a second-class citizen. This is true not only in
regard to the power structure, but also in many of those institutions
and organizations among the people who proclaim that they rep-

resent both black and white. In recent times, the Negro found that
he is often an unequal partner even in his own civil rights organiza'
tions.

The problem, therefore, requires more than proclaiming the neces-

sity for the unity of Negro and white. What is needed is a force

that will create situations in which black people have equal voice
with white majorities over all matters pertaining to the general wel-
fare, and complete say over the internal problems of the black com-
munities. The problem now is to guarantee the equality of a black
minority in a maiority white society. Setting norms and standards to
reach this goal is the challenge to all pro-democratic white people.
It is in this respect that the Communist Party still remains the out-
standing force working in the white community. Once again it is

called upon to pioneer in the ffeld of race relations. .

When struggles reach a point of indecision, when they stray unto
paths of secondary importance, the result is a feeling of frustration,
hopelessness and a sense of going around in circles. For these reasons
an organized force is needed, advanced in thought, revolutionary in
practice and outlook, a force that is on top of the total picture. It is
necessary to have an organized force that at each moment of in-
decision can break the pattern of going around in circles, that can
answer the question: 'TVhere do we go from hereP" Only a force
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that understands the overall nature of capitalist soeiety, the inherent
laws that make this society tick, that understands the role of classes
can indicate the path ahead. Only a movement that has a clear con-
cept of the new and higher social system that will replace capitalism
can give clear answers. It uses science as a tool with which to probe
all factors in depth and thereby gives the mass struggle a higheilevel
of consciousness, a vision, a deeper sense of conffdence. A movement
that Inows where it is going cannot be defeated.

The C,ommunist Party is such a force. This explains why it is a
veteran in this battle. It has a p oven record in the struggle for
9gu1li,t/. It can rnake an even greater contribution. The pLth to
black liberation involves not only a program for the imrnediate period
but also a long range program for-socialism. Both are unatta]nable
without the participation of Communists

. . . In our view, the essence of the concept "black power/ means
that everywhere, without a single exception, the Negro people
must win their full equality. In areas where they constitute a
majority tlley must have the rights of a majority. This means that
in places like Lowndes County, Alabama, the Negro people have
every right to elect their or,rm officials to office. It means that
where the Negro people are a minority they must also have equal
rights--that is, the right to share in power, in leadership, th"
right to have black sons and daughters elected to any and all
posts of leadership in accord rvith their capabilities, without any
discrimination whatsoever. It means that in coalitions of whites and
Negroes, the Negroes can never be treated as second class par-
ticipants but must be treated as a,bsolute equals, without whose
consent no decisions are made.

This does not mean that black will go it alone and white
will go it alone. It means that a new, more basic relationship must
arise which takes into account the common interests of both. It
means that in mass organizations and movements, including the
trade union movement, the allegiance of Negro membership can-
not be taken for granted on the part of the white members. It must
be fought for and must constantly be rewon by combatting every
form of white supremacist viervs, and by making clear to the white
workers that any backtracking on this fundamental question places
their ovrn union and class interests in jeopardy. Of course, black
power is a democratic slogan; it is not in itself the full answer.

Henry Winston, Negro-White Unity, pp. 23-24.
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fommunists in the Mc[arthy Era
When periods of outstanding contributions by the Communist Party

to our country are considered, attention is usually turned to the 1980s

and almost never to the period of McCarthyism. Among many, this
period is thought of as a wasteland, a period in which the democratic
masses were frightened into silence and retreated without much of a

struggle, and in which the Left and the Communist Party seriously
declined, often for lack of backbone. This view held that we entered
the 1960's with a small, relatively isolated Communist Party, that had
lost much of its ffghting spirit due to its accommodation to retreat.

An objective study of this period will show that the Communist
Party played the decisive role in mobilizing opposition among the
people to the dangers of world nuclear war and of fascism at home.
It also took the brunt of the McCarthyite attack. If it had not acterl
so clear-sightedly and heroically, the shape of the political situation in
our country in the 1960s would be far different.

During World War II a coincidence of interests existed in the
armed struggle with the fascist countries, a coincidence that put the
U.S.S.R. on the same side with the imperialist United States and Great
Britain, that put the main sections of monopoly in the U.S. on the
same side with masses of the people in a demoeratic, anti-fascist,
world-wide struggle to the death. Contradictions among these diverse
forces were for a period less sharp, or expressed themselves within
the over-all coincidence of interests in ffghting Germany, Italy and

Japan.

CoLd,War Abrod and. at Hom,e

Before the country at the end of the war was the question of whether
the wartime alliance with the Soviet Union would continue, and thus
guarantee the advance of peace, democracy, national liberation and
socialism, or whether it would break up, with U.S. imperialism striving
for world domination and movinq toward a world atomic war. At
home the issue was whether conversion of the economy to a peace-
time basis rvould take place at the expense of the working people, or
whether the welfare needs and democratic rights of the people would
receive consideration.

There were those who did not see that such a choice of direction
confronted the country, that the contradictions between monopoly
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capital and the people's interests would reemerge, and that monopoly
would begin to move in a reactionary direction. There were many
forces in the old anti-fascist coalition that fell for the demagogy that
Truman was continuing the fight for democracy, which now was
threatened by a new menace-the spread of Communism.

Immediately following the war there was a mass upsurge, as expec-
tations among the people were running high and the sharp problems
they immediately faced, such as runaway prices, came as a jolt. Nearly
two million workers in steel, auto, electrical, farm equipment and
meat-packing engaged in long, militant strikes for higher wages, pro-
voked by the companies in 1945 and early 1946. The Communist
Party played a maior role in these strike struggles. N4onopolv capital
used them as an excuse for the introduction of anti-labor legislation,
ffnally resulting in passage of the Taft-Hartley Act on ]une 23, 1947.

There was an upsurge among the Negro people, the veterans and
other groups around their special demands. Certain forces like Philip
Murray, head of the CIO, went along with the upsurge. However,
this mass upsurge took place within the framework of a gradual break-
up of the old coalition. After 1947 the process speeded up. A sector
became more militant and moved Leftrvard, but major sectors of
the coalition, under the leadership of class-collaborationist and Right-
wing social-democratic labor leaders, broke away to follow in the
rryake of the Truman cold-war policies.

Throughout the entire period, the ideological justification for the
international and domestic policies, for the war drive and McCarthy-
ism, was anti-Communism. The line was: Communism by nature was
aggressive, subversive and anti-democratic. The Soviet Union intended
to conquer the world by invasion and/or subversion against the will
of the peoples. The Communist Party of the United States was a part
o{ this scheme. It took orders from Moscow. All of its members were
secretly working for Moscow and all were at least potential spies

and saboteurs. Senator ]oseph McCarthy and his supporters actively
propagated this falsehood. The Truman and Eisenhower Administra-
tions also spread it, and even many liberal elements opposed to Mc-
Carthyism accepted it.

Increasingly those who took the path of struggle were reduced in
numbers and split up, mainly through the use of anti-Communism and
intimidation. The narrowing and decline of the forces for peace,
democracy and social progress continued until 1953, when they began
to grow again, bringing the reactionary trend of the country's direc-
tion to a temporary halt by 1955.

The war with ]apan had not yet concluded when the 13th National

r3t
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Convention of the CPUSA met on luJy 26,1945, rid itself of Browder-
ism, and in its main political resolution made the following estimate
of the situatio,n:

. . . the most aggressive circles of American imperialism are en-
endeavoring to secure for themselves political and economic domi'
nation of the world. . . .

If the reactionary policies and forces of monopoly capital are
not checked and defeated, America and the world will be con-
fronted with new aggressions and war and the growth of reaction
and fascism in the United States. (Polttical Affairs, September,
1e45. )

In November, 1945, the National Committee said:

While the American people must now as never before, augment
and intensify their ffght and direct their heaviest ffre against the
Tafts, Hoovers, Du Ponts and Hearsts, they must at the same
time place direct responsibility upon the Truman Administration
for its imperialist course in foreign affairs, (Eugene Dennis,What
Ameri,ca Fares, New Century Publishers, March, 1946, p. 24,)

Two weeks after the arrest of the National Board of the Communist
Party under the Smith Act in 1948, Eugene Dennis, the General Sec-

retary, reported to the 14th Convention. He stated:

The development of fascism in the United States now appears as

a serious and threatening menace. The process of fascization, most
directly engendered by monopoly's war drive, itself in turn serves
as a key internal instrument to facilitate and accelerate Wall Street's
preparations for World War III. (The Fascist Danger and How to
Combat It, New Century Publishers, August, L948, p. 6.)

Reaction in the U.S. moved step by step-from the Truman Doctrine
to smash democracy in Greece, to the Marshall Plan to use economic
leverage to force the Communists out of the French and Italian gov-
ernments; from the construction of a world-wide network of military
bases to the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance and
similar alliances in other areas. Its policy of rebuilding German mili-
tarism as its ally and instrument in Europe led to the Berlin crisis.
From arms to British and Dutch imperialism in Iran and Indonesia,
it moved to military support for Chiang Kai-shek in China and to the

June, 1950 invasion of North Korea.
All of this was part of the preparations to encircle the Soviet Union

and attack it. The U.S. with its monopoly of the A-bomb attempted
atomic blackmail. Meetings and negotiations with the Soviet Union
were ruled out. The UN was converted into a tool of U.S. aggression
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in Korea. Truman and General MacArthur threatened use of the
A-bomb against North Korea and China.

Reaciionary Offensiae Grows

Domestically, monopoly capitalism sought to destroy all resistance
to these foreign policies and to prevent the development of a broad,
militant social movement. To break up the wartime coalition and mass
upsurge, reaction concentrated on the Communist Party in order to
isolate it, and on labor in order to isolate its progressive sector. A
combination of concessions and repression was applied to the labor
movement. From a rejection of the cold war, the Truman Doctrine
and Marshall Plan inL946-47, the Murray forces retreated by October,
1949 to the point of expelling 11 progressive-led internationals with
a membership of 900,000 from the CIO for failure to support the Mar-
shall Plan. Afterward, continued raids seriously reduced the member-
ship of these unions. Many CIO and AFL unions put Communist ex-
clusion clauses into their constitutions.

As early as 1946, Congressman Schwellenbach, a Truman Democrat,
proposed outlawing the Communist Party. In the next year a series of
bills, such as the Mundt-Nixon Bill were introduced, taking ffnal
shape in the McCarran Act of 1950, the year the Krorean war began.
In 1952 the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act was passed, and in
1954 the Communist Control Act, adding to the repressive measures
of the MoCarran Act.

Eugene Dennis was called before the House Un-American Activ-
ities Committee in April, J.947. He refused to testify on the grounds
that the Committee was illegal, since Rankin of Mississippi repre-
sented an area where Negroes were barred from voting. He was iailed
for contempt of Congress. Many rvent to jail for refusing to give lists
or tell their beliefs and affiliations; among them were Dr. Edward
Barsky and others of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, the
Hollvwood Ten, Carl Marzani and Richard Morford.

-Particularly signiffcant wag th9 contempt citation and blacklisting
of ,the Hollywood Ten, a blacklisting which spread throughout the
cultural and mass media and which still holds sway in many areas.
This case came in early L947 and was a warning to rank-and-ffle
demo-cra11and progressives that even such well known cultural ffgures
as John Howard Lawson, Dalton Trumbo and Ring Lardner, Jr. were
not immune to attack by reaction.

Attorney Ceneral Tom Clark built up his "subversive" list, and
Attorney-General Herbert Brownell under Eisenhower added to it,
until it contained 240 organizations. HUAC listed 608. About 1F0
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Communist Party leaders, national and district, were arrested under
the Smith Act between 1948 and 195,6. It was not until 1964 that the

last of the imprisoned Party leaders were released, having served

terms ranging from 2 to 8 years. Those who were political refugees for
a time, trr"h "t Henry Winston, Gus Hall, Bob Thompson and Gil
Green were meted the longest sentences.

Deportation and denaturalization proceedings were carried out
againit several hundred people, including Party leaders like John
Wiluu*ro.r, Claudia Jonel, Ferdinand Smith and numerous others.

Irving Potash was imprisoned under the Smith Act, twice-deported
and lailed for illegal entry. He, Betty Gannett and others who cannot

be deported, because the country of their birth will not _accept 
them,

must ieport regularly to the immigration authorities and are subiect

to constant surveillance.
A federal "loyalty program" was adopted and "loyalty'' oaths were

embodied in some 82 state laws, such as the notorious Feinberg Act
in New York. Under these laws, many thousands of public employees

were ffred. Large numbers of teachers were hounded out of their
jobs, and innumerable workers met with economic reprisal.

F annin g Anti-C ommunist Hy steria

HUAC and the McCarthy Senate Internal Security Committee

played leading roles in creating an atmosphere of hysteria and in the
headline persecution of hundreds of workers and professionals called

as "unfriendly'' witnesses. HUAC was the source of much of the re-

pressive legislation and was responsible for the many contempt cita-
iions. Under its aegis, blacklisting of workers and intellectuals became

a common practice and stoolpigeons became a familiar phenomenon.
FBI harassment of workers at their place of work, and among their
neighbors, became widespread and even descended to the depths of
following and intimidating young children of progressives.

Spy frameup headlines fflled the papers-Alger Hiss, Dexter White,
Morton Sobell and the Rosenbergs. Within the hysterical atmosphere

that prevailecl the false charge was proPagated that the Rosenbergs

and Sobell had given the secret of the A-bomb to the Russians and
thus shifted the military balance to the side of those who were out
to attack us. Despite a mountain of evidence to the contrary, and in
the face of a world outcry that produced a last-minute clemency plea
from the Pope, the Rosenbergs were executed in 1953 after a three-
year struggle to save their lives.

As time went on, the range of those attacked by Senator ]oseph
McCarthy and his committee became broader an'd broader. He con-
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centrated on the government and especially on those connected with
foreign policn in an attempt to drive an already reactionary policy
even further to the Right. Finally, Secretary of State Acheson and
President Truman were attacked as "soft on Communism." The Dem-
ocratic Party was charged with "20 years of treason," and even the
Pentagon, the Voice of America and the U.S. Information Service
Iibraries abroad came under attack.

Black leaders were especially singled out as targets. Paul Robeson
r.vas the target of a fascist mob at Peekskill in 1949, and was forbidden
to travel abroad. Dr. Du Bois was handcuffed at 84, as the head of
the Peace Information Center, on charges of being a foreign agent.
William L. Patterson was cited for contempt of ,Congress after being
cursed out and threatened physically by racist Congressmen. Henry
Winston was blinded because of criminal neglect and chauvinism by
prison authorities. There was a resurgence of "legal" lynchings in the
cases of Willie McGee, the Martinsville Seven, the Trenton Six and
others on trumped-up charges. Police brutality grew. Organizations
like the KKK and the White Citizens Councils increased in size.

Benjamin ]. Davis, Jr. was forced out of the New York City Council
after the proportional representation law was abolished. In 1959, Vito
Marcantonio, though increasing his vote, was forced. out of Congress
through a combination of the Republican, Democratic and Liberal
parties to defeat him. In 1952 reaction scored further victories in the
Congresional as well as the Presidential elections. Following the 1952
elections McCarthyism was really riding high.

T'hc Fight-Back Mooement

Every step of the way the Communist Party fought the reactionary
onslaught. Its struggles set the stage for the upturn in resistance that
led to the turning of the tide in late 1954 and 1955. Sharp battles were
fought, nearly all of them led or initiateil by the Party. But, there
were many faint-hearted liberals who collapsed or even joined the
red-baiters so that at times the Party fought nearly alone.

There was the strike wave in 1946 and the shuggle to prevent the
CIO from endorsing the cold-war policy. llhere were veterans' dem-
onstrations. There were maior peace actions, among them the Amer-
ican Cultural and Scientiffc Conference for World Peace on March
2, 1949 and the National Labor Conference for Peace in Chicago in
October, 1949, which brought 1,200, mostly rank-and-ftlers together.
Some 15,000 went to Peekskill in September, 1949 to hear Paul
Robeson sing. By March, L950, 2y2 million signatures were collected
on the Stockholm Peace Pledge to ban the bomb.
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Following the start of the Korean aggression there were many mass

protest meetings. One such meeting on August 2, 1950 in Union
Square, New York, was violently broken up by the police. Women for
Peace organized many actions, including a demonstration by 1,000

women at the UN on October 214, 1950. An American People's Con-
gress for Peace was held in Chicago on ]une 29, 1951. Some 5,000

attended, including 1,500 Negro representatives and 300 delegates
from AFL and CIO local unions, despite the atmosphere of intimida-
tion created by midnight raids on the Communist Party and generally
growing terror. This Conference was organized by the American Peace

Crusade and the Youth Peace Crusade. Gradually sentiment to end
the Korean war became a majority sentiment and compelled Eisen-
hower to end tfie war in Korea.

Following the cease-ffre, peace activity continued, centering on
pressure for big-power negatiations, for banning the bomb, against
provocations ofi China's shores, and for trade and person-to-person
contact with the people of the Soviet Union. After a long campaign,
100 college student governments succeeded in gaining the admission
to the U,S. of a Soviet student delegation.

The crushing of the Bill of Rights was fought with militant court-
room struggles, putting the blue-ribbon jury system on trial, and with
picket lines, demonstrations and mass meetings. Much literature was
distributed on the various cases and there were large-scale amnesty
campaigns for political prisoners. The movement to save the Rosen-
bergs reached great proportions, becoming world-wide in scope.

As time went on, major people's organizations began to see the
danger to themselves in this wave of repression, and passed reso-
lutions against the Smith and McCarran Acts, and against McCarthy-
ism in general, especially after L952. Among them were the CIO, the
NAACP, the National Student Association and the ADA, Prominent
labor and other leaders spoke out. When McCarthy tried to have the
book Robin Hood removed from public library shelves, youth across
the country began wearing green feathers. The "]oe Must Go" move-
ment, with buttons and meetings, led eventually to moves in Congress
to irnpeach McCarthy. NSA passecl a Student Bill of Rights and orga-
nized annual academic freedom weeks. The result was the defeat of
some of the most rabid McCarthyites at the polls in 1954, and ffnally
the Senate censure of McCarthy in the same year.

The Civil Rights Congress, headed by William L. Patterson, played
an important role in these struggles as it did in relation to the "legal"
lynchings of that period. William Patterson presented a notable "We
Charge Genocide" petition to the UN in 1951.
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Among other noteworthy events in the struggle for blaek freedom
was the NAACP Conference of January 15, 1950, attended by 5,000 in
Washington, which demanded anti-discrimination, anti-poll tax and
anti-lynching legislation, housing, etc. On October 27, LglL, L,052
delegates meeting in Cincinnati formed the National Negro Labor
Council, which for a number of years played an active role in ffghting
job discrimination. In 1954, the Supreme Court decision against
segregation in education was hancled down, and soon afterward the
NAACP Youth Work Committee organized mass lobbies of thou-
sands of youth in Washington for implementation of this decision
and for other demands.

The Communist Party, despite the attacks on it, played a role in
everyone of these actions and the Labor Youth League, formed in
lated 1949 as a Marxist youth organization, and itself under severe
attack, played a maior role in all youth developments.

The Communist Party alone, right after the Second World War,
correctly assessed the direction of U.S. monopoly capital and the
roots ,of the fascist danger. Eugene Dennis, in his report to the 14th
National Convention, cited three causes:

1. The drive for a'hew world war to attain world dominaation," to
meet the new stage in the general crisis of capitalism caused by the
spread of socialism and new level of national liberation struggles.

2. The efiort to ineet the danger of a postwar cyclical crisis of
overproduction by forcing the economic burden onto the backs of
the rvorkers.

8. The immense growth of state monopoly capitalism during the
war, leading to intensiffcation of exploitation and spread of oppression,
and the fear of the "rising might of the new people's anti-monopoly
party and coalition, the increased role of the working class leadership
in it and the growing influence of the Communists," and a loss of
'Taith in the possibility of governing effectively by bourgeois demo-
cratic methods."

Reactionary Offensioe Not Yet Fascism

Gus Hall, reporting as National Secretary to the 15th National Con-
vention on December 28, 1950, noted that "since our 1948 Convention
our country has been pushed dangerously down the road toward
fascist rule and atomic world war." He added: "Each step in the war
drive is accompanied by another step toward fascist rule." And fur-
ther: "The present and the future of our people, our working class,
our country, are tied to the struggle for peace in general and more
speciffcally, to the defeat of the war aims and policies of Wall Street.

{\
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This has been and must remain, the central task of our Party."
Among the masses of people there was a failure to see the acute

danger of world atomic war ind of fascism at home. In the Party and

the Left, especially from 1949 to 1953, there were strong tendencies

to view war and fascism as inevitable.
William Z. Foster, in his writings on the war danger, started from

an assessment that the world peace camP when fully mobilized was

stronger than the war camP, that war was not fatally inevitable and

p"u""frrl coexistence was possible. Within ruling circles in_ the_ U.S.,

Le wrote, there was the "war now" tendency of the Knowlands and

McCarthys and the "war later" approach of other sections of monopoly

-a difference ir: tempo not objective, but one which the people's

intervention could make use of.
In an article entitled "Is the U.S. in the Early Stages of Fascism?,"

Foster stated that there continued to be a sharp fascist danger stimu-

lated in the ffrst place by the war drive. He noted:

The Party must particularly answer the specific questions as to
whether or not these trends have now brought about such a quali-
tative weakening of bourgeois 'democracy in this country that we
can be said actually to be in the beginnings of fascism. We have
learned from the disastrous experiences of the labor movement in
other lands that nothing is more hazardous than to mis-evaluate the
fascist danger. If this 

-danger is overestimated it can lead to the
abandonment, as hopeless, of practical means of struggle and to
Leftist moods of "lef us go down with our flag flying"' . . . (Polit'
ical Affairs, November, 1954).

He said further:

That attack has not reached the stage of actual fascism, early
phases or otherwise. Bourgeois democracy has been badly dam-
aged, but not basically abolished. The workers and other demo-
cratic strata still possess the elementary rights to organize, to
strike, to vote and to discuss the various issues confronting the
country.

Some of the Party's statements, particularly that of the National
Committee of June 15, 1951, on the imprisonment of the National
Board, fed the notion in the Party that fascism was'uPon us and led
to actions that surrendered positions prematurely, including the sepa-

ration of the main leadership from the rest of the Party organizations
in the name of securing its ability to function. Thus it was necessary

at the Party Conference in 1953, and in Foster's article, to combat
fatalistic notions.
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Positioe and. Negatioe Aspects of Fight Against McCarthyi,sm

In meeting the severe danger of war and fascism, the Party faced
the problem of developing its united front policies. The Party gen-

erally viewed the most rabid advocates of war and fascism-Vanden-
berg, Taft, Knowland, McCarthy, Jenner, Velde and others-as the
spearhead in a division of labor for a policy of Truman and Eisen-
hower moving toward war and fascism. The McCarthys opened the
door for the Trumans and Eisenhowers to move further to the Right
and, in turn, tlre policies of Truman and Eisenhower guaranteecl that
the MsCarthys would grow stronger. The task was to direct the

sharpest ffre at the open reactionaries because broader masses could
understand this, but this had to be linked to the main obiective of
halting the Rightward direction of Truman and then Eisenhower.

There were tendencies in the Party, in the beginning, not to Pay
much attention to McCarthyism for fear of feeding illusions that the
only problem was McCarthy and a few of his exhemist supporters or
of giving credence to the belief that McCarthy's objectives were
good, only his methods were wrong. Among democratic masses the
Party had to fight to show the connection of McCarthyism with the
war policy of the main sections of monopoly, to show the common
anti-Communist ideological underpinnings.

There were also opposing tendencies, to ffght McCarthyism in iso-
lation and only with respect to its broadest victims, while withdraw-
ing from the difffculties of defending the Communist Party itself,
tackling the Big Lies of "Soviet aggression' and Communist "sub-

version."
The Eisenhower Administration was characterized by the Party as

even more reactionary than that of Truman, as representing the pre-
ferred party of big business. It rvas expected that it would step up
the Korean War and the repressive drive. However, the Party in its
1954 Program and elsewhere indicated that McCarthyism and the
Eisenhower Administration were not identical.

It was clearly correct to show the connection of the policies of
Truman and Eisenhower with those of McCarthyism, and to warn
,against reliance on tactical differences with Mccarthyism. It was
correct to point out that only the development of a broad people's
coalition struggling for peace, democracy and economic security
could halt the direction. But very little advantage was taken of inter-
monopoly differences and the progressive forces did not expect to
see Eisenhower and Truman respond to democratic pressures. Yet
Eisenhower shortly moved to end the Korean war, made some con-

I
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cessions in the area of civil rights and, alongside of repressive moves
which continued throughout his administration, clashed with Mc-
Carthy at the Army-MoCarthy hearings and in the censure of Mc-
Carthy by the Senate. And he finally responded to the pressure for
big-power negotiations at Geneva and Camp David. Ex-President
Truman responded sharply to the McCarthy attacks.

In electoral policy, the 14th National Convention of the Communist
Party looked to the Progressive Party in 1948 as the instrument of
mass breakaway from the two-party system and the base of a people's
anti-monopoly pafiy led by labor. In his report to the 15th Convention
in 1950, Gus Hall drew the conclusion from the 1948, 1949 and 1950
elections that "the masses had not yet learned from experience to see
through the two-party farce and to recognize the need for an inde-
pendent political movement based on the working class. The masses
did not see the Progressive Party as a practical alternative. . . ." Ex-
plaining further why the 1948 Wallace vote was so much less than
the predictions, he said that "most Americans do not like to cast what
they consider a 'wasted vote' when they go to the polls. They 'play
to win."'

The Convention concluded that a presidential ticket rather than a
full-blown party would have been better in 1948.

The 1953 Resolution of the National Committee reviewed the 1g52
electoral victory for reaction and concluded that the Party's policy
in opposing Eisenhower and Stevenson, making the peace issue the
central question and supporting the Progressive Party ticke! was cor-
rect. Within that framework, the main weaknesses were expressed as:

1. A rigid third-party line which failed to sufficiently uphold a
policy of united front and of coalition approaches on'issies and
in congressional- and senatorial races. This was particularly the
case in areas w-here the most notorious symbols bf reaction ran
as incumbents.

2. The failure within the framework of a correct policy of basic
attack on both parties and tickets to sufficiently direit the sharpest
ftrst against the Republicans. (Political Affai,rs,luly 1g5S.)
Writing as a political refugee in his own countuy, under the name

of ]ohn Swift, Gil Green expressed himself similarly.

To have said that a basic condition for the support of anv can-
didates for Congress was how they stood on p?^rce, in prlctice,
frequently meant support onlv for Progressive candidates.
The Democratic opponents of McCarthy, ]enner and Potter .

did not depart frori Trumart's foreign poiicy. Yet, it rvas imperative
to join with organized labor and with other anti-fascist forces to

Mc CARTIIY ER.f, I{l
help defeat the McCarthyr. . . . Their defeat would have had the
obiectioe signiffcance of a repudiation of McCarthyism and blatant
anti-Communism in the eyes of the world and national opinion.
("The Struggle for a Mass Folicy," Political Affairs, Fe6ruary,
1e5s. )

The Party Resolution took a similar position with regard to strength-
ening the Party's united front approach and overcoming its relative
isolation. And in 1954 the Party did single out for defeat the most
rabid warmongers and anti-Communists and helped to build broad
coalitions. The elections were marked by the defeat of a number
of such people and by some growth in Negro representation.

In the 14th and 15th Conventions, the Party placed the struggle for
Negro rights as decisive in the struggle against McCarthyism and
the war danger. In his report, Gus Hall said: "It is impossible to
wage an effective and consistent ffght for peace, democracy, equal
rights and economic security without at the same time giving the
rnost active support to the national liberation movement of the
Negro people."

Whenever reaction is on the rise, among its ffrst and sharpest attacks
are those on the Negro people. Racism and chauvinism are maior
weapons of reaction to divide the people. Space does not permit us
here to examine the-Party's theoretical or strategic approach in this
period to Negro liberation, or to evaluate the inner Party campaign
against white chauvinism, or the role of Foster's article, "Left Sec-
tarianism in the Fight for Negro Rights and Against White Chau-
vinism." (Poktical Affairs, July, 1953.)

The Tum in Fi,ght Against McCarthyism

It is always difficult to estimate the relative weight of difierent
factors in bringing about maior social changes. The militarv defeat
of U.S. imperialism in Korea, and the breaking of the atom bomb
monopoly by the Soviet Union, contributed centrally to the ending
of the Korean War, to the partial detente with the Soviet Union, to
the resumption -of Big Power negotiations and postponement of the
direct drive toward world war. In turn, these events had a big efiect
on undermining the repressive drive toward fascism in the U.S.,
spearheaded by McCarthyism.

The consistent peace policy of the Soviet Union and its peace ini-
tiatives undermined the Big Lie among the masses of our people and
m,ade more difficult the pursuit of the war policy in its most virulent
forms, as well as of anti-Communism at home. The political resistance
of the worlds peace forces to U.S. international policies, expressed in
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the Stoclfiolm Appeal, the Five Power Peace Pact Appeal, etc., were

also infuential.
World sentiment played a big role in halting the MoCarthyite

drive as the pretensions of the U.S. as the world defender of democ-

racy were exposed. The same can be said on the question of black

freedom. As McCarthy spread the net wider, and as the Party more

effectively mobilized wider opposition. McCarthyism became a hin'
drance to the carrying out of the main lines of U.S. policy.

The opposition to the war in Korea and to the cold war grew to
muss prqiortions, as did the ffght against McCarthyitP. Th" growth
of the Negro liberation struggle and the ffght of rvorkers on the job

for better wages and working conditions, despite calls for national
unity and , *uge freeze, also played their role. Our Party, in fact,

played the leading role in mobilizing the opposition. If it had failed
io i"" the dangeri, if it had caved in before the repression, if it had

been less efiective in mounting mass opposition and in steadily im-
proving its mass approach, the shape of the objective situation in
ivhich the nerv movements of the 1960's developed would be far
different.

The Party did not succeed in mounting a smashing counter-offensive

that could wipe the Smith, MoCarran, McCarran-Walter and Taft-
Hartley Acts frorn the books and establish a government that would
move in the direction of peace and democracy. These laws had to be
fought well into the 1960's, following the Frankurter decision in 1961

which upheld the registration provisions of the McCarran Act. These

laws thriaten now to be revived, but the rapid march toward world
war and fascism, was halted, at least for a time, creating the possi-

bilities for the development of the movements of the 1960s under

more favorable conditions.

Any tendency in our Party to develop the _strugEle against_lvhite
chauvinism as-an academic and scholastic discussion must be re-
jected. The struggle on the ideological front is as much a class

battle as the struggle on the economic and political fronts. The de-
velopment of a scliolastic debate on chauvinism in our Party could
only result in turning our Party away from struggle on economic
and political front foi Negro rights and would thus strengthen the
mairi expression of white chauvinism in our ranks, passivity in the
struggle for Negro rights. This would be the surest way to guaran-
tee i[e continuation and growth of chauvinism. Further, many ex-

pressions of chauvinism come into the open and can be combated
Effectively only when Party organizations and comrades are con-
fronted 'tirith *rrr tasks in'conn"ection with the struggle for Negro
rights' 

Bob rhomp son, Political Affairs, June, 1949
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0n Our Concentration Policy

What is the essence of a concentration policy?

First of all, it requires a fundamental understanding of the role
of the workers in the basic industries, in relation to the working
class and the life of the country as a whole. It is precisely these
workers employed in the huge plants by the tens of thousands who,
as Lenin pointed out, become educated to understand the need for
unity, collective action and solidarity by the very process of large-
scale production itself. One cannot conceive . . . of organizing an
efiective ffght against the draft, or in defense of civil liberties, a
successful ffght against war and fascism, unless this section of the
working class is fully mobilized. And, of course, one cannot speak
of winning the American workers for socialism without winning
the majority of this section of the working class. It is necessary
to permeate the entire Party with this consciousness.

Secondly, such a policy requires the selection of points of con-
centration where a base must be secured, if we are to set in mo-
tion the entire labor movement. Concretely, while we must
strengthen our base in all industrial states, we must above all shift
our main emphasis.to such states as Illinois, Ohio, and Michigan
and to Wetern Pennsylvania. While we must strengthen the Party
in all basic industries, we must particularly select for major con-
centration such industries as steel, auto, mining, maritime, electrical
and railroad. Within thes eindrrstries we must pursue a policy of
concentration in key industrial towns and key plants and depart-
rnents'with special consideration to the most underpaid sections
of the workers, the unskilled and semi-skilled. . . .

_ Thirdly, the full mobilization of the Party is required to achieve
the obiective of orrr concentration policy.'Concretely this means
that all Party clubs must have a share'in the responsibility for
rvork at the toncentration points. Communists in thi ,rlus oigurr-
izations, trade unions, etc., should try to convince these organiza-
tions similarly to pursue a concentration policy.

Fourthly, beginning with the national and state leaderships, the
entire Party must- be involved in planning, guiding, and asiuming
systematic control and check-up of conCentration obiectives. AI1
political and organizational prollems must be discusied and re-
viewed from the standpoint of how to realize them in concentration
industries. . . .

Henry Winston, Political, Affairs, September, Ig4B
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On "Dangerous Thoughts"

What, then, are the really "dangerous thoughts" for which we

have been indicted? What are the real issues, the only issues, in

our trial?

We Communists think that World War III is not inevitable. We

advocate united mass action to curb the warmongers. We work for

American-Soviet friendship as the key to achieving world peace'

we think that fascism can be defeated. we advocate the build-

ing of a broad people's antifascist coalition to defeat every attempt

to destroy the Bill of Rights, and to struggle for the extension of

American democracY.

We think t}lat labor, and the common people generally, can curb

the men of the trusts and can end the two party system of Big

Business. We advocate united labor struggle against the mono-

polists. we advocate building the people's anti-war and anti-mon-

opoly coalition under labor leadership. . . .

These are all very dangerous thoughts indeed-to the Un-Amer-

icans, to the economic royalists. The suppression of these thoughts

has now become an imperative necessity for those who are think-

ing of imposing a fascist dictatorship on America and Wall Street

rule on the world.

But the Communists declare that-come hell or high water-we
are not going to stop thinkingl ,A.nd we are not going to stop doing,

either. Our thoughts on the issues of today are the thoughts of mil-

lions. Come what may, corne Dewey or Truman, our Party will
continue to initiate and spark-plug the mass action of those millions

-and help them put their thoughts into action. . . .

Eugene Dennis, "Dongerous Thoughti'pp. 9-10.

ON IOINING THE COMMUNIST PARTY

To hold your life in the human catapult-

to say with Parsons (when the trap was sprung)

Let the Doi,ce of the people be heard.

To open all your pores to winds and men

to make a joy of being alive.

Each simplicity we touch

breaks through another cellophane of days

asks: can a sunrise or a revolution

create a poem you don't live?

Eight o'clock comes and tells the news

stretches from your belt to mine

a purse string of the world to ask:

How much more before the blood rushes to the brain

and the word explodes like Elilah on a shell

the act that spreads over deeds

and makes your destiny

the voice of the people-heard.

War,rrn LowuNper,s, 1gB7
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